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PUTNAM POMFRET'S WARD;

OR,

A VERMONTER'S ADVENTURES IN MEXICO.

CHAPTER I.

THE GAMING-HOUSE

VThat were the thoughts of the somber-looking man, who,

muffled in a dark cloak, which shaded his bronzed face, was
leaning against a tree in the street Alameda of Mexico, watch-

ing the curtained windows of a large mansion, might not be

revealed through his compressed lip and lowering eye. That

his meditations were not of a quiet cast was evident from a

start which at times pervaded his frame, but whether such.

movement resulted from anger, fear, or impatience, it was
difficult to surmise.

Many persons passed the solitary gazer, some leaving or

entering the house ; and, as often as the great entrance-door

fell bacfe upon its hinges, the muffled watcher bent his glance

upon tne opening, as if to discover some object of search.

Numbers on whom his regards fell seemed to be familiars,

and returned his look with a glance of recognition, but none
stayed to greet him fuirther, either repelled by his gloomy

deportment, or undesirous of colloquy.

Thus an hour or more passed on, and the street began to grow
kmeiy, and echoed only fitfully to the quick tread of belated

p<*destrians, hurrying homeward. The watcher, it was mani-

fest, began to grow restless, and twice or thrice left hia

position at the tree, to pass and repass the gaming-house, mut-

tering as he did so an expression of impatience. At last, how-
ever, while his gaze rested upon the door, as if he were halt

in aoubt whether it would not be better at once to enter tha
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mansion, a sudden, stream of light flashed upon the walk, anfl

the figure of a man descended the heavy stone steps which
led to the pavement.

"It is he—it is Falcone!" muttered the muffled obserp
and he at once crossed the street.

Apparently, however, he had not calculated on the rccup

tiou which he was to meet from the other, for his form wa
yet wrapped closely with his mantle, when the new-comei
suddenly threw himself roughly forward, and before a move-
ment could be made by the individual assailed, grasped him
savagely by the throat, bearing him to the ground.

The muffled man was one not easily thrown off his guard-
nevertheless, the present attack was so unexpected, that for a

moment he felt himself powerless, while the cold muzzle of a

pistol was pressed against his forehead, and an agitated voice

muttered hoarsely in his ear

:

" Your purse, Sefior
!"

" Take your hand from my throat and your pistol from my
head, and we will consider," was the quiet reply.

"(^iiick — your purse or you die! I am a desperate

man !"

" A ruined gamester—ha, Sefior !" cried the assailed.

" Come, c.nie, I am your friend, and my purse is yours, Sefior

Falcone !"

"Ha!" exclaimed the foot-pad, starting and removing hi3

hold, while the oilier rose to his feet, " you know me?" Then

t ndcavoring to regain the advantage he had resigned, he con-

tinued quickly, " but you shall die."

" .Not so fast, my very good friend. I know you for a

brave man, a reckless gamester, and this time for a gentleman

of my own cloth, with whom I shall be pleased to drink a

glass of wine to our bellcr acquaintance, Sefior Falcone."

"And who, in the fiend's name—

"

"At your service, Sefior. And now," said the stranger,

adjusting his collar with o. movement at once self-possessed

and graceful, " as you have not blown my brains out so sud-

denly as appeared to be your design a moment since, allow

me to be your banker."

Saying this, he drew a heavy purse from his breast-pocket

and tendered it to his late assailant.
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" I ask pai .ion ! Many thanks !" returned the latter. " I

remain your debtor very gratefully, only asking that I may
know to whom I am indebted."

" All in good time. For the present be content, Sefior

Falcone, not to look a gift-horse in the mouth, as we say in

Spain."
" Oho ! you are then no Mexican ?"

" You are very quick at conclusions, Sefior. Well, let us

part, for I perceive that you have a mind to empty your purse

once more at monte and I have other business on hand. But

you will meet me again, Sehor ?"

" Gladly, if you but say when and where."
" To-morrow, at sunset, in the botanic garden. Be there,

and we may become better acquainted."

" I shall not fail," answered the gambler, warmly grasping

the hand which was extended to him, and then turning

toward the threshold of the gaming-house, from which he had

so recently rushed forth, a despairing bankrupt.

But at this moment, the jalousied door of the mansion was
dashed violently open, and a young man, whose countenance

appeared ghastly pale, staggered down the steps.

" Another victim !" cried the stranger with a laugh. " But
luckily I have not another purse."

Falcone uttered a cry, as his eyes fell upon the new-comer.

He darted quickly forward, and had half ascended the wide
stone steps, when a sharp, ringing report broke the night's

stillness, a bright flash illumined for a moment the street, and
a dull sound echoed upon the pavement. The body of a d^ad
man rolled down the steps.

" Shot himself !" cried Falcone, with an oath.

"Another victim to monte!" muttered the other personage
;

and then, as the noise of hurrying feet approached, he seized

the arm of his new acquaintance, and hurried him from the

spot.

" Come with me

—

monte is ended far the night."

"Why should it not be ? It had ma le a robber and a suicils

in the short space of ten mmute8.
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CHAPTER II

THE SUICIDE'S HOME.

Among the variously actired and odd-looking persons sJ.

tracted toward the gaming-house in the street Alameda, by

the sudden report of a pistol-shot, one might have been

noticed whose exterior presented certainly as strange an

appearance as did that of any.

This individual was appareled in garments which seemed

to have derived their origin in divers parts of creation, albeit •

noticeable neither for elegance nor costliness. A broad-

brimmed palm-leaf hat slouched over his countenance, with, a

swaggering sort of air, and a brownish-white linen coat,

lamentably tattered, draggled from his shoulders. Tight-fit-

ting breeches of yellow nankeen cotton, with parti-colored

woolen stockings of Mexican amplitude drawn over them,

completed his singular attire, and he marched with as careless

a step as if he trod on land that had belonged to his ancestors,

since the days of the Conquistator.

But no one who glanced twice at this person (and there

were many who did so,) could Have been so far deceived as

to fancy him a Mexican ; for there was an expression about

his actions and manner that stamped him unmistakably as a

native of that region whose ambitions representatives are found

wherever wind blows <>r light penetrate:), but whose actual

localities arc embraced in a radius of five hundred miles

around Bunker Hill monument.

It was our old friend and adventurer Putnam Pomfret, the

"Knight-Errant" portion of whose history we have narrated

. in connection with the story of the Peon Prince.

Borne along in the crowd that pressed forward to the spot

where, rigid in the embrace of death, the poor suicide lay in

a pool of his own blood, Pomfret reached the gaming-house.

The confused noise of exclamations and hurrying feet, lights

flashing over many-colored garments, presented a scene both

novel and striking to the stranger, and, pushing lustily forward

to gain a position from which he could behold the cause of
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excitement, he soon found himself close to the baluslraded

steps, and directly opposite the body of monte's victim.

The dead gambler lay upon his face, his garments saturated

with the crimson flood that dyed the pavement, streaming

from his shattered forehead ; and as one of the crowd stooped

and raised his inanimate form, the light of a torch flashed

upjn his face. Putnam Pomfret bent forward, and saw that

i', was no Mexican countenance.

Blue eyes, clouded with the film of death, and a fair com*

plexion, slightly shaded by deep masses of flaxen hair, pro-

claimed at once that the suicide was of Saxon origin. One

hand still clutched the instrument of self-murder, and the

other was pressed tightly to the cold bosom. Pomfret

advanced, and stooping beside the body, loosened the rigid

gripe of the closed fingers.

A locket of gold was held firmly between those fingers, as

if clasped in the last spasm. The hand, as the Yankee lifted

it, seemed to cliug tenaciously to the treasured token—a mini-

ature, upon the golden back of which, by the light of a torch,

Pomfret beheld inscribed a single line, and that revealed a

history

:

" To my brother. New Orleans, July 1, 1845."

'' He is my countryman !" cried the Yankee, raising the

mangled head of the suicide from the pavement, and looking

round upon the group of dark-eyed Mexicans, who at once

comprehended the feeling which led to the action. Three or

four of them immediately stooped beside the body, and raising

it gently in their arms, prepared to Assist in bearing it to

the dead-house.

In Mexico the occurrence of a suicide or assassination is

not so rare an event as to create much consternation oi

wonder. Indeed, save in peculiar instances, a catastrophe like

this may take place without seriously breaking in upon the

usual routine of business or amusement. Consequently,

though the suddenness of the young man's death, and the

obviousness of ill-luck at play being its occasion, afforded

some food for speculation and discussion among the lookers-

on, there is little doubt that Putnam Pomfret was the only
breast that throbbed with sincere regret. Only the humble
Yankee felt that in the cold weight he was aiding to sustain.
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was one enshrined a living and immortal spirit. Only he

really sorrowed, for he reflected that the dead man was his

countryman, and, like himself, a stranger in a strange

land.

The somber procession hurried to the nearest guard-house,

there to make the deposition in reference to the finding of the

body—for which purpose the inmates of the gambling-house

•were also summoned. A short examination elicited the brief

story of the lost one. lie was known to be a young Ameri-

can—a stranger, for some time resident in the capital. What

was his name, or -what his vocation, could not be so easily

learned
;
but his residence was ascertained from an entry on

his tablet?, and thither, with Pomfret as its only mourner, the

body of the suicide was ordered to be conveyed.

And thus, while the night wore on, and the streets grew

talent and deserted, the victim of monie was borne to his home

—or the house vvhich had been designated as the late residence

of the unhappy young man. It was in a retired quarter of

the city, and was a dwelling of modest exterior, standing

apart from others in the street. Pomfret knocked at the nar-

row door, which, alter a while, was opened by an old negro,

who, beholding a group of men disclosed in the dim light,

uttered a hasty exclamation in a language recognized at once

by the Yankee as his own.
" Come down here," said Pomfret, beckoning to t'«e black,

who evidently hesitated before descending the few stone

steps.

But at this moment, the clouds which, during the evening,

had overspread the sky, were parted by the full moon, and a

stream of light suddenly fell upon the face and figure of the

corpse. The negro saw it, and uttering a shrill cry of terror,

rushed down from the threshold. He paused a moment with

a stupefied air, gazing upon the blood-stained burden which

aad been deposited by its rude bearers upon the flagging, and

hen, wilh a long wail, threw himself upon his knees besidt

(t.

"Oh, massa! massa Charley! Oh Lord! Massa is dead

—dead !"' cried the black, clasping his arrr.3 around the body,

and rocking his own frame to and fro. " Oh, my dear massa

Charley is murdered 1"
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"Who was your master?" asked Pouifret, iu a low voice.

But the negro seemed to have no thought of aught sav»

the fearful spectacle before him. He moaned and essayed tfc

lift the body in his arms, crying, in agonizing tones :

" Murdered—Massa Charley murdered ! Oh, what shall i

do ? Massa' s done gone !"

At length Pomfret succeeded in arresting his attention, ana

sought a reply to his question, which the negro endeavored to

afford, though his words were so broken by sobs as to bo

scarcely intelligible. And before, indeed, any definite in-

formation could be elicited from the agitated slave, for such

he apparently was, a new incident added interest to the scene.

The door of the house had been left open by the black, in his

hurried movement on recognizing the body of his master
;
and

now, as the old servant renewed his lamentations, a rush was

heard through the interior of the hall, and a large dog of the

Newfoundland breed bounded over the threshold, down the

steps, and with a loud bark, leaped upon the breast of the

suicide. The Mexicans standing near shrieked and fled away
conceiving, in their superstitious fear, that it was no mortal

thing they beheld ; and the animal, placing his fore-paws upon

the bosom of the corpse, raised his head, and gave utterance

to a prolonged and dismal howl.

It was a fearful sight. Stretched upon the pavement lay

the unfortunate suicide, his garments saturated with blood, his

features ghastly and rigid, upturned in the moonlight. Kneel-

ing beside, wildly tearing his grizzled locks in the vehemence
of his sorrow, was the old negro, sounding his monotonous,

wailing ciy. And, erect upon the corpse, his head thrown
back, and the frightful howl proceeding incessantly from hia

massy throat, appeared the dog that had recognized the

presence of death. Pomfret, though stout-hearted, could not

look, unmoved, on such a scene. He dashed his hand across

his eyes, and turned toward the door, but started suddenly at

the presence he beheld.

A maiden stood upon the threshold. Clad in a white robe,

with one small hand pressed upon her bosom, and the other

holding a taper which cast its trembling rays upon the group
below, she sto id as if paralyzed—her gaze centered upon the

suicide's form. It was apparent that she could not at oneo
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realize the entire horror of the spectacle; for htr heart

seemed scarcely to pulsate, her eyes were meaningless. But
presently, as if forced from her by an inward spasm, her

voice broke upon the night-air in a cry so agonizing that it

was like a dagger stroke upon the bosom of those who heard

it. Then, with a bound, the maiden reached the corpse and

sunk insensible beside it, her pallid cheek resting upon the

cold brow of the dead.

And there they lay together—brother and sister ; a sight

that might touch the heart of savages, while the negro servant

swayed back and forth above them, with clasped hands, mur-

muring liis broken exclamations, and the dog howled in

unison the requiem of his slain master.

"When Falcone, the gamester, was hurried away by the

new-formed and mysterious acquaintance whom he had at-

cempted to rob, the young man presented, under the dim

moonlight that struggled through masses of gray clouds, an

appearance denoting great internal emotion. His face was

ashy white, and his limbs tottered as they obeyed the impetus

which hurried him along.

" "What, comrade, you are not frightened, surely, that your

limbs are so loose !" said the stranger. " Thank your good

stars, .Scfior, that 'tis not your own body, instead of another

man's, that is now lying stark before yon gaming-house!"

"Dead!—dead! Oh, horrible ! I looked not for that!*

murmured Falcone, lifting his hands to his eyes, as if to shut

out the memory of the scene he had left.

" "What troubles you, Seiior Falcone ?" demanded his com-

panion, essaying to steady the gambler, whose frame swayed

to and fro, as he walked.
" I swear by all the saints it was not my work," exclaimed

the other, wildly—"'twas his own act! /killed him not!"

The night had been one of delirium to this wretched youth.

At the gaming-table, where he had staked and lost his last

dollar, he had also drank deeply, and this, combined with tho

frenzy of pKy, and the subsequent tragedy which he had wit-

nessed, now operated with fearful power upon his senses, first

to e::cite, and presently to weaken every mental faculty.

Meantime, the stranger, who appeared desirous of controlling

him for some ulterior purpose, watched the struggle between
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reason and madness, until the gamblei became nearly imbecile,

and then, clasping his arm, whispered

:

" ?.Iy friend, the street is not our best bedchamber. Come
with me, Gabriel Falcone !"

The young man's eyelids quivered, and he tried to speak,

but the effort only shaped some incoherent words. Then
his companion beat down, and, embracing him with a vigorous

arm, half drew and half lifted him rapidly through the now
silent and deserted streets.

After traversing several squares, this singular guide paused

before an antiquated, substantial house, standing back from

the walk, and almost hidden by large trees. The door-way

of this mansion was open, and a shaded lamp burned in a

recess of its hall, where, likewise, was an oaken stand, with a

small bell upon it, which Falcone's conductor rung briskly,

summoning therewith a bronze-faced servant from a couch

near by.

" Domingo ! have a bed made ready for this gentleman !"

was the abrupt command of the new-comer, who was evi-

dently the master of the ancient house.

The servitor disappeared without speaking, while his master

placed Falcone on the couch, and seated himself beside him.

The gambler had sunk into a drunken stupor, and his new
companion perused his face intently by the light of the

solitary lamp in the hall. That face was no longer distorted

as when under the influence of his paroxysm in the street.

Only a stolid blankness was now apparent, indicating the

depression of sensibility by intoxication. The head drooped

on the shoulders, the eyes were closed, and a relaxation of

every limb showed an utt2r prostration of energy. In a few

moments the servant returned, and, with Ids master's assist-

ance, conveyed Falcone to an inner apartment, where he was
laid on a comfortable bed. Then, as the lackey retired, and
the gambler's stertorous breathing gave assurance that he was
wrapped in dull slumber, the strange master of the house

folded his arms across his breast, and looked down on his

Unconscious guest with a smile of malignant import.

" Gabriel Falcone !" he muttered, a darker shadow fiittipg

over his dark face, while his compressed lips worked nerv-

ously, " Gabriel Falcone ! I have long sought, and now 7iace
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you
! Your mother, Gabriel, incurred a debt to me, and J

forget not—neither forgive. Therefore, Gabriel Falccne, I

shall claim full quittance from you, before we part I"

Thus the man muttered, an evil smile on his lips ; and then
with another look at the gambler's apathetic face, he JeA him
to his slumbers.

CHAPTER III.

THE GOOD MAX'S CLOSING SCENE.

Douxg the same hours of night in which were transpiring

the scenes already known to our readers, the common tragedyof

death was transpiring in many streets of Mexico. Indeed, what

day or night, what hour or minute, is free from visitation of

that dread guest whom all must some time entertain? Whether

he come robed in crimson garments of war, or yellow

drapery of pestilence—whether he breathe icily upon Beauty's

check, or stifle Age with his nightmare embrace, still, death is

omnipresent. He enters and departs as he lists, and no man

knows when he shall knock at the door of his heart.

But in the passage of a good spirit from earthly habitation,

there is no reality of gloom. The wearied sojourner upon

earth, whose life has reached its natural term, feels not, if fit

to die, a bitterness in the cup he must drink. The overladen

child of sorrow can not help but welcome the wings which

arc to sustain him in all future journeyings.

Sd, then, there was no anguish in the parting of a good man,

Don Tadeo, who lay trembling on the threshold of two worlds

at the hour of midnight — an aged man, with broad and

scarcely-wrinkled brow, over which curled a few locks of sil-

very hair—an old man, with bright and quiet ejee, wherein

ehone the assurance of blessed immortality. One of his thin

hands clasped that sacred volume which is the rock of a

Christian's faith—the other rested on the breast of a youth

who knelt beside the bed with wet cheeks and parted

lips.

" Weep net, Alonzo !" murmured the dying msa, " Yoa
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have life before you, and I only depart into another lifa

Calmly do I go, for I know that goodness remains in the heart

of him whom I have cherished as the child of my age. Per-

haps, my son, as we have sometimes conjectured, the spirits of

the departed are permitted to watch over the friends of their

earthly love. Surely, if that be so, my jojr must be enhanced

in contemplating my Alonzo's virtue and happiness."

" Oh ! my uncle ! my benefactor ! my more than father

My God, grant me strength in this hour of trial."

" Be assured that he will, Alonzo. Our parting is only for

a seaaon, dear son," said the old man. " Have we not read

together," he continued, reverently lifticg the Bible to his lips,

" not alone the sublime truths of this sacred volume, but the

magnificent testimony of that other great book which i3 un-

rolled to reason's eye in all the universe of matter ? Have we
not explored the mysteries of celestial creation and looked

upon nature in her manifold moods ? And shall we have

walked together in the lofty pathways of progression, only to

be parted now, with no hope of eternal reunion ? No, Alonzo.

we shall ascend in company the bights of superior knowledg'

—kneeling and worshiping at still purer shrines, and receiv-

ing into our existences the light of wisdom from its fountain-

head."

The aged man's eyes beamed with beautiful confidence. A
soft moisture suffused them, adding tenderness to to their ex-

pression. His pale cheeks flushed with holy enthusiasm, and
pressing the book of God to his heart, he smiled with serene

joy-

It needed, indeed, the fortitude both of religion and philos-

ophy to enable the young man to await with resignation the

hour of parting from one so dear to him as this old man.
Left an orphan in infancy, the child had found a father, the

youth discovered a wise friend, in the only brother of lib

mother Don Tadeo, disappointed in early life by the death

of one to whom he had been betrothed, would never break

the sweet tie that linked her memory with his heavenly hopeL

He had chosen a secluded life, surrounding himself with books,

and devoting his days to two objects, the practice of active

bcnevclence, and the pursuit of knowledge in all her arduous

paths. Not wealthy, Don Tadeo possessed enough for his
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own -wants and sufficient to share largely with the needj

around him. His years, from the age of thirty, had been

spent amid the wild scenery of Upper Mexico—among snow-

capped hills, and ample forests, where he breathed the untain-

ted breeze of la tierra freu. He lived almost a hermit's life

until the death of his sister left the child Alonzo to his care.

The orphan gained a kind protector and a happy home, and
the bachelor guardian henceforth found an object, for Ms
affection, and a docile pupil on whom to lavish all the stores

of his varied learning. The orphan's childhood and youth

passed like a pleasant romance in the retreat of his mountain

dwelling-place, and it was only during the last year of hia

ancle's life that he had been a resident of the capital. Up to

'this period he had dwelt amrl nature's haunts, her chosen

child, yet imbued with all the :;
' nty lore of elder art. Wan-

dering among solemn woock
.
3using beside still rivers, or

climbing rocky highlands, witL brow bared to the fresh moun-

tain breeze, he had drank deep draughts of romance, and

mingled the past Avith the present. His was an existence of

quiet, unbroken by the world's tumult—a sunshine uncrossed

by clouds.

But of late years, the youth's heart had throbbed with

indefinite longings for something yet unknown. The tideleea

monotony of his studies, his walks and reveries, grew irksome

and unsatisfying. He felt within him the promptings of some

unknown power, ever and anon uplifting a corner of the cur-

tain which enveloped his dreaming soul, and revealing dim

glimmerings of a future yet unborn.

And for such an idealistic being destiny was weaving the

chains of reality The hours were slowly bringing to the

youth's conception a new thought—a new experience. That

awful idea which was first revealed to mankind's stricken pro-

genitors, the full extent of the Eternal's judgment upon their

disobedience—that immeasurably awful idea which involves

the curse of death—was now about to stir the mirippled

waters of Alonzo's enthusiast sou..

The solemn moments lingered, yet passed quickly enough,

for they brought nearer and nearer the dissolution of good

Don Tadeo. AWizo vainly endeavored to stifle the expression

of his grief which was yet no unworthy manifestation, for it
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gprung from the deep and abiding affection which he entertained

^oward his noble uncle.

Don Tadeo had remained silent for some moments, his lipa

moving in quiet prayor, and his eyes glowing with sublime

confidence in the mercy of that Being in whose presence he

was soon to enter. At length, however, the uncle spoke in a

low voice.

" Dear Alonzo, before I depart, I have a brief history to

relate, which has ever till now been locked within my own
bosom. The tomb closes all earthly memories, and I thought

to have borne to my grave the reminiscences of sorrow anf

disappointment which made my youth a desert till Heaven
vouchsafed a boon and blessing in giving to me my Alonzo.

But now I feel a desire in my heart, urging me to recall the

story of my youth, and perhaps, in its recital, you, my boy,

may at once learn all that your uncle has ever concealed from

rou, and gather from the story some knowledge of the strange

world on which you are about to enter. Listen !—but first,

lear Alonzo, reach to me yonder ebony casket."

The young man arose from his kneeling posture, and pro-

ceeding to a bookcase, brought from one of its shelves a small

box, of curiously carved ebony, which he knew to be much-
prized by his uncle. Don Tadeo unlocked this casket, and
covering his forehead for a few moments, he remained in

thought, as if reviving past recollections. Then he took the

young man's hand, and began his narration

:

" My Alonzo—you behold tears in these aged eyes
;
you

feel my heart beat wildly, even with failing pulses. Judge,
then, Alonzo, what must have been the strength of that

passion which, through all the lapse of years, has yet

clung to this frail heart ! Judge how I loved, who, never pos-

sessing, have always adored the object of my boyhood's first

affection. She was another's, and I learned that she was un-

happy—that she, was that too common sacrifice to pride and
mistaken interest—a biide betrothed from childhood by parents

without her own consent. Her husband, older than herself

by some score of years, was not a man to win or keep the love

of such a woman. Proud, cunning, unscrupulous, he had
passed his youth in dissipation, indulging every passion to ita

utmost limit ; and even after his nuptials with the beautiful
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being he bad litt rally bought (for his wealth was enormous) lie

neither refrained from nor concealed the excesses to which, he

had become habituated.

" I learned the history of husband and wife, not at onco.bul

at intervals, by degrees : not from Donna Maria's lips, thougti

afterward her heart was opened to rne like a sister's ; but by

observation and the remarks of others, who little suspected

my own absorbing interest. At my first meeting with the

lovely but unhappy lady, she had been married only a year,

and an infant reposed on her tender bosom. How I brought

under control the passion which immediately took possession

of mo ; bow I afterward refrained from declaring it to Maria

when I soon after became a constant visitor at her husband's

house and was thrown daily in her company ; how I concealed,

as a miser does his gold, all manifestation of the fire which

was consuming my very existence—He alone knows, who
overlooks all hearts, and who in mercy chastened that he might

subdue mine.
" But such a struggle could not last. I fell dangerously ill,

and for months my life was despaired of. In the ravings of

delirium the image of my beloved was ever present to me, and

when, at length, a strong bodily frame reacted from the disease

which had prostrated it, and I awoke again to reason and the

hope of life, my first collected thoughts clustered around the

mrmorv of her who was not and never could be mine. Her

name was the first word that trembled on my lips, and then

I learned the destiny of my life—to live in loneliness
!"

Don Tadeo paused in his recital, overcome by poignant

recollections. Alon/.o's face expressed the deep interest which

the mournful story excited in his young heart.

"Maria," resumed the old man, mastering his emotion,

thouah his voice, as he went on, became more and more fee-

ble
—"Maria was to me and to her husband lost—forever

!

During those few months when I lay balanced between life

and death, a fearful drama had been enacted—and but fitting

(iuale to selfish betrothment and loveless marriage! My

adored Maria had deserted her husband—fled, as rumor re-

ported, with one of his licentious companions; leaving home

imd child to throw herself upon the great unknown world, of

which she, pocr child, knew scarcely the threshold. Th«
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vflam suspected to have enticed her, was a youag libertine, of

fortune equal to that of her husband, and of a character much
like his. But this man, soon after the disappearance of my
beloved, had returned to his old haunts, and, when called to

account Ly Maria's husband, denied all knowledge of the

woman, and swore that he was not responsible for her ab-

sence. Ilia statement, however, was generally disbelieved,

inasmuch as circumstances conspired to fix complicity on

him ; and so bad was his reputation that many scrupled not to

suspect him of having added a darker crime to that of abduc-

tion. Maria's husband, indifferent as he was, roused himself

at this point, fought with his ialse friend and dangerously

wounded him. The authorities took up the matter, but aftei

close examination, no positive evidence was elicited in sup-

port of the popular sentiment, and the libertine, recovering

from his almost fatal wound, soon after left Mexico for foreign

parts."

Again Don Tadeo hid his face with his transparent fingers

;

and Alonzo, though deeply interested, implored his uncle to

refrain from recalling to memory events so harrowing to his

soul. But Don Tadeo shook his head, and proceeded with

his story:

" When I recovered so far as to be able to go out, I learned

another act in the wretched tragedy. Maria's husband, tor-

mented with chagrin at the flight of his wife, and perhaps

conscious that his own worthless character had been the occa-

sion of it, gave himself up from the time of his duel to a

course of reckless dissipation which speedily brought him to

the gates of death. At the period when these details were

communicated to me, the miserable man was raving under the

horrors of mania a potu, from which malady he neve!

recovered."

Don Tadeo ended his narrative, and, lifting the lid of the

little casket that had remained on the bed beside him, he took

from it a golden locket, the spring of which he pressed, and

disclosed the miniature likeness of a beautiful woman.
"This was the shadow of my Maria," murmured Don

Tadeo, " and I give it into your keeping as the most sacred

memento of your poor uncle, who, loving the dear original,

during hia lonely life, now welcomes the approach of death,
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in the sweet hope of reunion with her angelic spirit is thai
land where we ' shall see no longer through a glass, darkly
but face to fact.'"

With these words Don Tadeo pressed the portrait to his

lips, kissing it softly, while bright tears rolled slowly down
his aged cheeks. Replacing the locket in its casket with his

own trembling hand, he fell gently back oa the pillow, then,

with a sigh so low that it seemed but a natural inspiration,

the good man's spirit passed to another home—so calm and
quiet was the transition ; and perhaps Don Tadeo already

clasped the hand of his immortal beloved, awaiting him with-

out, ere yet his mortal friend had ceased to muse upon his

dying words, so full of tenderest hope.

CHAPTER IV
THE YANKEE.

Putnam Pojifret, as he sat by an open window, looking

forth into the gray dawning of a Mexican clay, exhibited very

little of that self-assured and reckless expression which i9

supposed to characterize the North American Saxon in for-

eign lands. In truth, he had passed a night of anxiety and

unrest, for it had been his sorrowful task to watch beside the

corpse of that unfortunate countryman, whose rash hand had

dared to break the temple of his own despairing soul, and

hurl the naked and shivering spirit into the dread presence of

p.n Almighty Judge.

Through the still hours of night, when the officers of police,

and the curious Mexicans who accompanied them, had retired

to tneir various houses, Pomfrct remained in the house of

death, solemnly impressed with the duty required at his

Lands by tho claim which he recognized as sacred above all

things—the kindred of country recognized in a strange land,

Happily, however, he was spared the witness of another'9

sorrow—a sorrow that brooked no sympathy, admitted of ni

solace—the sorrow of that young and lovely being, the sister
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of the lost young man. Ii that dreadful moment, when, at

the sight of Ler brother's mangled form, the reason of the

maiden jielded to the blow, and with a frenzied cry, she sunk

beside the bed—in that moment a deep insensibility over-

whelmed her, and she fell into a stupor that happily continued

for the night. The old negro, assisted by a female servant,

conveyed his unconscious mistress to her chamber, and then

returned to aid in the disposition of his master's remains.

And when the body, lifted from the pavement into an apait-

ment of the house, was laid upon the couch which had beau

the young man's bed when living, the faithful black resumed

his kneeling posture beside it, and shared with the moaning
dog the wretched vigils of the night. Pomfret, after giving

his name and residence to an official, in order that he might

be found if required to undergo any further examination con-

cerning the suicide, was allowed to remain in the house of his

late countryman, and when all had departed, he took his po-

sition in an anteroom adjoining the apartment in which the

corpse was deposited, and there awaited, with sleepless eyes,

the coming of another morn.
" Le' me see," soliloquized the Yankee, crossing his legs, as

he shifted himself in the wide arm-chair which he had been

occupying, and from which he could view the open door of

another room—the one in which the corpse lay, attended by
the faithful negro, and the no less devoted dog—" Le' me see,"

he repeated, placing the fore-finger of his right hand against

his forehead, and then bringing it across the palm of his left,

as if to assist and fix his memory of what he desired to re-

call
—

" I was comin' from the padry's house, at twTelve o'clock,

and makin' short tracks for loclgin's, when this 'ere poor chap,

this tarnation fool—I mean this 'ere poor critter that's in

t'other room, fired his hoss-pistil into his own head—so far,

that's correct ; I'll swear to it before any of the Mexikia

p'lice fellers—hullo ! Sambo, what's wanted ?"

This question was addressed to the negro servant of the

ileceased, who had entered the anteroom unperceived, and

now stood beside Pomfret's chair. The appearance of the

black denoted that ho had passed a weary and painful night

;

his eyes were bloodshot and sunken, and the jet of his

cheeks now looked. gray and ashy in the light of early day,
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Putnam Pomfret could not but be impressed with pity for th«

evident anguish of the servant, visible in every lineament of

his aged countenance.
" De gemman h 'Merican—is de gemman ?" hesitated the

negro, as he looked beseechingly at Pomfret.
" Yes, and no mistake—American to the back bone, poor

,ritter !" returned the Yankee. " And I calc'late your poor
master was a leetle too much so, too, for these poor heathen

Mexikins. Jerusalem ! if a chap don't know their tricks, the

p'isoncst sarpints ain't wuss to get along with."
" Massa was murdered

; he nebber kill hisself," said the

black, solemnly.

" There you're rayther too fast," replied Pomfret, " seein'g

how I was one of the fust that saw him, jest as he lay, with

the pistil in his hand. No, poor critter, I hain't any doubt

you love your massa, but depend on't, he shot himself with

his own individual hand, and no mistake."
" Massa nebber kill hisself," repeated the negro, shaking his

head.

" What on airth do ye mean, critter?" asked the Yankee,

somewhat nonplussed at the pertinacity with which the old

servant persisted, as he thought, in doubting the fact of his

master's self-destruction. " What ar' ye drivin' at, with that

Vre word of yourn ? Don't ye b'lieve a feller, when he tells

you jest what he has seen, and nothin' else?"

" Dc gemman '11 please 'scuse de ole nigger," answered the

servant, in a deprecating tone. " But de gemman nebber

know d Massa Charley. Massa Charley, Lor' bless him,

hadn't de heart to kill a chicken, much less himself, an' break

poor missy's heart, and leave all de family to grieve an' sorrel

forebbermorc. Oh, gorra me, what'll poor missy do ? I'm

afeard she'll nebber live to see de ole place ag'in. 'Spect

they'll murder missy and de ole nigger jes as dey km poor

Massa Charley. Oh, gorra !"

" But I tell ye, your Massa Charley wan't murdered by no

one."

'"Spec's you t'ink so, lar, but you isn't knowin' to all de

sarcumstances. Berry like, Massa Charley hole de pistil in

hte own hand an' pull de trigger. But who load de pistil,

sar ? Who stan' behine Massa Charley an' say ' shoot—shoot

yoa'ielf, Massa Cha-1- «'•— "' "
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The nciro, as he hurriedly uttered these worls, fixed his

eyes upon Pomfret with a glance which at once satisfied the

latter that a rare intelligence was concealed under the old

slave's sooty skin. He divined, also, that a mystery rested

behind (he apparent natural result of suicide consequent upon

a ruined gamester's despair of retrieving his fortunes, and the

few sentences of the negro made him suspect that some ma-

lign influence had been exerted upon the unfortunate young
American, leading him to the course of life which had ended

so fatally. The Yankee, therefore, with a tact which was

natural to him, prepared to glean from the black whatever

might be of importance in his instantly conceived design to

investigate the causes which had resulted in so sad a catas-

trophe to a fellow-countryman.

It was no idle curiosity that prompted this resolution upon
the part of Putnam Pomfret ; for, besides that his earnest

sympathy had been aroused by the fact of the young suicide

being an American, he had learned enough through the inco-

herent exclamations of the negro and female attendant on the

previous night, to be aware that the suicide's sister was left

alone and friendless in the foreign city, a position which, to

the Yankee's mind, gave her at once a claim to all the serv-

ice and assistance he could render her ; for Pomfret remem-
bered a cherry-cheeked sister of his own in their far-off

New England homestead, and he resolved, like a true-hearted

American as he was, to hold himself ready for aught that

might be necessary in the defense and protection of his fair

poung countrywoman.

With this motive alone, he began to consider the best

method of learning the position of the family with whom lie

liad become acquainted so suddenly, in order that he might

use the information to their immediate advantage, if neces-

sary. But he was prevented from at once questioning the

3ld servant by the sudden entrance of the female attendant,

who had passed the night with her young mistress. Her ap-

pearance at once threw the negro into a state of increased

igitation ; he clasped his hands together and tottered forward

;o meet her, exclaiming :

" Oh, Lucille, whar's missy ? Whar you leave de poo?

*hile ? Gorm T.upiiin. mv heart is ies' like to break in pieces.'
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" Hush tongue, Hannibal. Mademoiselle is to have sleep

it must be she is not disturbed. Oh, ciel ! What a night 1

have spent! Quel horreur ! Oh! pauvre Monsieur Charles!

Zey have slain—zey have killed him dead, and we are all

lost—perdus !"

Lucille, a lively-looking young mulatto girl, with a truly

•French air of coquetry about her, seemed utterly broken down
n contemplation of the sad event which had taken place.

fShe wiped the tears incessantly from her pretty eyes with »

corner of her embroidered apron, and continued her veLemeht
exclamations :

"Oh, ciel! what shall we do? Main'selle will die! All

is lost!"

Pomfret for some moments remained silent, not knowing

how to check the passionate grief of both negro and mulatto,

who evidently grew more excited in witnessing each other's

perturbation. At length, however, the Yankee ventured to

address Lucille.

" It's a mighty dreadful case, and no mistake," he began,

" and calls for a sight o' philosophy and pious fortitude, an'

common sense into the bargain. Here's a young gentleman,

a real fine, free-hearted American gentleman, from New Or-

leans—e'unmost a stranger in this 'ere heathen town, and a

'tarnal sight too good to walk its streets—that's Master Charles

Clinton I'm talking 'bout, ye see, don't ye, Hannibal? don't

ye, Mi s Lucille?''

"Oh, gorra !" ejaculated the negro. "An' sich a noble

gTmnian led away, an' cheated out o' his money an' his life.

Oh, gorra!"
" And by a villain— 07*, ciel ! What is his name ? Mam'-

Belle so detest—so fly away from, every day when he come.

Ah ! he is traitor. He is ze cause of all."

" Mister Charles 'rusted his friend too much, I reckon,"

Baid Pomf/et, suggestively.

" I t'ink Massa Falcone no frien' at all," rejoined the negro

Hannibal. " What for you call him Men' o' Massa Charley?

Gorra ! good frien' no make him drink de champagne, till h»

rave like de mad. De good Men' no say, ' Come, Ohirley

Glinton, come to de gran' saloon, where dey play de iiwnte!

No, no, Massa Falcone is no Men'—he is de 'casioo of mass*
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jhoot liisself -all for spite o' missy. Eh, Lucille^- -don't you
t'ink dat am de reason ?"

" Vraiement—Jest comma ;«.. I have not one doubt. Mam'-
selle cannot bear ze sight of Monsieur Falcone. She drive

him once, twice, many times away ; Mam'selle absent—shut

ze chamber, when Monsieur Falcone come."
" And Mister Charles did not like that, did he ?" asked the

Yankee.
" Not much. He was—what you call tete inontee—he think

Monsieur Falcone un bon ami—unfrere. Truly, I believe, ha

think him one brother ; eh, Hannibal ?"

" Oli, poor massa ! dat Massa Falcone fool him all de

time."

" And so when mam'selle refuse—declare she will not see

ze Spanish friend, zcn Monsieur Charles and Monsieur Fal-

cone dine together, once, twenty time ; and Monsieur Charles

become

—

Oh, ciel—what you call tipsie—drunk ; and zcn mam'-
selle weep so much, implore her brothex zat he will no more
drink ze champagne, and zat he will return wizh us all to New
Orleans ; and Monsieur Charles promise—one dozen times—to

do all zat mam'selle desire."

" Poor fellow, he could not keep his promise," said Pom-
fret.

" Ze devil did tempt him, when Monsieur Falcone come
again. Zey drank ze wine, zey laughed at mam'selle's fear.

Monsieur Falcone swear he vill take good care of his friend

Charles—and so—nHmporte ! What good care be has taken 1

Yoila /"

The mulatto, saying this, pointed to the open door of the

apartment wherein lay the body of her late master, and then,

relapsing into a torrent of tears, covered her face with her

apron and sat down on a low stool beside the negro Hannibal,

who echoed every sob she uttered. Pomfret needed no more

to afford him an explanation of all the circumstances connected

with the death of Charles Glinton. He saw that some false

Siend had exerted a ruinous influence over the destiny of the

young American, and though knowing nothing of the charac-

ter or station of the Falcone to whom both Lucille and Han-

nibal appeared to attribute their misfortunes, lis could not help

feeling that some nefarious scheme had conduced to Qlinton'a
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rum. The fact of the sister's dislike to her brother's ftieud,

her tender solicitude, and the manner in which its influence

had been counteracted, satisfied Pomfret that his countryman

had been led on, step by step, to indulge in dissipation and

play, until, ripened for destruction, he had fallen a victim to

his own desperation, urged on, doubtless, through the evil

counsel of his false friend. When this conviction settled it-

self in the Yankee's mind he resolved at once to pursue such

measures as would at least preserve the desolate sister from

any peril that might arise from her unprotected situation.

Pomfret's resolves never waited long before being rut in exe-

cution ; so, rising from the arm-chair where he had passed 'M
night, he enjoined upon both servants the necessity of preserv-

ing strict watch of the house, and above all things of permit'

ting their mistress to sleep as long as possible.

" For,'' said he, as he rubbed his moist eyes with a cotton

handkerchief, " the poor gal '11 have to bear a mighty big load

when she wakes, and it'll do no harm ef she gets a leetle

strength to help her. So jes' keep watch of the house, and

let your young mistress sleep as long as she can. I'm goin'

arter some one who kin do ye all more good than I can."

80 saying, Pomfret fixed his broad-rimmed hat securely up-

on the buck of his head, and shaking hands with the weeping

servants, set out from the house of sorrow, just as sunlight

was beginning to struggle between the high walls of the an-

cient houses, or through the brandies of old trees which lined

the walk over which he briskly proceeded.

And as that humble-looking Yankee, in worn and travel-

stained habiliments, hurried through the streets, no Mexican

who passed him would have believed in the possibility of such

a shabby individual, however good might be his heart, having

any practical power to succor or protect even his own person

from aggression. l\or would any Mexican grandee or lepero

have credited such a foolish prediction as might have been

made at the time—that this identical Yankee, Pomfret, would

himself hoist the flag of his country upon the walls of the

proudest palace in Mexico—before many years should pasa

away. So ridiculous an idea would have been scouted by the

meanest beggar of the capital. So, in happy ignorance of

what was to cjme. the Mexicans who passed p-»»uret on/
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greeted him willi a look of contempt or indifference. And
the Yankee heeded, as he went, neither grandee nor beg-

gar. He was thinking of the suicide and bis desolate young

si9ter.

CHAPTER V
PADRE IIERIIATA IN THE HOUSE OF MOURNING.

In the back room of a single-storied, squalid-looking house,

or rather hovel, situated on one of the principal streets, ana

surrounded on every side by imposing palaces, under the shad-

ow of which it seemed to shrink and hide, like a scared beg-

gar-child in some gorgeous cathedral—in the solitary back

room of that unpretending hut, sat a man whose age might

not be determined by his features, since in their expression

was observable that mixture of youthful freshness with the

wisdom of mature years, which distinguishes some counte-

nances, to the manifest perplexity of the best physiognomists.

Nevertheless, though it was difficult to settle upon the man's

exact age, it was not hard to conjecture, by the mingled soft-

ness and determination stamped in his every lineament, that

the priest, for such his vesture denoted him to be, was neither

of a harsh nor common nature. His eyes were bright and

penetrating in their gaze, his cheeks ruddy, and his brow
thoughtful, but neither deeply marked with wrinkles nor sal-

low from midnight vigils. The capacity for action as well as

reflection was plainly apparent to an observer in both face

and figure of the good father, who now bowed his head against

the wall of the hut, as he sat on a block of wood which an-

swered for a chair, and who, as if in assistance of his medi-

tations, smoked quietly a cigarette which he had just rolled

op
The aaioke of this cigarette, ascending in the confined apart-

ment, soon encircled the priest's head with a grayish cloud,

which suited very well the di in light that entered the hut

through an unglazed aperture in the rear wall. The morning

breeze, for the sun had iust risen, slightly agitated the wreaths
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of sm jke, and b ew aside the stray locks of hair which gTefl

on either side of the padre's tonsure—but otherwise a char,

acter of intense quiet and repose was presented within the

hovel, in which the occupant seemed to share equally with

the place.

But a sudden tap upon the outside of the wooden window-
pane, followed by the appearance of a grotesque-looking head

at the aperture above mentioned, aroused the good priest

from his revery, and caused him at once to remove his cigar-

ette and to turn his head toward the new-comer. A glance

of pleased recognition accompanied the movement, and he

said, in a low voice :

" Bencdicite, my son ! you are stirring early this morning."
" Yes, and I calc'late I was stirrin' late last night, padre.

And that's the why and wherefore I'm here now. I want

your advice, padre, seein's how two heads are better than one,

and I want you to come straight along, ef you can conscien-

tiously, for I'm in a hobble, an' no mistake."
" The saints preserve us, son

;
you are not in trouble witi

the police, I trust."

" O nothiu' o' that sort, padre. 'Tain't for myself I'm

afeard, no how. Put Pomfret can hoe his own row, now I

tell ye. Put ef you want to save as nice a crjtter as evei

wore calico, from some consarned chap that's been a plottin'.

ng'in her, and gittin' her brother shot, and actin' like pizen

gincrally, I reckon now's your time, and no mistake. So

padre, beggin' pardon, snpposin' we hurry up our teams an<*

push along !"

The worthy priest smiled at the Yankee's earnest adjura-

tion, and proceeded to interrogate him further in relation tt

the object which he had in view.
" There are, I fear me, some dark purposes threatening thi«

poor young lady," said the priest, after hearing all, " and the

Almighty may permit us to be the instruments of counteract

ing them. We must learn moie from those faithful servants,

r.nd if need be, Signor, interest more powerful friends."

" I know you kin du jest about what you please with Mis-

ter Heriera, padre. I'd like to see our old friend Zuniozia,

who's got to be great now, and that 'ere real fightin' chap, Cap* 1

ting Nunez—I'd like to see both on 'em standin' right side o'
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you this minute. Jehosapiiat ! them two felleis are the sort

o' critters to walk into rascality, an' no mistake."
" The friends you name are noble spirits, and would be of

much assistance to us in any crisis. But Montagnone seldom

leaves his retired estates in the mountains, and Colonel Nu-
nez, as you know, is with the army. And we may not need

them, my son. Perhaps our fears are magnified in regard to

your countrywoman. Of that we shall soon learn more. Let

13 depart at once."

" Padre, I ain't afeard o' any harm while you're about. By
the 'tarnal hokey, I know you're clean grit when occasion re-

quires. I only kind o' hanker arter a sight o' Capting Nunez,

because he's a boss, and no mistake. As you say, padre,

there's no tellin' whether we shall want any help at all ; but

let's be moving spry."

The padre at once proceeded to the door of the hut, to

join his American friend, passing through the front room of

the hovel, and only pausing a moment to speak to an old

olive-faced woman, his hostess, who was bustling about.

Then unbarring the frail outer door, he emerged into th",

street, and set off with Pomfret.

The noise and bustle of daily life was beginning to fill the

streets along which the two took their way, and on arriving

at their destination they found that the officers of the police

were busily engaged in making an examination of the prem-

ises, interrogating the servants, and with all the airs of author-

ity, placing the seals of official interference upon such cabi-

nets and desks as they deemed the repositories of papers or

documents likely to be of importance in the event of further

action on the part of the district alcalde. At the appearance

of a priest, they bowed respectfully, but continued their scru-

tiny ; and Pomfret, as his eyes glanced hurriedly around the

apartment, which was the room that he had occupied alone

during the night, and contiguous to that in which lay the

corpse of Glinton, saw that another was present besides the

^wo weeping servants of the household. This was the suicide's

lister.

The maiden's face was pa.c as marble, and her eyes heavy

with a bitter grief. She sat in a large arm-chair near the

»rindow, wrapped in a loose white robe, secured about tha
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waist by a blue sash, and clasped upon ber bosom by a sraal

golden cross. In ber dark-brown bair was twined a wreatl

of yesterdays roses, drooping and withered now, alas ! lika

tbe sweet child whose brow they bad decked. She was hi

deed but a child to look upon, for scarcely seventeen summers

had passed over her, and the light of girlhood had, until this

fatal hour, been bright within her, and a clear, ringing laiM

and sunny smile more natural to ber than Sighs or tears. Bat

now, oppressed and bending beneath the weight of her lone-

liness, with the image of her bleeding brother evermore pres-

ent in ber thoughts, she sat motionless in the great arm-chair,

ber eyes shaded by her bands, ber tresses falling down and

disonlerd upon ber neck, and a deep abstractedness of sorrow

in ber whole appearance that showed how perfectly her

spirit was crushed, how measureless was the abyss of her

despair.

The padre, as his pitying eye rested upon the young girl,

felt at once, with the quickness of a good heart, how vahi

would be all common modes of solace for the anguish of tlw

bereaved one. lie was well read in life's sad lore, and to

ix ad the pages of many a book of grief had been his duty

often in the past ; for the priest's existence had not been

dreamed away in cloistered idleness. His experience, gleaned

in many lands and among various sects and qualities of men,

was narrowed by no arbitrary application, and his charity,

expanded by his acquaintance with suffering and endurance,

was something more than a mere mantle of conventionalism;

it entered into and radiated from his every act and word, so

that unconsciously he won the trust of others, and admin-

istered consolation because be bad first awakened interest.

It was therefore with true delicacy that the good man ap-

proached the stricken maiden to tender her the spontaneous

sympathy of his soul. While Pomfret turned aside with the

thief official, to answer some interrogatory which the func-

tionary addressed to him, the padre softly laid his hand upon

the bowed head of the young girl, and said, gently, " Daughter,

I sorrow with thee."

The tone of the priest's voice and the gentle pressure of hu

band aroused the maiden from the apparent stupor into

which she had fallen. Her own hands dropped slowly from
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Oefore her eyes, and slie lifted licr glance to tlie speaker's face

with an expression of such mingled fear and anguish, that it

pBnetrated at once to the priest's heart. But his own look,

so mild yet earnest, so full of love and pity, yet withal with

such an influence of strength irradiating from it, seemed to

arrest:- the current of the mourner's reflections. She gazed a

moment upon the stranger's features, her troubled countenance

evcaliug naught but perplexity and wondering emotion, her

yes tearless, as if the fountains of their grief had been wept

to desert dryness, and then, with an inexpressibly touching

movement, shook her head in silence, as if in utter abandon-

ment of every hope of consolation.
'' Xay, my child—my poor child, I would not see despair

in one so young. I know the sorrow which oppresseth thee

is stern and difficult to bear. But it is not amid flowers alone

that the path of life conducts to heaven. Behold ! through

chastening trial cometh sweetest mercy ; and He who tempers

the wind to the lamb that hath been shorn, will tenderly look

down on thee, my stricken one."

Blessed tears ! what heart would break not, were their pre-

cious flow denied ? What nature, steeled though haply it

may be against all chances of the world's hard field—what
self-reliant spirit, proudly mailed in triple panoply of harsh

resolve- what soul encased in custom's adamant, but yet will

own the healing charm of tears? They are the medicine of

desperate grief; they quicken better moods in baser hearts,

*ad melt the rough, unkindly will. But to the good they

are like angel-food, that beautifies and strengthens while it

fills—the balm of sorrow, that with healing charm overflows

the heart, and waters in its mold new germs of living hope.

Such tears, such blessed tears, now softened the sister's

heart, raining upon the bitter memory of her brother's death

and cleansing it of that blood-stained horror which had well-

aigk driven her mad.
In the mean time, Pomfret, after satisfactorily replying to

all the questions which the Mexican police thought proper to

inflict upon his good-nature, received a permit from these

worthy officials, authorizing him, as a countryman of the de-

ceased, to take charge of the preparations which might be

necessary, both for his funeral Kid for the protection of sueii
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property as he might have possessed. In obtaining this lib.

erty, the Yankee owed much to a paper which he exhibited

signed by the President of the Republic, vouching for his re-

spectabillty, and for his Excellency's confidence in him, as

one who had rendered good service to the commonwealth,
Though the sight of this document occasioned some expres-

sion of wonderment on the part of the Mexican functionaries,

inasmuch as our friend Pomfret's grotesque and careless ap.

pearance did not tally well with the character or services

which were indicated in its contents, yet, as there was no dis

puling the authenticity of the paper, the Yankee was elevated

at once in the eyes of his examiners as a personage of no

common pretensions—perhaps some grandee of the neighbor-

ing republic, on an incognito mission to General Herrara.

Consequently, it was with great show of courtesy and respect

that Pomfret was invested with authority to bury his country-

man ; and the Mexicans, in taking their leave, invoked a

thousand saints to aid the "noble American" in his disinter-

ested service to the dead.

The Yankee, relieved from the presence of the police, and

remarking with gratification the soothing influence which hit

friend the padre had exerted upon the mourning sister, turned

his attention at once to the steps requisite in order to per-

form the last duties to poor Glinton's remains. Quietly

beckoning to the two servants, he led the way into the inner

room.

The suicide's body lay where it had been deposited on the

previous night. A mantle concealed all but the bloodless

features, which were also hidden by a white cambric hand-

kerchief, bound around the forehead. A dark stain was visi-

ble upon tiiis handkerchief, but on one corner might ta

perceived, inwrought with figures of lace, evidently the won'

of some graceful female hand, a small scrolled shield, in

which were embroidered the same words that Pomfret had

read upon the locket found upon Glinton—" To my brother,

N. O., 1811" Alas ! that the gift of sisterly affection should

now be devoted to so sad a use.

Upon the heart of the corpse was a small wooden crucifix

which some pious enthusiast among the Mexican police had

there laid, perhaps in the hope that it might be beneficial to
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the soul Mhich had been evoked so suddenly to its ac-

count.

Pomfret remarked the emblem, but he did not remove it, noi

smile at the superstition which had caused it to be placed there :

Protestant by education as he was, our American could yet

resect the sincerity of another's faith, though he might not

himself subscribe to its dogmas. He prepared to make the

leccssary dispositions for interment, giving directions to the

two servants, who appeared to recognize in him a friend on.

whom they might rely, and in a brief space, the poor victim

to a ruinous passion was arrayed in the habiliments of the

grave, and stretched upon the last couch which he should presa

above the green sod that must, sooner or later, be the couch

of all.

CHAPTER VI.

THE TWO GAMESTERS AND A GLIMPSE OF THE PAST.

" Gabriel Falcone 1 we must trust each other !"

These words were spoken by the master of that house to

which the gamester had b«en conducted. A night's sleep had
operated to restore the young man's strength, but his nerves

still remained under excitement. On opening his eyes, he
recognized at his bedside the acquaintance whom he had made
so unpremeditatedly on his own part ; and it was in response

to his first exclamation that his singular host uttered the words
-which begin this chapter.

" You would know who I am !" continued the man. " Let

me first assure you that your father knew me well
!"

" What know you of my father ?" demanded Falcone
abnptly, lifting his bloodshot eyes.

" What the world knows partially," answered the other—
" that he trusted a woman and was fooled, as he deserved to

be!"

" Do you speak of my mother, sir ?"

"Most assuredly, of that lovely sinner !" rejoined the host,

(

;With a cynical laugh. " A mother she was, indeed 6abri&,
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Falcone, \vho could abandon her iafant child, and elope with
a lover from her lmsband'3 home !"

" What right have you to speak thus of my father's unhap-

py wife. Aud for what purpose do you recall her name?"
" I said, Gabriel Falcone, that we must trust each other"

replied the other, deliberately. " Listen, then, to what I have

to tell you ! But, firstly, do me the favor of observing tlu'i

Knr."

And the speaker, loosing the belt of his dressing-gown and

baring his side, disclosed a white, oval scar raised on the

darker skin. It was apparently the mark of a bullet-wound.
" You see this token of a skillful duellist. You may be

proud of it, Falcone, since it was your father who did me the

honor of putting a ball within hair's breadth of my heart."

" You are, then, the man who—

"

" I am that poor devil of an abused friend, who had the ill-

ruck to incur the jealousy of your good father, for no reason

whatever, save that my face was a handsome one, and yom

mother a woman of taste. In fine, I am Don Kicardo Ra-

mos, of whom you have heard gossip doubtless, since your

babyhood, and who now has the pleasure of being very mutf

at your service."

The flippant manner in which this sentence was delivered^

did not conceal a certain bitterness of tone which caused Fal-

cone to shudder. The young games! er's course of improvidence

and dissipation, culminating in his reckless attempt to rob the

man to whom he now listened, had not totally blunted his

sensibilities, and the stranger's sinister allusions to his father's

affairs aroused a sudden feeling of anger, which at once sought

vent.

" I have heard of you, Don Ricardo Ramos," he exclaimed,

"as a villain—a traitorous wretch, whom—

"

He paused, as if reluctant to couple the memory of his

parents with I heir disgrace.
'• Go on, Gabriel ! Proceed, excellent son ! By my patira

Baint !—whoever that holy personage may be—I would not

spoil such a eulogy—

"

Falcone turned abruptly, and stretching out Ills arm, seized

his coat, which lay upon a chair near the bed. Then, tear-

ing from its pocket the purse of money which he had received
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the night before from Don Ricardo Ramos, lie flung it

angrily against his host's bosom.
" There," he muttered, fiercely, " there is your gold, which

I had better have wrested, a prize, from your dead body, than

received as a gift from your accursed living hand."
" Bravo ! Very well done, Gabriel Falcone," remarked the

host, with unmoved voice and manner. " I see that, among
otner accomplishments, you have a truly dramatic way of

expressing your sentiments. Allow me to admire you, Gabriel

Falcone !"

" It becomes the devil to sneer," muttered Falcone, writhing

in his bed, and scowling at his colloquist.

'' Nay, nay," cried Don Ricardo, suddenly changing to a

tone of apparent feeling. " Let us be friends ! I was wrong
to speak as I did ; and now hear me, Fai^w, while I declare

to you, on my life and soul, that in the wrong iftiie your

father, I was guiltless ! In this body now," he continued,

contracting his forehead, " I carry about the bullet which he
lodged in my breast ; and I may be pardoned if the constant

presence of such a memento makes my language sometimes

rough. I never won the favor of your mother ! I was the

object of her dislike ; and when she fled with another to a

foreign land, her conduct was as much a mystery to me as to

Ler husband. This, Gabriel Falcone, I swear to you !"

Don Ricardo watched the effect of his address upon the

young man, who, weak from his emotions, had fallen back
upon the pillow. Receiving no response, he went on

:

" I have offered you my friendship in consideration of that

which I bore to your father, who, in his injustice to me,

deceived himself. And, in truth, Gabriel, how can the abuse

inflicted upon my friendship compare with the wrong done to

you, an innocent son ?"

" What mean you by that ?" asked Falcone.
" Simply," rejoined Don Ricardo, " that, whereas you should

now be in possession of the entire wealth left by your father

bis unjust suspicions of your legitimacy induced him to trans'

for the bulk of his fortune to a younger branch of the family.

[3 it not true that your uncle and his sons enjoy vast revenues

-Vom the Falcone estates, while you, having squandered a

mere .egacy, now stand stripped of every thing—a genteel

lepero of the capital? z



Falcone fixed his eyes on Don Ricardo's calm face, with i

bewildered stare. Then, striking his forehead with elenchec
hand, he muttered, in a savage tone, " By the fiend ! -wha
ycu say is all true ! But how know you that my father dian
herited me ? Is it not true that the estates in my uncle's pos
session were left to him by a distant relation ?"

" It is as well, my poor Falcone, that you should believi

k to be as they say, inasmuch as the will which stripped yoi
might have been vainly contested. Lawyers, instead ot

cro'iiLis, might have raked in your last dollar!''

- By heaven ! I would have torn his ill-gotten wealth fron

this gray-beard uncle of mine, though my own life were th<

forfeit."

" You could not have done so," returned the other, drily

" Answer me—Low many days have passed since you callec

on that gi ay-beard relative, to implore a simple and not enor

mous loan, and were most cavalierly refused, though the good

Don Jorge did not know the money was to be staked al

monte, perad venture !"

" Devil !'' cried Falcone—" you know that I was refused-"
" The devil ought certainly to know a great deal about your

movements, good Gabriel! But I make no claim to satanic

omniscience, and shall refer my interest in your affairs to its

very natural cause—old friendship for your family
!"

Again the man's brow contracted, and his lips writhed.

But Falcone took no note; else, perhaps, he might not have

extended his hand, as he did, saying:
" Pardon me, Don Ricardo—I did you wrong in ray anger.

If you are disposed to serve me, I neither desire, nor can

afford to reject your friendship. There is my hand again."

" And now, as we are friends," said Don Ricardo, " I would

serve you. But first, let us, as I said, confide in each other.

Tell me, Gabriel, why the death of that gambler last night bo

strangely affected you. Did you know him V"

" Know him V" echoed the young man, with a sudden tre-

mor evident in his voice. " Yes—he was a mrt of boon com-

panion—that is all."

"A spendthrift, doubtless, and gamester; fair representatiYJ

of Mexican youth."

" He was no Mexican,'" rejoined Falcone,
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" What ! a European ?"

" No—an American from New Orleans. Doubtless hia

name is now well known to all the city—Charles Glinton."

" Glinton !" exclaimed Doii Ricardo, with a start.

" Ay— Glinton ! Did you know him, that his name agitates

you V
" Doubtless I have met him or his kindred in my wandering

life. The name, it is true, awakened vivid reminiscences,

which yet may have no connection with this youth. Was he

a stranger here ?"

" He resided here a few months, and—

"

" Well—why do you stop ?"

" What do /know of the wretched suicide ?" cried Falcone,

in a fierce tone, as if be would shake off a fearful recollection,

" How many ruined fools have preceded him in the same
course and end ? It may be my fate yet," continued the young
man, gloomily.

" Well, despair not yet, Gabriel," said Don Ricardo. " I

saved you from one crime last night, and perhaps can put you
in a way to repair your shattered fortunes. For the present,

I request that you will remain quiet in this apartment, for you
are yet weak and require rest. On the table yonder is a bell,

by which you may summon your attendant. By eve, I trust

to find you much restored, and till then will leave you to

yourself."

With these words, Don Ricardo Ramos stooped to tha

carpet, and lifting the purse of money which Falcone had
thrown at his feet, deposited it, without further remark, upon
a small table near the bedside. Then, with a parting saluta-

tion, he retired from the room.

Falcone listened to the departing footsteps of his host with
an expression of mingled distrust and satisfaction apparent in

his handsome though dissipated countenance. He raised him-
self slightly upon his pillow, and gazing scrutinizingly around
the apartment, seemed desirous of familiarizing his glance with
every object visible. Grim, old-fashioned, wainscoted and
grotesquely carved, the walls and doors of this apartment
appeared to shadow forth the sinister character of their master,

Don Ricardo. A book-c?3e of black, polished wood stood in

one corner, an escritoire of the same fabric stood in another
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nook, and the heavy arm-chairs, a massy couch, half coy.

ered by the thick window drapery above it, and the bedstead
on which the guest lay, that seemed a relic of the Spanish
invasion, all bore token, not more of an antique taste than of
a somber disposition in him who possessed and preserved
them.

Falcone noticed every thing in a brief glance, and then,

smiling bitterly, muttered, as he fell back upon his pillow

:

" This man was my father's friend and enemy, so all report

has vouched. Whether his friendship for me be worth my
preserving, is to be seen. At present I will profit- by his

advances, for, by the fiend, I have no other resource,"—the
gamester's eye fell upon the purse which Don Ricardo had
placed upon the table near him—" truly, it was a silly freak

of passion that prompted me to dash his gold at the man's
feet. I must be more cautious in the future, for such purses

gruw not on every bush in Mexico. And—now," continued

Falcone, while his eye glowed with an expression of cunning

resolve, " now that Glinton's death has beggared his lovely

sister, it may be that Gabriel Falcone will not be so unwel-

come to the maiden—provided that his purse be full. This

Don Ricardo shall assist me there, at least."

So saying, the young man, brooding over the means of

furthering his schemes of villainy, snatched the purse from

the table, and placed it once moro in the garment from

which he had taken if. Then, apparently exhausted, he

closed his eyes as if to sleep.

CHAPTER VII.

THE DOUBLE FUNERAL AND A DISCOVERY.

The sun wras descending upon the islands and lagunes of

Mexico's incomparable valley—bathing the quadrangular city

itself in a flood of yellow light, beneath which the lofty

churches and turreted convents, and splendid private mansion*

glittered like a fairy panorama. On the beautiful Lak? Tezpuoo,
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skimming amid the still attractive remnants of its onco

magnificent floating gardens, the light boats of pjeasure-seek-

3rs darted to and fro, and the souls of romance-lovers, won by

the beauty of lha approaching evening, dispersed themselves

at various points, enjoying the cool mountain breeze that

floated nrysteriousfy from the Urra incognita of the north.

Wherever beauty reigns, it is tempered, perchance sancti-

fied, by sorrow—and so, upon the quiet loveliness of the Mex-

ican evening, when the perfume of a thousand flowers imparted

a delicious aroma through all the air, and when the flute-like

warbling of a hundred golden-plumaged birds united in a

dreamy strain of music, till the atmosphere seemed loaded with

its mingled wealth of harmony and fragrance, it was no won-
der that a shadow intervened between the setting sun and those

whose hearts were fitted to enjoy its brightness.

A funeral cortege emerged from the city, near the national

bridge, and slowly took its way toward a quiet burial-place,

where thick-embowered groves, garlanded with vines, and

emerald openings, tcsselated with flowers, marked the chosen

spot of all for nature to receive her wearied children in the

bosom of their mother earth. Slowly and solemnly over the

highway and through a shaded road diverging from the lake,

and up a gentle rise of verdure-covered hills, the funeral pro-

cession proceeded. It was not a large one. Scarcely a dozen

persons composed the followers of the simple bier ; but there

were flowers upon the dark pall, and tears of heartfelt grief

had watered them.

Behind the funeral carriage, a small caleche was driven by

an aged negro. In it were a young girl clad in plain bu;

deep sable, and a man, who, by his garb, appeared to be a

priest. Another vehicle followed, in which were seated two
other persons, male and female. Under either vehicle, alter-

nately, walked a large dog of the Newfoundland breed. He
followed the body of his master. This funeral cortege was
that which conveyed the body of Charles Glinton, the suicide

to hi3 last home, and the mourners, few but real ones, wcr®
lis young sister and her two servants, the faithful Yankee,

Putnam Pomfret, and the clergyman, Padre Herrata.

Slowly, until they reached the gate of the quiet buria.-plact,

the procession passed along. No word was spoken, but tha
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priest held the trembling hand of the young sister within hit

own, and the maiden felt that the sympathy of a strong and

tender nature was sustaining her spirit in its hour of trial.

At the entrance of the graveyard, another hearse, followed

by a single carriage, with but two persons in it, joined the

cortege of the suicide, and together, for some time, the train*

proceeded to their destination. Two open graves, nearly side

by side, were to receive the bodies of two, who in life had

been strangers, but were here to be united, to sleep quietly in

the same earth till the time when the " corruptible shall put

on ineomvption." Padre Herrata, as the stranger hearae

paused opposite to that which bore the remains of GHinton,

recognized in one of the occupants of the solitary carriage

which followed it, a clergyman known to him as a most

esteemed and worthy brother of his order. He addressed him

with the customary salutation, at the same time pronoancing

his name, Fray Pedro, and was responded to by u hearty

'• Peace be with you." At the same instant the eyes of the

other person in the carriage, a young man of perhaps twenty

years, who was clad in simple black, were raised slowly, and

their uraze fell upon the face of the maiden who sat by the side

of the priest Herrata.

At once a singular change was noticeable in the countenance

of this young man. His cheeks, before pale as marole, became

flushed with apparent excitement, his lips trembled, his oyer

dilated. Padre Herrata noticed his agitation, and looker

inquir'm-ly toward Fray Pedro. The latter, however, was

descending from the carriage, and did not catch the glance of

his brolher priest, but, so soon as he had alighted, took his

siat imi near the hearse, from which the undertaker and an

assistant were now engaged in lifting the coffin. The same

sad portion of the funeral duties was taking place at the other

nearse. Hannibal, the negro, lifting one end of the coffin

which inclosed the form that lie had often supported in it!

childish days, in their happy American home, assisted the

"olemudooking hearse-driver to bear it to the na/row grave,

while Lucille, the mulatto girl, and Pomfret, stoou silently by.

Padre Herrata sustained the shrinking frame of cue sister, with

whom he had left the carriage, arid thus the rites of burial

proceeded, and two mortal bodies were consigned to their
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neighboring graves, while the mellow sunbeams slanted through

the thick-leaved grove, and the birds sung thrillingly a requiem

for the dead.

Xor Avere the warbling inhabitants of that graveyard tho

only choristers at the strangers' graves. Full and tenderly

arose from the lips of the two priests that impressive chant

for the dead which their church ritual enjoins particularly to

be sung on the occasion of interring strangers. Up through

the leafy arches of that glorious cathedral of nature, swelling

and roiling amid the woody aisles, and sinking gently among
the flowers and vines, the sad but beautiful melody of that

funeral chant dispersed itself upon the quiet evening air.

And, while tree and sward and grove were flooded with the

golden sea of light that filled the western skies, and while

the song of birds and requiem of priests arose together unto

Heaven's throne, the mourners for the dead knelt down
together—the young and old, the bond and free, and murmured
their responses to the solemn music of the funeral hymn.

The graves were near each other—the buriers worked side

by side as they cast the sods upon the coffins. Was it strange

that, as the priests sung together, the two chief mourners for

their respective dead should draw near unto one another ?

Was it strange, as the sister of Glinton, with eyes closed and
heart communing with her departed brother's memory, knelt

beside his grave, that she should feel her hand pressed by
another hand, and hear low sighs mingling with her own ? She
thought it was Padre Herrata who knelt near her, but in truth

it was the young mourner who had followed the other hearse.

His eyes were filled with tears, his breast heaved and sunk
tumultuously, and uttering a low moan, he clasped the maid-

en's hand within his own, and raised it to his trembling lips.

At this moment the chant of the priests ceased, the last

sod fell upon the graves, and the Padre Herrata, drawing near

the young man, just as the wondering eyes of Glinton's sister

opened upon her stranger companion, said, in a low voice

;

" My children—do ye know one another ?"

" Oh, indeed, indeed, it must be she !" was the hurried ex-

slamation of the young man, as he hastily thrust his hand inio

/lis breast and drew forth a small locket. Then opening itff

c&se, while the tearful eyes of Glinton's sister were fixer1 niv^
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his f:we with a look, half of terror, half of interest, he disclosed

the portrait of a young girl, which, in every lineament heemed

tbe " counterfeit presentment " of the maiden by bis side.

" 'Tis she—it must be she !" he murmured, wildly.

" What means this, brother ?" ashed Padre Herrata, Uirnintr

to his fellow-priest. " What youth is this, and what would lie

with this mourning maiden '?"

Fray Pedro glanced for a moment at the picture which

the young man held, and a sudden light broke over his fea-

tures.

" I see—I see it all !" he cried. " Alonzo—speak ! Did

not this picture belong to your uncle—the good Don Tadeo,

tvho now lies at our feet '?"

" Reverend father, it did. 'Twas the last gift that I re-

ceived from my uncle's hands. It was the portrait of one

whom—''

" I know it all, my son," rejoined the priest, " I was your

uncle's confessor—his only confidant, save it might be your-

self. That picture is tbe likeness of one whom Don Tadeo

pa-<ionately loved in his youth, and who died in a foreign

laud. Von, brother Herrata, well know the sad story, though

many vcars have passed since the unhappy Donna Maria

Minas—

"

" Donna Maria Minas !" interrupted the young girl, with a

sudden start, as she heard tbe words pronounced. " It was

my mother's name."
" None may doubt that who look upon this portrait of

Donna Maria and then upon your face, my daughter," respon-

ded Fray Pedro. " Doubtless the hand of Heaven is in this

meeting. Mark! this picture, long preserved as the clearest

treasure of his existence, by one who cherished your mother's

memory to the forgetful n ess of all the work!
—

"

" Save only me," cried Alonzo. " My generous uncle was

ever to me all that a father could be."
'' lie was a just man," said the priest, solemnly, "aud his

icwaid is not to be doubted. Oh, Padre Herrata—"

This last exclamation was occasioned by the sudden discov-

ery made by the good priest that the young maiden besidfl

them had fallen into a state of insensibility. She still knelt

upon the sward and clasped the portrait of Donna Mfjia w
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ner hands, liei eyes fixed upon it with an intense earnestues*

But no rays of intelligence* fell from them—they were fixed

but expressionless. The unhappy child, overcome by conflict-

.ng emotions, had swooned as she gazed, and now, as the two

clergymen looked toward her, they beheld that two readf

assistants were supporting her sinking form—on one side was

the Yankee, Pomfrct, and on the other, the youth Alonzo.

" Dead—dead ! Oh, no—she is not dead !" cried the latter,

his countenance growing ghastly with apprehension.

" Let the gal hev air, or she will be," rejoined the Yankee,

with his prompt understanding and quickness of action.

" Gently there—she's only a faintin'—and poor innocent, she's

had a heap o' trouble—enough for one weak critter. Jes' stan'

aside and she'll be all right again in a minute."

Saying this, the stalwart Pomfret with his right arm brushed

every one aside, and lifting the maiden's slight figure in hia

(eft, as a mother would her babe, carried her in a moment from

the grave to a small marbl'o basin, where the dripping of a cool

fountain was making music in unison with the song of birds.

Alonzo followed closely the Yankee's steps, while the two
servants, Hannibal and Lucille, seized with dread that some
new misfortune threatened their unhappy young mistress, gave

way at once to violent grief, moaning and clasping their hands

together, and calling upon their mistress to revive.

" Oh, Missy Teresa," cried Hannibal, passionately, sobs-

almost stilling his words, " don't-a go way from us—don't-a

die, like Ma-ssa Charley—dat's a darlin' missy—don't-a die !"

And Lucille, running back and forth like one distracted,

echoed the negro's plaints in her own half-broken exclamations

:

" Oh, cid ! ma cliere mailresse ! Oh, what shall we do our-

selves ? Save my sweet mistress

—

ma mignonette—my dear

Mademoiselle Teresa, and let pauvre Lucille die once, three

times—one dozen times."

" My good child, trust in God. He will not desert, your
mistress in this hour of trial," said Padre Herrata, striving to

check the mulatto's vehement grief. " Look ! even now tha

maiden re rives ! Yes! her eyes unclose to the light,"

" Ah ! mon dieu ! I am so glad !" cried the girl, a torrent

of tears gushing from her eyes, while Hannibal uttered a loud

cry of joy.
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Mademoiselle Teresa liad indeed opened her eyes one*
more restored to animation by the cool water with which
Pomfret had bathed her temples and sprinkled her pale

face. But no consciousness appeared in the dim look which
she cast around. It was evident she did not recognize any
one.

"I'm mortal 'feard the poor gal has taken it too hard"
whispered the Yankee to Padre Herrata. " Her strength was
e'enmost gone when she got here, and this 'ere new business

has overset her mind completely. Poor little critter— she's as

tender as a hummin' bird, an' no mistake."

Uttering these words, Pomfret ceased not to bathe the

maiden's head with the cool fountain water; and Lucille

kneeling beside, chafed her hands and wrists, calling upon her

mistress with the most endearing names. At length the numb-

ness which had terrified all so much, began to disappear from

the young girl's frame, and a slight flush revisited her pallid

cheeks.

Recovering in some degree, she was taken to the carriage,

and they returned to the city. Pomfret, Alonzo and Tray

Pedro followed in another carriage ; on the way Pomfret

recounted the story of Glinton's death. Alonzo listened with

deep interest. Destiny had brought before him, on the occa-

sion of his uncle's funeral, the daughter of her who was last

in his living thoughts.

CHAPTER VIII.

DON IUCATCDO KAMOS AND HIS STORY.

Two days had elapsed since the funeral of Don Tadeo and

Glinton. Teresa, the desolate sister, after remaining for hours

n the stupefaction into which she had fallen at her brother's

grave, awoke at length to life with all its sad recollections and

realities. The good Padre Herrata was unremitting in his

kindly attentions, and the faithful servants, attached to their

mistress by the strongest ties of early association and love foi

hei gentle character, were untiring in their devotion to hei
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service. The Yankee, whose position as regarded the favor

of President Herrara had been made manifest to the officials

on the occasion of their domiciliary visit, was permitted, as a

countryman, to exercise the duties of an executor on such

property as the deceased possessed at the time of his death.

This, on examination, was discovered, as both Padre Herrata

and Pomfret had anticipated, to be scanty enough ; for the

unfortunate young man, involved in expenses during his brief

sojourn in Mexico, and induced by his evil associates to risk

his means on the uncertain chance of the gaming-table, had

been stripped of the last dollar upon the fatal night which had

witnessed his death. Save a few jewels possessed by Teresa

herself, the furniture of their dwelling, and a small supply of

money which the sister had retained, nothing remained of a

iomfortable competence which a few months before had been

the fortune of the two orphans.

Two years had passed since the death of that mother whose
unhappy history has already been briefly adverted to. When,
wearied of the union which had made her life wretched,

Donna Maria Falcone had fled from her home, and cast her-

self upon the wide world, she was yet innocent of infidelity

against her husband. Though Falcone's character and habits

had rendered her life insupportable, the unhappy wife had
never cherished a thought of wrong. The sympathy and
apparent devotedness of the young Don Tadeo had, it is true,

awakened a responsive chorci in her earnest nature, but she

had not loved him. He was to her, in the short period of

their acquamtancesmp, as a brother, in whose honor and
affection she was conscious that she might rely, but no warmer
feelings than those of a sister had ever entered into her heart.

But young, inexperienced and unhappy, she had been

worked upon by one whose life was as much stained with

excesses as even that of Falcone himself. Don Kicardo Ramos,
the boon companion of her husband, had cast his evil eye

upon the beautiful wife, and resolved to make her his victim.

As insidious and cunning as he was bold and wicked, he

sought to ingratiate himself in Donna Maria's favor, by all the

arts in which he was an adept. With pretended sympathy.,

he hinted of the neglect with which Falcone evidently treated

her—with affected indignation he wished that he sould clains
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a brother's privilege to call him to account. He shrtwdlf

made it appear that he sought to restrain Falcone in his evil

courses, when, in reality, he was urging him constantly to

the worst dissipation. Donna Maria at first lent an c-av to the

words of her husband's friend ; and more readily, that a vio-

lent sickness which had attacked Don Tadeo, her youthful

friend, had deprived her of the gentle support which hia

truthful character ever afforded her. She could not believe

in such baseness as was a portion of Don Ricardo's very bein»

and consequently she admitted him to her society, and often

to her confidence, until the villain, grown daring through her

unsuspecting kindness, ventured to unvail his true design, and

proposed that she should fly with him from the capital to one

of his estates in eastern Mexico.

The first intimation of Don Ricardo's motives terrified the

wife
;

but when, with crafty deliberation, he unfolded his

schemes, and, as if secure of her compliance, proceeded to

paint, in glowing colors, the life to which he would lead her,

the pride of the woman roused her to resolution. She was

of a high-spirited and ancient race. The blood of the Minas,

her family, was reckoned as the sangre azul of old Spain, and

it was the pride which could not brook their reduced fortunes

that had induced her parents to give their child to the wealthy

Falcone, albeit the latter boasted not a line like theirs. But

Don Ricardo Ramos, rich though he was, had not the claims

"f birth to back his pretensions, since he was of the mixed

race which claims as much affinity with the servile ranks of

Mexico as with (hose who deem themselves the conquerors'

descendants. This circumstance might, perhaps, have had

little weight willi Donna Maria, had her heart been interested

in the man who addressed her; but she did not spurn tho

man from her presence—she did not appall him with a look

of lofty anger from her (lashing eyes, nor pierce him with

accents of withering contempt.
" Don Ricardo, you talk like a poet; you paint the future

like an artist. A woman would be unreasonable to reject so

enthusiastic a lover for a husband who neglects her."

Don Ricardo threw himself on his knees at the feet of

Donna Maria, and seizing her hand, covered it with kisses.

Only one stipulation was made by the lovely woman—that^
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antil they should have arrived upon the lover's estates, near

Monterey, no fui ther mention must be made of love—no closer

intimacy exist than that of the past. Don llicardo regarded

it as a whim, but Donna Maria was inexorable, and the

arrangement was made. All things were prepared by the

expectant lover—the lady secured her private jewels, kissed

with a tear the infant child of Falcone, which, though she

.oved not its father, was yet dear to her—and then gave her

hand to Don Ricardo Ramos, for an elopement, while Falcone,

absorbed in his worthless career, discovered not the double

treachery of his wife and friend.

As the lover lifted the beautiful wife to her carriage, in

which she had stipulated that she should ride alone, he
attempted to kiss her lips, but she repulsed him.

" Don Ricardo—your promise I" she cried, gayly. " Will

there not be time enough when we reach your home ?"

So Don Ricardo Ramos contented himself with mounting
his horse, and riding beside, and behind, and before the car-

riage, wherever he could catch a glimpse of the closely-vailed

face of his lovely prize. Thus he escorted Donna Maria Fal-

cone from the capital.

But all fine things have an end. One morning, when Don
Ricardo arose betimes at the small hostel, where the horses

had been put up for the night, and after glancing with a satis-

fied look at his traveling mirror, hurried to tender his morning
salutation to the fair Donna Maria, and congratulate her upon
their nearness to Monterey, which they should reach during
the day—behold ! Donna Maria was not to be found. Hia
own horse was still in the stable, but the horses and carriage

of the beautiful lady, as well as the lady herself, had disap-

peared.

" Where is she ? In the fiend's name, answer !" cried Don
Ricardo to the trembling host.

" The—lady ?" stammered the man.
" You scoundrel—yes !" roared Don Ricardo.

The host did not know ; she had ordered a relay of horses,

and departed during the night—did not desire that the gentl*

man should bo disturbed, but had Itft a note for him.
" A note ! The furies—give it to me !"

It was brief, but quite explanatory.
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" Don Ricabdo Ramos :—I return thanks for your escort

which I have accepted thus far upon my journey. You haw
been deceived in my character, as I was in yours. Though 1

am an unhappy woman, I can not be a guilty one. Farewell

forever."

Don Ricardo Ramos stormed—took his horse and rode to

bis estates—scoured the country in every direction. But no

tidinns did he gather of the fugitive, save that relays of horses

had been taken to the confines of Texas. At Matamoras all

trace was lust of Donna Maria Falcone.

So Don Ricardo returned to Mexico, to be accused of the

elopement, and half suspected of murder—to fight a duel with

hi- friend Falcone, and receive a bullet in his body as a lasting

memento of that affair—and finally, to leave his native country

and become a wanderer in foreign lands, vainly seeking to

discover the woman who had refused to become his mistress

and on whom he panted to revenge himself. But he saw

Douna Maria no more.

And she—beautiful, proud and desperate—what destiny was

in store for her ? Truly, an exceeding common one, though

in its outset romantic. Flying at once from her husband and

Don TJicardo, she crossed the American border and reached a

military station of the United States army. Here she found

honorable protection, and became acquainted with a young

Creole of Xew Orleans, who, with his sister, was about to

return to the States. She gladly accepted the escort which

tliev otFered, and accompanied them upon their way. The

young merchant became passionately enamored of her, and

Donn.i Maria discovered that her own heart could love. She

made a confidant of the merchant's sister, who was of a noble

nature, and had grown warmly attached to her Mexican friend.

The result, was commonplace enough. Through his corre-

spondents, the young lover learned of the death of Falcone,

which occurred soon after their arrival at New Orleans. He

proposed, was accepted, and Donna Maria Minas became

Madame Glinton, and afterward the mother of two lorely

children, one of whom we have seen die the death of a suicide,

In the presence of his unknown brother, Gabriel Falcone, and

Uie other, a daughter whom we left slowly recovering from

the deadly swoon into which she had fallen at her unhappy

brother's grave.
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But .f tlie union of Glinton and Donna Maria was comuoon-

Dlace, their life was a happy one. For nearly twenty years

they dwelt together in elegant private life, unmingling with

Ihe world, but content in their own family enjoyment. Maria

looked back upon her brief relationship to Falcone, as a sad.

dream from which she had soon awakened. At times, the

mother's heart reverted to her child, deprived of her maternal

care, and often she regretted that she had not taken the babe

with her upon her abrupt departure. But she recollected

that under the circumstances such a thing was impossible. To
escape with a lover, while she yet pressed a husband's child

to her bosom, would have seemed hypocrisy, and though never

contemplating other than the step actually taken, still she had
known beforehand how fraught it was with danger, and how
could she have imperiled the life of her innocent babe in her

own wild expedition ? But it was past—she had become
another's wife, and she strove to banish the recollection of the

single tie which linked her to her native land.

Thus years fled swiftly by, and the two children of Maria's

second marriage, Charles and Teresa, grew up lovingly beside

their parents. How many, how bright were the hopes linked

around the fair young brother and sister ? How often the

husband and his foreign wife fondly speculated upon the time
when they should become old, and their offspring, young and
beautiful, sustain and gladden their declining years ?

But such was not to be. Reverses came suddenly upon the

merchant Glinton. Disastrous seasons affected his affairs, and
at length, from wealth he speedily found himself reduced to

little more than a competency. He grieved not for this on
his own account, nor did Maria ; but they loved their children,

and with natural pride, desired to leave them in the style to

which they had been accustomed from infancy. But as this

desire could no longer be gratified, Glinton gathered the
wreck of his possessions, and investing the greater portion for

the benefit of his children, set himself once more at work, to
build up with the remainder a new fortune for himself. At
this crisis, another blow fell upon him. The annual epidemic
which so cruelly affects New Orleans, made its appearance
just at the season when G'inton's affairs were beginning to

take an auspicious turn. It smote ihe mother amid hei
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children, and by her husband's side. It deprived hiui of

his Maria, and with her he lost hope itself. Glinton did not
Barvive the loss of his wife.

"He tried
To do without her—liked it not—and died."

In one short month the two slept side by side, and Charles

and Teresa were orphans.

At this period the brother was at college—the sister at

school. They remained in their respective positions till their

education was completed, and then received the small portion

which had been secured for them by their father's timely pro-

vision. It amounted to but ten thousand dollars, but Teresa

was confident that it would be a great fortune for them at

least till her brother, on whom she doted, should retrieve by
His talents all that their parents had lost. Alas ! the hopes

of youth

!

Charles Glinton had often heard his mother speak of her

native land, though he, like Teresa, was unaware of the early

events of her history. Nevertheless, the associations of the

descriptions he had in childhood listened to from Donna

Maria's lips, had given him an earnest desire to behold Mexico,

and, consequently, when, with his sister, they proposed for

themselves a future course of life, the idea of a short visit to

the neighboring republic was first among his suggestions,

Teresa, who believed her brother's judgment infallible, at once

acceded to Charles' proposal, the more readily as he assured

her that he designed making such arrangements as would

enable him on his return to pursue his father's business as a

consignee of the Mexican and Indian traders. Thus the two

children, for they were little more, left their native New

Orleans, and set out on their ill-fated visit to the capital of

Mexico. What afterward occurred need not be dwelt upon.

Glinton, possessed of engaging manners and apparently

wealthy, soon found himself immersed in the gay life of

Mexican young men—he became acquainted with Gabriel

Falcone—was led into dissipation and play, and became

" A thing
O'er which the raven flaps his funeral wing."
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CHAPTER IX.

THE BLOOD OF THE MINAS.

Two days, as we have said, had elapsed since the funeral

of Charles Glinton, and in that time Putnam Pomfret had

ascertained the exact state of the surviving orphan's worldly

affairs. "With his habitual calculation, he knew that what
little cash and effects, save her jewels, Teresa possessed

would be barely sufficient to defray the expenses of her

journey home ; and the two slaves, Hannibal and Lucille,

had they not been already emancipated by the Mexican laws

he knew would never be disposed of by their gentle mistress.

Consequently they must be provided for, and our Yankee was
not himself rich in personal means, though his shrewd busi-

ness tact was already making itself felt in many commercial

circles of Mexico.

Putnam Pomfret, finding himself in Mexico, with but little

else than his native thrift, and some services which it had
been his good fortune to render to the existing government,

as his capital, had nevertheless managed, through the assist-

ance of some influential Mexican friends, to organize a profit-

able trading business, which, requiring his supervision alone,

was now bringing him steady and increasing returns for skill

and enterprise. At the present time he discovered that his

presence in an eastern province of the republic might be of

advantage to himself in point of profit, and it required not

much consideration on the part of the worthy North American,

to discern that it was his plain and downright duty to see his

young countrywoman escorted safely to her distant American

home. Therefore, with as much real knight-errantry as ever

existed in the days of chivalry, our hero constituted himself

the defender and protector of the orphan beauty, and forth-

with took under his direction, net only all preparations for the

journey, I it the care and expense of the lady's household

Itself. In thrs quality of executor, Pomfret possessed an

undoubted right to act in this manner, though few would have

asserted such right, accompanied as it was with constant
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pecuniary personal expense. Pomfret, however, as disinter,

ested as lie was unpretending, used his executorship only as

a plausible covering for his concealed generosity. He knew
very well, that, while Teresa would shrink from receiving

benefits at the hands of a stranger, she could very well be

induced to believe that, as executor, he was but providing

supplies from her deceased brother's effects.

" And how ou airth," quoth the Yankee, to himself, " how
on airth am I goin' to administer, unless I get something to

administer with ? That gal and those niggers are bound to

live, and while Putnam Pomfret's got a dollar, he ain't a goin'

to let a lady suffer—pertick'ly when that 'ere lady is a coun-

trywoman, and a derned sight better than any o' these Mexi-

can feminines that ride round the market, jes' like yaller

angels. Jehosaphat !"

In accordance with this resolution of the indomitable Yan
kee, every thing went on as formerly in the dwelling of Teresa

Glinton. The servants went regularly about their duties, at

the same time making the necessary preparations for leaving

the city
; and Putnam, without parade or assumption, quietly

constituted himself a "business committee of one," as he

jocosely expressed it, to make every thing about the young

mistress as comfortable as possible.

Padre Ilerrata observed all this, for the priest well knew

the character of his American friend, and also the state of the

unfortunate Glinton's affairs. He smiled approvingly, as ha

noticed the methodical manner in which Pomfret attended k
all that was necessary, and pressing the latter's hand, said, in

his fervent manner :

" Signer Pomfret, you are a noble heart, and I esteem you

more as I know you better. Heaven has truly blessed me in

the friends it has given me."

"Padre, you jes' talk so, because you're good yourself. I

ain't a doiu' more than my dooty, and I take it we're all Chris-

tians, and headin' for the same heaven."
" It woiikl be well if some of the crowned and mitered

heads of earth were as sure of reaching there as this Ameri-

can," murmured Padre Ilerrata to himself, as he turned away.

Alonzo Vallejo, the nephew of Don Tadeo, after his return

from the funeral where he had become so strangely acquainted
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with the daughter of his uncle's cherished friend, remained in

a state of mind entirely new to him. He wondered that his

thoughts dwelt not so much upon his recent loss as upon the

singular revelation it had caused. The image of the bcautifiL

Teresa, as he had beheld her kneeling by her brother's grave,

and then reposing, pale and deathly, upon the breast of the

faithful Lucil'.e, presented itself constantly before his memory,
and he tortured himself with apprehensions concerning her

safety. Early on the following morning he was at the house

into which he had beheld her borne still wrapped in stupor,

and there learned from his new acquaintance, Putnam, the

state of the maiden's health. He lingered long that day, and

again in the evening he presented himself. Thus for two
days, the young man, feeling that love for the almost unknown
girl was henceforth to be a part of his being, pondered upon
his uncle's sad story, and tenanted his imagination with a

thousand unique uncertainties.

" Ah !" he cried, as he paced up and down the floor of the

apartment which had been the studio of his revered relative,

'' ah ! if she should love another, I feel that my uncle's fate

will be mine."

But on the evening of the second day, on reaching the house

of Teresa, Alonzo was informed by Hannibal that his mistress

was so far recovered as to be at that moment sitting in an inner

parlor of the house, opening upon the small garden attached

to its rear.

" And a gernman is wid missy," added the negro.

" A gentleman !" cried Alonzo, starting. " Ah, a friend of

the family—Senor Pomfret, probably."

" Gorra, no ! Massa Pomfret gone way to-night long wid
Padre Herrata, but he say he be back soon. Dis am no friend

ob any body. Gerra ! I wish he head brake—dis gernman."
" He is evidently no friend of yours, Hannibal," said Val-

lejo, smiling at the negro's frankness, though more than ever

alamied lest the gentleman in question might prove to be a

favored admirer of Teresa. " Will he remain long with your

mistress ?"

" I t'ink not," answered Hannibal. " Missy Teresa no like

him nuther."

This piece of information greatly relieved poor Alonzo, 80
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he quietly took a seat, in order to await the appearance of ft«
Yankee, while Hannibal departed to attend to his duties. In
the mean time, we will take the liberty of introducing the

reader to the little inner parlor of the dwelling occupied by
Teresa Glinton, where that lady now reclined, upon a sofa

near the open window. She was very pale. A loose white
robe, modestly trimmed with narrow lace, and clasped across

the bosom with a small brooch, in which was a portrait of

Her brother, covered, but could not conceal the graceful sym-
metry of her form. Her hair, parted over the wide brow, hung
in thick ringlets upon her shoulders, in one cluster of which
her left hand had buried itself, supporting her beautiful head.

Her right pressed tightly against her heart, which was heaving

with evident excitement. Her eyes were tearless and very

bright.

Opposite to her sat Gabriel Falcone, his eyes fixed upon

hers with a look which was manifestly intended to expresi

much tender sympathy, but to which the dissipated features

of the young man imparted an uncertain and not attractive

character. But his voice was low and alluring.

" I loved your poor brother deeply, Senora. I appreciated

his noble qualities—his earnestness of nature—

"

" His credulous nature, which made him too easily your

dupe, sir," cried Teresa, her voice quivering with repressed

agitation. " Oh that Charles had never entered this ill-omened

city ; he would not then have fallen into a heartless villain's

snares."

Falcone looked with amazement upon the young girl, for

he had never heard such harsh language from her at any time

before. He bit his lips, in the effort to preserve his own grave

demeanor, and answered

:

'• Truly, the Senora is unjust to one who esteemed hei

brother—who would serve herself."

"Esteemed my brother— serve me!" exclaimed Teresa,

slightly elevating her voice, but altering not otherwise her

manner. " Senor Falcone, you can serve me best by speak-

ing no more of him, and leaving me at once and forever."

" Nay, Senora," murmured the unabashed Falcone, in his

singularly mellow tones, " I should be false tc my esteem for

him, and untrue to my deep respect for you, could I neglect
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»nj' duty at this time. Do not condemn mo that I sympathize

with you, Seflora Glinton—so lovely, to unfortunate—"
" Cease, sir. This is no time nor place for flatteries

!"

3ried Teresa, suddenly rising from the couch on which she

nacl partially reclined, and folding her hands upon her bosom.

She spoke in a voice of determination, and her eyes, dilat-

ing into brilliancy, were fixed undauntedly upon the intruder.

So might have looked her mother, Donna Maria, upon the

man who proposed her dishonor, had she not chosen to con-

ceal her indignation. But the blood of the Minas was in the

veins of both, and though Teresa's glance dwelt so fixedly

upon his hold countenance, the eye of Gabriel Falcone fell not,

nor changed from its look of seeming sensibility.

" Senor Falcone, I am young, and the ways of the world

are unfamiliar to me. I know not what wicked prompting in

your heart led you to tempt my trusting brother to his ruin.

I know not what new design of evil you may harbor against

an orphan girl. But, in my soul, Senor Falcone, T feel that

on your head lies the blood of Charles Glinton. Yon, Senor,

enticed, betrayed him to his fate. But for you he had been

innocent, and I had not been desolate."

The maiden covered her eyes, as she said this, with both

her hands, while her breast heaved tumultuously. Falcone,

hardened as he was by selfishness and dissipation, could not

for the moment recover his assurance sufficiently for a reply,

and Teresa, collecting her fortitude, continued

:

" Now, sir, be satisfied with the misery you have caused.

I implore you to insult me not with your compassion. Depart

from this house, Senor Falcone, and let me forget that you
exist, ere my memory urges me to curse your name."

Teresa stood before the libertine with all her mother's pride

legible upon her features, yet tempered with a sadness that

made its exhibition still more impressive. But Falcone was
not one to be thus repulsed.

" Senora," he rejoined, blandly, " it would be impious for

me to believe that such gentle lips could utter a curse—

"

" Have I not said that this is no period for flattery ? Senor

Falcone, hear from these lips that I hate—despise you ! Hear,

when I declare that the bitterness of my brother's death, is

that he died by following one so base as you. Now, sir -
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away ! Dare no longer to pollute the air which he breathed

with your false-hearted words. Go ! or my menials shall hear

me utter my contempt !"

The young girl's form swelled into majesty with the indig-

nation which filled her spirit, and Falcone, while he writhed

under the evident loathing which she manifested, could not

but feel that she was a woman born to awaken admiration

and respect. Nevertheless, with the hardihood which formed

a large portion of his character, he did not even then despair

of softening the obduracy of her feelings toward him; foi

Falcone believed himself skilled in all the ways of woman-
hood, and smiled within himself at the thought that such a

child as Teresa could be proof against his art and experience.

Therefore, though the last words of the maiden grated harshly

on his ear, he neither chose, to answer them nor comply with

Iheir requisitions. He simply let his glance fall suddenly

upon the floor, and leaning his forehead upon the open palm

sf his hand, seemed for a moment absorbed in abstracted

meditation.

Teresa remained standing, her slight but erect form scarcely

supported by the window-frame against which she partly

leaned. Her eyes still rested upon Falcone's face, and the

scorn which had a moment since wreathed her delicately-

chiseled lip, yet gave a determined expression to all her

features.

At length, as if by a quick impulse, Falcone sprung sud-

denly from the chair on whicli he sat, and throwing himself

upon one knee before the young girl, clasped both her hands

within his own, before she could make a movement to pre-

vent the action. Then, speaking in a hurried whisper, while

undoubted sincerity gleamed from his passionate eyes, the

young gamester proceeded with an energy of resolve that con-

strained Teresa's attention before she could control her facul-

ties.

"Listen to me, Senora," cried Gabriel Falcone. "You

tliall hear me! I love you—passionately, madly love you!

Think you that with such a feeling in my heart, I could have

medi'ated aught against your brother's safety—against your

peace of mind ? No ! by all the saints, I motnu as deeply

as yourself the loss of one so dear to both of us Senora!
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genera ! drive me not to despair—urge me not to become all

you have declared me to be ! I love you, I adore you
Beware, ere you rouse within my nature other and different

feelings—"

Falcone paused, for be caught the bright eye of Teresa

fixed on his with a look of such defiant scorn that it almost

seemed to burn into his soul. The daughter of Donna Maria

Miuas had forgotten her weakness, her suffering, her sorrow.

"With every feature rigid in marble beauty, with nostrils

swollen and lips compressed, while the light that blazed from

her glorious eyes seemed to irradiate her entire countenance,

she towered a moment before the gambler's vision, and then,

thrusting her hand beneath her white robe, where it was
clasped over her bosom, drew forth a long, thin-bladed dagger,

which she uplifted suddenly, its point aimed at the heart of

the villain.

The young gambler was brave and confident, but the sud-

denness of Teresa's action startled him. He immediately

sprung to his feet, and retreated a step from the threatening

weapon. But a moment afterward he seemed to be ashamed
of his apparent timidity, and with a smile that partook as

much of bitterness as humor, stretched out his hand, as if

playfully to put the stiletto aside.

" Beware, Senor—I trifle not. Go !" cried the unmoved
maiden, pointing to the door.

Falcone laughed, and dextrously advancing his hand, seized

the maiden's wrist, and compressed it so harshly that a loud

cry escaped her lips.

" Ah, pretty one, you can not harm me now," cried the

young man, mockingly.

But scarcely had the cry which she uttered left Teresa's

lips, when the door of the apartment was opened, and the

figure of a young man appeared upon the threshold. It waa
Alonzo Arallejo. A single glance sufficed to discover to the

youth the position of Teresa Glinton, though he knew not who
was her companion. The dagger, still clasped in the maiden's

Land, while her wrist was compressed by the stranger's

grasp, and from which she was struggling to free herself, her

iook of mingled scorn and terror, satisfied Alonzo at once that

the other gentleman was no welcome guest in the house, fky
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without utaying a second for further information as to tb»
merits of the case, our young student sprung forward r«t oucc
and dealt a heavy blow at the forehead of Falcone, which
made the gamester not only release his hold, but reel, for a
moment, like a drunken man.

" tsehora— Senora ! are you hurt ?" cried Vallejo, in great
agitation, as he turned to look upon the maiden, without
appearing to think any further upon the man whom he had
ttruck. But Teresa Glinton, more watchful than her
defender, saw that Falcone was about to rush upon his assail-

ant.

" Take care !" she exclaimed, suddenly, and threw herself

forward, with the stiletto raised in her hand, just at the

instant when the infuriated gamester was about to attack the

student. " Back ! Senor !" she cried, interposing herself

between Falcone and the young man. " Unmanly as you are,

I permit you to go unscathed ; but go at once !"

Gabriel Falcone's features writhed with passion, and the

foam gathered on his lips.

"Is this the favored one?" he cried, hoarsely. "How
many lovers has the virtuous Teresa concealed ?"

Alonzo Vallejo heard the taunt, and springing before the

fair girl who had interposed herself between them, struck once

more at the face of the gamester, grasping, at the same time,

his neckcloth. Falcone was of stouter build, and stronger in

reality than the young student, but the energy of the latter's

u^ault bore him backward toward the open door, through

which he would in a moment more have been precipitated,

had not he succeeded in griping firmly the other's arm, and

thus impeding the exercise of his muscles. Then, gathering

his own strength, he bent suddenly and cast the student vio-

lently upon the floor. The next moment Falcone drew a

dagger and lifted it above Yallejo's breast—but not before the

brave Teresa Glinton had discovered the murderous intention.

Quick as thought she sprung forward, and seizing the game

r.ter's hand, turned his weapon aside, whhe her own stiletto

.lireatoiied him in turn. But at this moment a gentle pres-

sure upon her head caused her to look up, aDd she Iteheld the

mild face of Padre Herrata, who, with. Pomfret, had jtai

entered the apartment.
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" Don't kill the cuss—he ain't wuth it," cried the Yankee.
' Jehosaphat 1" he continued, looking admiringly upon the

maiden, while, with all the equanimity imaginable, he inserted

his fingers beneath the collar of Falcone's coat and uncere-

moniously dragged that gentleman from the prostrate Vallejo,

"Jehosaphat! Miss Teresa—you're clear grit, an' no mistake.

Reg'lar American spunk, by kingdom ! Who's afeard, I'd like

to know, when our gals can protect themselves so fashion?

Here, you black-muzzled, yaller-skinned chap, I dunno who
you are, or where you come from nuther, but jes' you walk

Spanish this time, an' if you want to settle, call on Putnam
Pomfret."

So saying, while Alonzo Vallejo arose to lire feet, and Teresa,

clinging to Padre Herrata, seemed about to relapse into the

deathly state from which she had so lately recovered, the

imperturbable Yankee, confining Falcone as with an iron

grasp, thrust him forcibly out of the room, and through the

outer apartment, to the open hall-door, where stood the negro

Hannibal. Here, releasing him, he said, quietly

:

" You know my name, and somethin' o' my natur. So,

good-by, and keep your distance."

Falcone ground his teeth together, and cast a malignant

look upon the unmoved Yankee. Then clutching his hat and

cane, which the grinning negro extended to him, he rushed

from the house.
" Gorra ! dat am de ticket !" cried Hannibal, clasping his!

hands delightedly, when the Yankee had returned to the inner

room. " Dat Massa Pomfret ain't 'fraid de debbil hi'self. Oh,

Missy Lucille ! what for you no be here, for see the fun ?" he

asked, of the mulatto girl, who now made her appearance.
" Massa Falcone he get he walkin' papers. Gorra mity, how
he go !"

" Ma foi /" returned the girl. " Do you think I not see

him ? Mon dieu ! I am full of fear he will come back and
kill us all. del .'"

" Nebbcr you fear ! Massa Pomfret eat him up, like chaw
o' bacca. Gorra! He make on'y one mouf-ful ob Massa

Falcone."
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CHAPTER X
THE ACTORS IN A COMING DRAMA.

Tiie position of public affairs in the Mexican republic a

the point to which our story has arrived, was exceedingly

critical. The administration was far from being secure; for

a large party existed adverse to the temporizing policy pur-

sued by President Hen-era, and ready for a change of rule

.?ven through revolution. Consequently, Putnam Pomfret

ftiiose residence in Mexico had made him tolerably familiar

with the political harlequinades continually going on, was not

nnprepared for a communication! made to him by Padre

Lierrata at their next meeting.

" General Herrera has resigned, and a new government

enters on the field at once," was the substance of the infor-

mation imparted by the priest.

'• Then, I cal'late Gineral Herrera's docyments are at a

diMMimt," said Pomfret.
" AVhai do you mean, sir, by his documents?"
" Oh, iiiithin' extry. Only, as I sort o' suspicioned that

nerrera wouldn't hold on to the helm, when squalls were

comin', and as that fightin' Gineral Paredes '11 more'n likely

come next, you see, I cal'lated 'twas best to git our walkin'

papers from Hen-era and start for the frontier, short order,

You know, padre, that Mister Paredes ain't best friends with

anther you nor mo, and he'll be jest likely to upset all our

apple-carts, if he once't gits here in the capital. What d'ya

say about that, padre ?"

" I admire your forethought, good friend," responded the

priest " It would be no easy matter for us, or any of Her-

rera's friends, to procure a favor from General Paredes, though

I trust the new administration will be a patriotic and able one

So I rejoice to hear that you procured President Herrera'

Bign-manua. to your passports. For a short time, at least, it

Will be respected."

" Here are the passes, signed and sealed for Putnam Pom-

fret and Seiiora Glinton, family and servant," answered the
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Yankee. " 8; you see, padre, you can jest go along, as one of

the family."

"Yes," sail the priest, pausing, thoughtfully, "we maj
have other enemies speedily on our track. Are you awart>

that the young man whom you encountered yesterday is a

known partisan of Paredes V
" That critter Falcone ! he be denied ! Ask pardon, padr^

ut he ain't worth shucks, for an enemy !"

" Be not too confident, my good friend. Times like the

present place power in strange hands. But do you know who
this young man is ?"

" I cal'late, if he sneaks round that poor gal any more, I'll

let him know who Putnam Pomfret is !" returned the North
American, shaking his head, " However, padre, let's know
who 'n time the varmint is, any how—

"

The priest was about to speak, when the appearance of a

third person at the open door of the room caused him to rise

hastily, and advance to meet the new-comer, who approached

with like eagerness, and with both hands extended.
" Anselmo ! my noble boy !" cried Padre Herrata, folding

the visitor in his arms, while Pomfret grasped one of his

hands, and wrung it energetically.

" Capting Zumozin, by thunder !" and there ain't a mortal

man this side o' the States that I'd gi' more to see, now I tell

ye!"

The stranger thus heartily welcomed returned the Yankee's

greeting with equal warmth, while replying to the affectionate

interrogations of Padre Herrata, whose eyes dwelt upon his

manly figure with the admiration of a parent.

Anselmo Zumozin was indeed an object of interest, as he
stood before his friends—his fine form, erect and graceful,

towering over both. Sinewy and majestic, yet flexible, the

limbs and power of this young man seemed alike capable of

action and endurance. He was clad in a light suit of green

cloth, half soldier's and half hunter's, as if he had just stepped,

like a prince, from some forest throne. A woven hat, with
an eagle-feather in its hood, crowned his rega* head, that was
profusely covered with curls of glossy black. Altogether,

Anselmo Zumozin was a man for woman to lovo and for rivals

to envy
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" But you are pale, my son. You bring not the brown hue

of health from your -western home."
"I must seek it elsewhere—perhaps in foreign lands"

answered the young man, smiling with a sad expression, which
did not escape the priest's notice.

" You are unhappy, Anselmo," said the padre, tenderly,

" I will not ask you why—perchance I do not need to ask.

But why do you speak of foreign travel ? The present is no

time to leave your native laud."

" Are, then, the rumors that I heard on my wray hither, to

be believed—that the republic is threatened from abroad ?"

' The countrymen of our friend Pomfret are covetous of

the spoils left by Montezuma," answered Padre Herrata, with

a smile. '' Is it not so, Senorr" he inquired of the Yankee.
" Well, I cal'late," replied Pomfret, " that if Minister Slidell

goes hum mad, ther'll be the doose to pay in Washington.

Oar people are nation hard to manage when they're riz ?"

" And under the sway of a war-party here," rejoined the

priest, " who can hope that a conflict can be averted ? But,

in any event," continued Padre Herrata, clasping Zumozin's

hand again, ' ' there is but one course for you, my son—

Miwi.-.i may need defense alike against internal and foreign

foes."

" And I s'posc my best course is jes' to make a bee-line

for the Bio Grande or Vera Cruz, quicker'n chain lightnin',"

exclaimed the Yankee. " There's mighty few o' your Mexican

coimir,-m":i I'd coiion to, any how. There's Capting Zumo-

zin here, and yourself, padre, and that ar' Capting Nunez

wlm's a Colonel now, I cal'Ialc, I allow you're all bricks, and

I'd stan' by yon, ag'in the world ! As you say, padre, Capting

Zumo/.in is bound for to fight his country's battles, and there's

nary flinch in lini, no matter what's the scrimmage! But,

by thunder—" ejaculated Pomfret, suddenly brushing his

elbow across both eyes, to hide their moisture, while he seized

fcoth of Zumozin's hands in his own—" I'd hate to hear o'

any harm com in' to you or Captain Nunez. Thunder! I

hope there won't be any war, arter all."

'' Let us pray that there may not be," said Padre Herrata,

Bolemnly. " But, Anselmo my son, your arrival is unexpected,

How is the Sehor Montaguoue, your father ?"
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" In good health and here in the city," replied Zuinozin.

"He accompanied me hither, and designed proceeding for-

ward to Vera Cruz, whence we had nearly determined to

embark for the United States."

" You will now, I think, alter your intention, my son

Whatever may he the form in which it shall come, certain it

is that danger threatens our country. Much have I heard

Anselmo, of your noble acts upon your estates—of the im
provement and elevation of your tenants, the civilization of

the Indian population, and—

"

" Say not civilization, Padre Herrata," interrupted Zumozin,
" at least not such civilization as is manifested in this unhappy
capital, with its brigands and leperos. No, my father, if I

have influenced the wild tribes who inhabit the regions around

Montagnone, it has been, thank Heaven, to cause them to

cherish more devotedly the independence which they inherit

from the unconquered race of Aztlan. I have not yoked
Lhose free children of nature like oxen to the plow, confining

them to corn-planting, that their mighty hunting-grounds

might be made spoil for speculation. I have not poisoned

:hem with fiery drinks, nor taught them avarice and theft,

ind falsehood—lessons too early learned, too long practiced,

ay the wretched tribes of these lower districts. No, Padre
Herrata, the northern Indians with whom I sojourned, eating

it their boards, and sleeping peacefully in their humble
:abins, look upon Zumozin, not as a trader, or a government
igent, nor propagandist of new creeds ; but as a man, like

hemselves, pitying their miseries, recognizing their virtues,

ind strengthening their hopes."

The speaker paused, checking with an effort the enthusiasm

hat had led him to speak earnestly upon a subject which of

ill others interested him most ; for Zumozin's sympathy with

he pure Indian tribes was not the effect of philanthropy alone,

limself a child of the ancient race, a descendant of the Aztec

>rinces, whose blood so freely ran in defense of their country's

sxpiring independence, when the foot of the haughty Spaniard

rampled the bright bowers of Tezcuco, it is no marvel that

he accumulated wrongs which had r/duced the aboriginal

nhabitants to a state of degradation noticeable among nearly

.11 the native population of Lower Mexico furnished a theme
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for his thoughts at all times, and often led him into eloquent

expression of those thoughts. Dwelling of late among the

yet untamed people who inhabited the almost impenetrable

wildernesses of the tierros frias, he had formed a plan, generated

it is true, by enthusiasm, but not at all impracticable, of unit-

ing the scattered and dissimilar tribes, who owned a common
country, into a warlike, disciplined nation, federated by a sin-

gle object, the preservation of their rude independence.

In his own character, Zumozin combined much that wsi
requisite for the successful prosecution of a scheme like this.

Well read and educated, he could avail himself of all the

experimental lore of history in adapting his project to the rude

comprehension of his savage friends—brave and enduring, he

won their respect by deeds which rivaled their own—grave

in speech, and a master of the Indian tongue, he could move

their council to smiles or tears ; and added to these qualities,

he was recognized and revered by the most potent of the tribes

as a true scion of the ancient kingly race who once ruled the

empire of Tcnoctitlan. And when Zumozin, garbed in the

romantic costume of the long-perished Aztec people, and

crowned with a diadem of eagles' plumes, stood amid the

assembled warriors of those stern northern tribes, and spoke,

in their native language, words of hope and inspiration—truly

he seemed to these rude men the embodiment of majesty.

" Oil, children of our dead mother, Aztlan !" he would cry

out, si retching his arms above their bowed heads, "why are

ye scattered like forest-leaves, driven before the wind? Why

are ye spoiled of your inheritance, and the land which your fath-

ers held made now the footstool of strangers? Behold! ye are

numerous like the oaks of the wood; ye have strength and*

stand erect like them. But the ax of the poison-drinking

Spaniard will soon be at the roots of the oak; and its lofty

trunk must, fall—its branches must be gathered and burned at

the stranger's camp-fire."

Then, raising his voice, as he marked the despondent looks

which followed his sad prediction, Zumozin would begin a

strain of enthusiastic hope.
" Children of Aztlan—despair not ! Ye are many—ye are

Strong. Come up together in concert ! let the tribes from afar

send their young men and their wise chiefs. Let the Indian
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no longer lift his hand against an Indian, but join in the great

feast of union. Let us learn how the Spaniards march on the

war-path. Let us have captains and mi army like the stran-

gers, and be together a great nation once more. Then shall

we build up cities like out Aztec fathers, and the red warriors

of the land shall come to us, asking shelter beneath our power.

And wc will unite all the tribes from the mountains to the

tea, and be as one warrior and one wise chief, possessing the

land forcvermore, even as our fathers of Aztlan. Behold,

ihildren ! the spirits of the dead look down upon us, and I

hear their words, crying :
' Join ! join ! descendants of Aztlan !

join, and become a great and mighty people.'
"

With such harangues had Zumozin unfolded to the tribes

among whom he sojourned, the plan of an Indian confederacy

that might succeed in arresting the decay which he knew too

well must he the fate of all the race, should they in their pres-

ent divided state, become more intimately known to the

encroaching white man. The craft and violence which had

reduced the aboriginies of the tierra caliente to a condition

abject and deplorable in the extreme, would be equally ruin-

ous to the yet uncorrupted denizens of the upper regions above

the citj' of Mexico, just so soon as the marauding adventurers

and traders should become sufficiently numerous to warrant

their customary methods of tampering. The object of Zumo-
zin, therefore, was, by some wise plan of confederation, to

consolidate the roving families and remnants of nations into

a federal people, formidable in point of numbers, and governed

by such regulations as would admit of their being disciplined

in military science, and taught the rudiments of a sound

national education. The scheme was not Utopian ; indeed,

it was one which promised important results, and which, if

devised at any period before the Spanish had corrupted the

unhappy natives, might have preserved the latter from much
of the misery which is now their lot in the interior of Mex-

JCO.

Such a plan of confederation had been already twice con

ceived by purely savage intellect among the Atlantic tribes,

and foiled only because of its being too late in execution to

reach its object—once in the early history of the New Eng-

land colonies, when King Philip's war threatened total
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annihilation to the English, and, in later times, when Tecnta-

sen rallied the tribes, and fought the last good fight of the

savage against the white man. In both of these aboriginal

schemes of union, the lack of success arose simply from their

having been devised too late, when the whites were become
too powerful to resist.

Pomfret had listened to the earnest words of his friuu;

Zumozin, with a countenance that showed how fully he apprv
dated the noble impulses which gave birth to them ; and he

rejoined with a glistening eye

;

" Captiug, you're a brick, an' deserve to be President o' this

ere dod-rotted republic in jes' about no time, now I tell ye.

Ef you want to bring about the real elevation o' yaller-skins,

jes' you lam 'em to respect themselves, and make 'em feel

mat an Ingin's good as a white man, if he's decent. A man's

a man, and by jingo, they owned the land before any white

feller ever set foot on't. 'Tain't fair to drive 'em clean out o'

their own shanties, by thunder."

"Let us hope that the age of persecution is passing away,"

Baid Padre Herrata. " No nation is secure that is intolerant."

" True as gospel," ejaculated the Yankee. " But what course

will our new government take, K it be true that Paredes is to

have dictatorial authority?"

" I know not that such authority will be allowed him,"

answered Padre Herrata, " but this we must expect—war on

the part of the United States, and civil war in Mexico."

" And who will wage the civil war ?"

" A dozen ambitious chieftains, anxious for power—men

who could be controlled but by one master-spirit, popular alike

with the people and the army."
" You mean Santa Anna."
a You understand me, Anselmo. But, alas ! the General

dwells ingloriously abroad, when his country demands his

services here."

" He hates the Americans !"

" More bitterly even than Paredes, who, besides, is not pop-

alar with the soldiers. If we would avert civil war, Santa

Anna must return."

" But how ? His life might be the forfeit. Kemember Itur-

bide and Guerrero."
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"The aimy will protect him, and Paredea must yield tho

command of that, in order to secure himself from a host of

jealous rivals."

" It is true—Santa Anna must return."
11 Go then, Anselmo, at once to Vera Cruz, as was your

intention. Embark for Havana, where Santa Anna now
waits, and tell him that his presence is needed in Mexico. Ho
will return with you."

" But if in the mean time war should break out ?"

" What better service can you accomplish, my son, than to

bring another defender to our country ? Santa Anna is ambi-

tious ; but ambition in one man is better than anarchy and

disunion among all our chiefs. Anselmo, follow my counsel,

as you love Mexico ! Sefior Pomfret and myself leave at once

for the frontier. Go you at once to Santa Anna."
" I will, my father !" cried Zumozin, rising and taking the

priest's hand. " Farewell ! we shall soon meet again. And
you, my brave American," continued the Mexican youth as

Pomfret came forward for a parting embrace, " if all your

nation and all my countrymen were just and loyal as yourself,

the name of war would never be breathed in their councils.

Farewell, my friend, and may we yet greet each other under

less gloomy auspices."

With these words, Zumozin departed, leaving his two friends

to arrange all things for their contemplated journey from tho

capital. In the mean time, we must return to other actors in

our drama of history and life.

The news of Taylor's occupation of the eastern bank of

the Rio Grande had just reached the capital of Mexico, and
liad been made the subject of a public proclamation which
was placarded throughout the city. It was considered as the

initiative of war. Whatever might have been the numbers
or vitality of the peace party of Mexico a few weeks before,

ere yet Herrera's administration had succumbed to the demands
of popular belligerency, there was very little manifestation of

pacific feeling by an assemblage at the market-place. All lipa

breathed hostility to the invader, albeit some were pale in so

doing. Anathemas without stint were hurled at the perfidi-

ous nation which, it was asserted, had wantonly provoked and
3
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pushed to extremity the quarrel, in the lust for aggfariiizoinent

and territory. Many priests mingled with the laymen of the

crowd, exhorting the latter to die, if necessary, m their coun-

try's defense, and to pay out their last dollar to support a

righteous cause ; but none of these religious gentlemen offered

of themselves to furnish contribution, though it was well

known that the revenues of the State were insignificant com-

pared with those of the church. However, if wanting in lib

erality, the good clergy lacked not in zeal, and dispensed the

btessings of the church very generously, if they did not its

funds.

Aside from the crowd, conversing in an animated manner,

walked two individuals with whom the reader is already

acquainted. They did not appear to be so much occupied

with the general subject of excitement, as with their own per-

sonal matters.

"By St. Iago ! whoever this villain of an American be, I

shall not sleep well till I triumph over him," muttered the

y> :nger of the two colloquists, clinching his teeth as he spoke,

and frowning ominously.
" You have your father's temper, Falcone," cried his coni'

panion. " But who and what is this American ?"

" I know nothing of him, further than that he rendered

some service to the late administration, and was in favor with

Herrcra. He is called Scfior Pomfret, and rumor says, he

as-i.-tcd in dispersing the brigand band of Joaquin Marani,

some time since; a bold fellow, that Marani, who attacked a

government coiuhtctti not long before he was taken."

"And a priest, Padre Ilerrata—was not such a one men-

Lioied in connection with the capture of Marani?"

"You know all about it."

" Doubtless ! I have a good memory, and readily recall the

circumstance. Moreover, I will tell you something else. Tki

government comlucta which the brigand attacked was designed,

if captured, to supply the troops of General Paredcs, then it

revolt. This American and the priest, by preventing the

plunder, saved llenera's government from pecuniary ruin

Yc* understand me, Falcone ?"

H
I think so."

'' Consequently Herrcra became a friend to both the woiij
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gentlemen. But that is no reason Paretics should icmenibe*

them with gratitude. You understand me now, Falcone ?"

" Perfectly, Don Ricardo."

" Your path, then, is open. Paredes knows you for his friend,

and will give you full authority as regards not only this Ainer

ican and the priest, but as to all connected with them. Doubt-

less you understand me now, my dear Gabriel Falcone."

Don Ricardo laughed in his singular manner, as he quietly

gave utterance to these words, the effect of which on hh
hearer was powerful. Falcone stopped short in his walk, and

seized his associate's hand.
" Don Ricardo," he cried, "you are the devil, I believe, for

knowing every thing. I see clearly what you would have me
do, and will at once to the President."

" He will give you a commission, doubtless, which you can

turn to account, my dear Gabriel. But, now, a word with you.

This lovely maiden, Glinton's sister—she will very probably

require new protection. Would she scorn to accept my hos-

pitality till—"

Falcone looked in Don Ricardo's face, and marked the hid-

den meaning of his covert glance.

" You know she will be perfectly safe under my roof," con-

tinued Don Ricardo.

Falcone smiled in response to the sardonic expression of

his companion.
" And perfectly at home," pursued Don Ricardo.

Again the two men exchanged smiles.

" And you will be quite at home, likewise, you are aware,

Gabriel."

There was no need of further interchange of glance 01

smile ; the two schemers understood each other as well as if

hours had been expended in mutual explanation.
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CHAPTER XI
THE PASS OF RIO FRIO.

The lofty summits of the Anahuac Cordilleras glittered 111

the full blaze of noonday sun, like shafts of gold or emerald
and a thousand streams skirting their declivities, belted the

plains as -with ribbons of shining silver. On a lofty point on
the main highway leading from the city of Mexico downward
toward the coast and the eastern provinces, a small cavalcade

had just halted, as if to rest, ascending one of the most diffi-

cult hills upon the route.

The leading persons of the party were two,—halting their

horses on the highest ridge of the elevated road, looked into

each other's eyes and with that mute communion revealed a

world of thought. These two were a youth attired in a riding

suit of black, and a young girl clad in garments of the same

somber hue. They drew their horses near, side by side, and

1 he young man, as with an involuntary impulse, clasped his

companion's ungloved hand which lightly held the bridle of

her palfrey, and pressed it in his own, while their mutual

Lr a/.e dwelt upon the magnificent panorama beneath them.

Silence seemed indeed the fitting tribute to such a glorious

scene as was mapped before their vision—silence which allows

the heart to drink deeply of the spirit of beauty, until the

overwrought feelings gush in tears. But a voice, low and

earnest, Iroin one of two horsemen, who followed immediately

the youth and maiden, broke thrillingly upon their ears.

" It is a land to live and to die for
!"

" Truly, truly, Father Ilerrata—a land blessed by Heaven I"

replied the young girl, turning her face toward the Silt

speaker, its lovely features illumined with deep interest.

"All! that men should desecrate such a land!" cried (he

young man beside her; " that injustice and oppression inako

it necessary for men to die in defense of a region so beautiful,

Why can not peace abide where all is so peace-inspiring!

Why must war enter here ?"

" Would that it might be prevented !" said Padre Herrata,
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solemnly ' Would to Heaven we had yielded that unfortn

nate territory of Texas, which your people," addressing Pom
fret, " have so long coveted. And doubtless had Herrera heen

firmly established in authority—had he not been threatened

80 long by Paredes—a negotiation would have been effected

without difficulty. But the popular voice is for war—it

clamors at Paredes because he does not at once take the field

What can we look for when the two republics breathe defi

ance, and thirst for one another's blood ?"

The Yankee was about to speak, when an exclamation from

the young girl, Teresa, whose gaze had been directed back

toward the city, caused the whole party suddenly to turn their

heads. At first they looked anxiously for their attendants,

Hannibal, Lucille and a couple of half-breed Mexicans, who,

with the pack-mules, were slowly toiling up the hill which

they themselves, riding fast, had ascended somewhat ir\

advance. Xothing seemed to be apprehended concerning

these, but an appearance lower down fixed their attention and

at once filled them with forebodings of evil. A cloud of dust

upon the road indicated the approach of mounted men, who,

from the speed with which they urged their horses on the

unsheltered road exposed to the direct heat of the sun, were

evidently in pursuit of some one in advance.
" We are discovered and followed," cried Padre Herrata,

'' Those are government soldiers, doubtless sent to recall us.

Let us to our speed at once."
'' Or fight it out here—which shall it be, padre ?" asked

Pomfret, coolly examining the priming of a horse-pistol which
he drew from one of his holsters.

" We can not resist—there are too many," answered the

priest. " Best try the speed of our horses, and those males
could likewise be pushed forward. But stay—there is a better

plan. Below us, scarce a quarter of a mile, the road diverges,

to unite again at the base of yonder range of hills. Let Han
nibal and the mules pursue the left, while we press forward

on the right. We shall be followed by the pursuers, if such

they be. On, now, my children, while I direct the good
Hannibal on his course, and inform him where to halt and
await us. His road is direct, ours circuitous. Fly, my
thildren !"
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Saying this, Padre Herrata dropped behind (o commnnic»tj

with Hannibal, while the rest of the party spurring their

horses, dashed at once down the slope of the road, and plunger

amid the thick woods that skirted either side. Alonzo Yal

!cjo, riding close to Teresa, kept a watchful eye upon her

mettled steed, and the Yankee, having satisfied himself that

his pistols were in good condition, kept close behind, at She

same time keeping his head half turned about to catch the

first glimpse of pursuers on their headlong track.

Thus, through the vistaed length of shcH.y forests and out

upon the open fields, and over slope and acclivity, the three

riders kept their way. A gallop of ten minutes carried them

Tar down the mountain terraces, but they still preserved una-

batedly the speed with which they had started. Suddenly

the quick ear of Pomfret detected the sound of a horse's hoofs

clattering behind, and preseutly a single steed, mounted by a

female, came dying after the fugitives.

" What on airth hcv ye done with yer mule? Where's the

padre?" were 1'omfrct's rapidly uttered questions, as, wheel-

ing about in his saddle, without drawing bridle, he recognized

the mulatto, Lucille, who had now arrived abreast of him.

'• Mm ditu ! I am killed—of me there is no more," ex-

claimed the girl, almost gasping for breath, while the excite-

ment of the race reddened her yellow visage. "The padre-

he is not hen

—

un outre clifhiin—he has my mule. ceaux

.Mam'selle, I am ready lo die with the fatigue."

Teresa looked back inquiringly to Lucille, who, with a

great ell'ort, for the speed with which she had followed the

party had almost exhausted her strength, managed to explain

.'hat Padre Herrata had exchanged his horse for the mule od

-vhieh she was riding, and bidden her to press forward to

join her mistress, while lie, with Hannibal and the othei

attendants, should make at once for the Pass of Rio Frio, and

'here await the arrival of his friends.

" Rio Frio !" cried Teresa ;
" but where is that pass?"

" I know the place very well," answered Pomfret. " And

if you want to drink some of the coolest water that evel

flowed out of a nat'ral ice-house, jes' wTait till we get to Kin

Frio. I've been there afore now, I tell ye, and in good com-

j>auy. too. And I tell you Miss Tercsy—if any thing ever did
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puzzle rne, twas to know how in time such tarnal cold water

comes out 01 a volcano ! Jerusalem ! it's like the old chap'

in Esop's faoles, that blowed hot and cold at the same time

But let's puuii ahead and keep movin', miss. There ain't no
time to lose.

At that ponion of the great national road which the party

were now descending, the mountains rose steeply on every

?ide, and many volcanic peaks were visible at various points

».f the horizon. The highway was broad and well beaten,,

and sheltered from the sun's rays by wooded hills, rising con-

tinually, between which could be caught, at intervals, a view

of some little lake filling a hollow which perhaps was once a

crater's bed, and worn upon the green mountain side like a

silver buckler on a giant's arm. They were now more than

ten thousand feet above the level of the sea, having, since

leaving the city of Mexico on the day previous, ascended

about three thousand feet and traveled nearly forty miles.

Twenty of these, however, had been ridden since daybreak

that morning, consequently it became important that they

should speedily reach a place of rest and security, or abandon

all hope of escape.

Meantime they urged their flagging horses down the hills

at a pace which was hazardous in the extreme. Vallejo's

right hand held a rein of Teresa's horse, while he guided his

own with the left, and the Yankee performed the same office

lor the girl, Lucille. Fortunately, all the company were good
riders, and their animals well trained to mountain travel, so

that no mishap interrupted their adventurous course. Con-

versation, however, was impossible, for all attention became
absorbed in the contemplation of their position, and nothing

was heard on that lonely road—lonely, because the midday is

unusual for travel—but the sharp clatter of the horses' hoofs,

echoed from the mural eminences on both sides of the road,

and from the deep clefts of wood beneath.

At length Rio Frio was discovered—Eio Frio, a small moun
tain stream, its waters of the lowest possible temperature, and
transparently clear. Piled up around it are the bases of the

great mountain range whose summits guard forever the snows
that fall upon them. Ledges and walls of porphyry rise

steeply, one abovs. another, to incredible bights all over thia
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region, and from bastions, as it were, through which the rocd

winds in a narrow channel to which the streamlet has given

the name of Cold River Pass. Here a small force might pro-

bably resist successfully the passage of an army, for the local-

ity and natural defenses make the position a sort of Ther-

mopylae ; as it is the gateway of the loftiest ridge of all the

Cordillera chain below the city of Mexico, and only a few

miles beneath the point of prospect oyer all the surrounding

country.

The route of the fugitives pointed toward Puebla, and till

reaching that city, they had intended journeying by easy

-'ages. Consequently, though traveling that day since the

^rliest light, they had, at the moment when alarmed by pur.

suers, accomplished less than forty miles from the capital,

scarcely half the distance to the plain of Cholula, on which

Puebla stands. But the fear of capture made a great differ-

ence in their rate of progress, and the last eight miles had

been traversed in an exceeding brief space of time. Rio Frio

was now at hand, where doubtless the mule-party, which had

traveled by a shorter cut, would be found awaiting their

.approach.

But when Rio Frio was reached, no mule-party—no Padre

Ilenata or Hannibal were to be seen. Pomfret and Vallejo

looked at each other in silence, fearing to give voice to the

apprehensions which obtruded upon their minds. Teresa

observed their uncertainty.

" They may have delayed—they may have rested."

"Rather doubtful," responded the Yankee. "Padre Her-

rata ain't the man to stop when he's got started; and the

road they took was clean three miles shorter than our'n. I'm

kind o' scared about the parly—fuc' /"

" Could they have been interrupted ?" asked Vallejo.

"Wall, to tell the real truth, I've been sort o' dubious for

some time about findm' the padre at Rio Frio. You see, if

Jhe fellers had fullered us, we'd had some signs o' chasin'

afore now. 'Stead o' that, we hain't seen a hooter of any-

body behind us since we fust sot out on a run. Now my

'pinion is that they've hunted the padre instead of our party,

and as the mules couldn't travel fast with their packs, they'vi

jes' overhauled 'em, and captured the hull
—

"
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•' Listen ! that's surely the souno! of horses' feet," cried

Teresa, suddenly raising her finger to impose silence.

Her companions listened, and in a moment detected the

noise of hoofs, very faint and apparently distant, but evidently

advancing at a rapid pace along the lower road by which the

mules should have arrived ere now.
" I hear 'em—I do so," cried Pomfrct. " And they ain't no

fliule-hoofs either. It's jes' as I expected. The 'tarnal yaller-

ukins have got the packs, and now they're in hot chase after

(us. Miss Teresa—Scfior Yallejo—I guess we'll have to knock
under, this time."

" No ! let us defend ourselves," exclaimed Alonzo.
" Can't be done—they're too many for us," returned the

Yankee, loosening his pistols in their holsters as he spoke,

and shifting the handle of a large knife which he wore in his

belt, so as to bring it nearer his hand. There was a look of

quiet determination on Pomfret's countenance which gave

assurance to his companions, even while he declared the use-

lessness of defense.

" We've got to play Ingen," remarked the North American,

with a twinkle of his gray eye.

" What do you mean, Senor ?"

" Why, jes' take to the woods, and trust to Providence,"

returned Pomfret. " Don't say another word, one o' ye, but

follow your leader, and we'll look out for chances."

Saying this, Pomfret grasped the bridle of Lucille's horse,

f.s he had done before, and without more ado led the way, by

turning on the banks of the stream, and plunged into the

thick forest which skirted the mountains that here shelved

steeply over the narrow road. In a moment more,- Rio Frio

was deserted, but from the lower road could now be heard

iistinctly the measured and rapid sound of an approaching

pwty of horse.
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CHAPTER XII.

tekesa's escape
Meaxwtiile, as divined by Pornfret, the mule-partj ha^

been overtaken and captured. Padre Herrata, after joining

Hannibal and hastily giving him orders to await his mistress

at the Rio Frio pass, Mas about to follow his friends imme-

diately, when he was accosted by the mulatto, Lucille, who

begged to accompany him to her mistress, leaving to Hanni-

bal the care of the mules.
" Oh, pouvre mademoiselle /" cried Lucille, " what we shall do

without one another ? Each will be lost. Let me go, Padre

Herrata."
'' Truly, child, your place is with your mistress," answered

the good priest ;
" but you ride a mule ; it can not keep up with

the horses,"

" Oli, mon dieu ! what will become of me?" cried the girl.

Padre Herrata glanced backward from the hight which

the mules had m>w reached, and beheld the pursuing party

skirting the precipice beneath, at a puce which would soon

biiug them up the winding road. He decided immediate!'

whai course to take.

" Dismount," said he, quickly, to the mulatto, at the same

time springing from his own horse. "We will exchange an-

ime.ls. Gallop forward and overtake your mistress: I will

mount the mule and go on with Hannibal. We shall stop at

the Uio Frio pass. Away, my girl!"

Lucille needed no second command. In an instant mom

•he exchange was cH'ccImI, and the mulatto dashed down tltf

mountain in pursuit of her mistress, while Padre Herrata,

bestriding the mule, said quietly to Hannibal

:

" It is doubtless for the best ; now let us press forward

quickly."

The negro, who cherished great respect for the padre,

ranged the mules, five in number, with his two fellow-atten-

dants bringing up the rear, and thus disposed, the party

diverged sui1 '1"" 1^ from the main road, and clattered swiftly
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Jown the more direct, but rough and difficult road that led to

the Paso del Rio Frio. Padre Ilerrata and Hannibal led the

way, while the two attendants, riding on either side, and

grasping the head of the heavily-laden pack-mule, followed a»

fast as they were able. Behind them, as they descended the

rocky pathway, they heard the noise of horses' hoofs sudden-

ly cease, and knew that the pursuing company had gained the

eminence which .they had just left, and Avere doubtless halt-

ing to recunnoiter—that point, as we have before noticed,,

afl'uding an extended prospect over the lower plain.

Padre Ilerrata knew that, if pursued vigorously by the party

behind, his own had little chance of escape ; but he trusted to

reaching the Rio Frio before being overtaken, in which event

ie relied on being able to elude immediate capture, and per-

haps to rescue his friends entirely, by abandoning the mules-.

to the two females and Hannibal, under conduct of Pomfret,.

and then to ride back upon the main road with Vallejo and

the Mestizoes, in order to parley with the enemy and thus

give time to the fugitives to escape. He knew the Yankee to

be well acquainted with all the country around Puebla, and

trusted in his courage and discretion to protect his charge,

while himself and Vallejo, being Spaniards, could not be in

danger of much beyond capture and imprisonment, even if

the pursuers should prove to be, as he feared, vindictive per- -

sonal enemies.

But the priest, in this calculation, had no thought of the

probability of the lower and dangerous ravine road being,

taken by those behind. Such, however, it became very soon

evident was the case, for hardly had the mules advanced a
mile when the clatter of horses was heard above, and Padre-

Herrata at once knew that the mules and not the horses would
be first overtaken. At first, this conviction was gratifying to

he priest, promising, as it did, a means of delaying their ene-

nie6, aud thus affording better opportunity of escape to Teresa.

ind her escort. But he reflected immediately that the pack

nuie carried all the personal apparel and necessaries of the'

ady, and that, moreover, as he had appointed Rio Frio as the

ilace of rendezvous, it was quite probable that his friends

night there await his coming, which must of course result in

lieir capture. Padre Herrata was almost in despair, for he
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saw 110 method of extrication from this uew danger; out

neTcrtheless, the priest was quick to resolve and prompt to

execute, and he seized a forlorn hope.
" Hannibal !" he cried, " take the bridle of the pack-mula

and push forward on the straight road, at your speed, till you

reach your mistress. Then say to Senor Pomfret that we are

taken, and he must escape as he can. Do you understand.

Hannibal ?"

" Yes, massa. I'm to 'scape 'long wi' Massa Pornfrei, »nd

you is to be cotched."

" Away, then, and do your best."

Hannibal seized the mule's bridle and urged his own for-

ward at its utmost speed, while Padre Herrata, addressing the

mestizoes, bade them turn their mules and follow him. Han-

nibal, the negro, looked back once and beheld a cloud of dust

as his late companions disappeared in a curve of the ascent,

and then pushed forward as rapidly as possible. The road

was rough and uneven, and the sharp points of the porphy-

ritic rocks caused even the mules, sure-footed as they were, tc

hesitate in some portions of the rugged way. But Hannibal,

intent ou reaching his mistress, took note neither of dangei

nor difficulty, lashing his beast with a short leathern thong

which he carried, and using various inducements of voice and

hand to accelerate the animal's motion.

" Gorra ! you creep, you son of a jack, you !" ejaculated the

negro. " Why for you no run like horse ? 'Specs I gits off,

'fore long—go alone. Come up, ole missis— no time for go to

Bleep yeah."

By dint of such admonitions, Hannibal managed to infuse

considerable energy into his long-eared steeds, and they as-

cended and descended the rocky paths with unabated celerity

till the pass of Bio Frio, with its high walls of mountain on

either side, was at last reached. But to Hannibal, unacquainted

with the appointed, place of meeting, the little stream that

gushed by the road presented no inducements to pause. Hu

mistress and her companions were nowhere to be seen, and

the padre had directed him to push forward till he reached

them. Consequently he stopped not at Bio Frio, save for a

moment to breathe his mules, but plunged downward once

more and entered in the narrow intricacies of the pasi

bc.neuth.
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Thus it happened that, when in a very brief space after

Hannibal's passing the stream, the horses of his mistress and

her party reached the same spot, no traces of the negro were

visible. The road was too rocky to receive any indentation

from the feet of mules, so Pomfret and the others remained

in ignorance of the too earnest servant having missed them
;

and therefore, only pausing to be sure they were still pursued,

the fugitives, as we have seen, departed from the highway and

{dunged into the woody defiles on the right of the Rio Frio.

The siui was now declining, for the day had worn some

two hours since the time when our travelers had contemplated

so calmly the grand panorama of the valley of Mexico, out-

spread beneath their gaze. On the unsheltered road, the heat

and glare were still, it is true, almost unbearable; but when,

diverging from the pass, our party reached the velvet carpet

nf a succession of secluded glades, and felt themselves borne

over the grassy turf, without the sound of a hoof upon its

springy bed, and when, coolly from its mountain openings, a

delicious breeze came to refresh both riders and steeds, the

sudden transition seemed like enchantment, and the wood-

lands through which they advanced might have passed for the

Dorders of fairy regions.

But the green glades and unobstructed forest-openings soon

gave place to difficult and devious paths, as the horses began

to descend the mountain terrace on which they had entered

from the highway, and became involved in the thick growth

of underwood and clumps of cactu, interspersed with palms

and dwarfed oaks. The ground tsgan to be uneven and

dangerous, sharp volcanic fragments protruding constantly,

from beds of lava and heaps of slog. It now became impos-

sible to keep the saddle, and Vallejo assisted Teresa to alight,

while Pomfret, tethering the horses in single file, led them
through tangled brakes and down the difficult slopes, always

contriving to discover the most practicable pathway.

Thus, proceeding for some hours, they penetrated the wil-

derness so far as to be quite uncertain regarding either course

or progress. The loss of Padre Herrata and Hannibal, with

the mules, occasioned much uneasiness ; but Teresa confided

greatly in the shrewdness and resolution of her countryman,

k-omfret, whom Providence, it appeared, had sent to b* 9
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protector in her hour of trial. Nor was the maiden itiseusible

to tlie chiralric attentions of Alonzo Vallejo, whose whole

anxiety seemed to be for her safety and comfort. The youth,

indeed, was not one to remain unnoticed by a lady's eye.

His form was graceful, yet sinewy, his manner courteous, and

Lis noble features, naturally pale, were now flushed with exer-

tion, and perhaps the happier of serving the fair American.

Many a romantic young lady might have been glad to travel

with such a cavalier as Vallejo ; though none, perhaps, could

have complained less than she did of the hardships encount-

ered—of brambles, rough cactus, and flinty soil, tearing her

garments and wounding her tender feet, albeit a manly arm

lifted her lightly over the most difficult obstacles. Teresa

suffered, but smiled, as she kept on, glad to escape what she

dreaded far worse, her unscrupulous Mexican pursuers.

At length the yellow sunbeams began to slant across the

foliage, and, much to their joy, the rugged ground gave way

tn breaks of level sward and trees less tangled with under-

growth. It was evident that water was near, for the grass

grew greener and the cactus clumps disappeared ; and pre-

sently they gained an opening in the forest which ushered

them abruptly on a luxuriant glade, so quiet and lovely, that

their first glimpse of it made them forget the fatigues of the

march.

It was an invitation to halt and repose. Pomfret, without

speaking, proceeded to unbuckle the trappings, and remove

the saddles from the horses, allowing the weary animals to

crop the rich grass. Then turning to his companions, our

Yankee addressed them in his quaint way:
" My friends, we've had consid'ble of an Ingen trail this

Bitcrnoon, and it's my 'pinion we've got about as far as sun-

down, anyhow."

"And "what do you propose to do now, Mr. Pomfret?"

asked Teresa.
" Camp down, I reek'n, and git a good night' S lodghf beforj

we tackle up again, miss—

"

' Kemain here r"'

" Well, now, we might look a smart spell furdcr, and find

things a sight wus, Miss Teresy. This 'ere interval's cut out

by natur' as a rampin'-down spot; and I cal'late Squirt
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Vallejo and myself can fix up a wigwam for you as good as

Prkcess Pocahontas ever had, now I tell you."

" I have every confidence in you, Mr. Pomfret," responded

Teresa.

" There, now, thank you, miss ; and see if we don't make
a rale lady's chamber for you, bless your heart," replied Pom-
fret. " And fust of all, before the sun goes down, I want to

show you about where we are, friends. Jes' look up there."

The Yankee pointed, as he said this, through a gap in tka

overhanging branches of trees, and the eyes of Alon-zo and

Teresa followed his motion. They could discover nothing,

however, but a succession of shelving precipices towering

above.
" Jes' look sharp," cried Pomfret. " Cast your eyes up

slantindicular to that mountain-top, and see if you can't

sight a white spot, lookin' like a tarnation cro'-nest. "Well,

now, I tell ye, that's the dientical ridge we crossed, jes' 'fore

them yaller-skins come on full chase arter us."

" Surely," exclaimed Vallejo, "we can not have descended

from that altitude."

" Fac'," replied Pomfret. " Nothii ' short o' two thousand

foot, if it's a hair ; and what's more, tve've traveled a dozen

miles, cross-lots, since you and I stood on that 'ere cro'-nest.

You see the great natural road winds down the mounting-side

about ten miles away from this, and goes a-skirtin' the foot-

hills to Puebla."
" How far are we, then, from Puebla ?" asked Alonzo.
" Hard on to thirty miles, nigh as I can guess," answered

the Yankee ;
" but, there's a friend o' mine and Padre Her-

rata's nearer than that, where we can put up a spell. But I

reckon a bite o' somethin' wouldn't hurt any on us about

now," continued Pomfret, as he proceeded to the saddle-bags,

and began to take from them several articles provided by his

forethought. " Here's some figs, and a box o' sardines, squire,

and there's a flask o' rale super wine, no discount, now I tell

ye. Miss Teresy, we've got some sugar-tamarinds and pound-

cake, that'll jes' do—any quantity ; and there's a brook under
yonder bush, singin' away like a tea-kettle But, lor' sakes,

Sefior Yallejo, you and I mustn't forgit the wigwam. Here,

Lucille, you jes' fix up tea, and the squire and me '11 'tend to

other chores. Come along, Sefior."
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Alonzo hastened to emulate the Yankee, in making him

self useful, and the twain, penetrating the thick wood, soon

collected a mass of green boughs and favorite foliage, with

which they returned loaded to the camp. Meantime, Lucille

assisted her mistress to prepare a tempting repast, which was

spread upon the sweet grass, under the soft haze of twilight

The young men on their part, aided specially by Pomfrct's

jack-knife, began to build an arbor for Teresa between four

symmetric trees, which offered graceful support, while, crossing

&nd interweaving the fragrant materials into an impervious

roof, they joined it to the long undergrowth of vines, disposing

the sides, like drapery, in festoons and looped tendrils. A
quantity of variegated wild flowers, rich with perfume, peeped

tastefully out from the enameled curtains, and beneath all was

the velvet verdure, soft as a downy couch. Altogether, our

artificers created a bower that astonished and delighted her

for whose shelter it was intended.

After discussing the supper, securing the horses, and in-

••pecting all surroundings, Pomfret reclined with Vallejo on

the turf, enjoying their cigars, while Teresa returned with

Lucille to her sylvan dormitory. The night was passed iu

alternate watches by the gentlemen; and when the first rays

3f the sun began to slope over the mountains, Pomfret was

up, with horses ready for the road. Teresa came forth, rosy

and beautiful, to tell of her calm repose, and Vallejo, like a

true knight, hastened to arrange every thing for her traveling

comfort. A draught of sparkling water from the running

water near, brought in a goblet which emanated, like every

other necessary, from Pomfret's saddle-bags, with some tama-

rind conserve and crisp white crackers, tempted Teresa's

appetite; while her escort contented themselves each with a

cup of wine before putting foot in saddle. Then they all

rode away, in the mellow atmosphere of morning, inhaling a

thousand sweets from the. wooded plain, then robed in all the

freshness of spring. Pomfret talked of adventures connected

with the neighboring hills, which were noted in Mexican story

for many wild exploits of brigands and other outlaws ;
and as

for Alonzo Vallejo, riding through cool glades, over mounds of

green turf, from which the eye could catch glimpses of a broad

liver flowing between fields and hills, he, we may be sure, ai
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he looked on Teresa, sighed to think such romantic journeying

must ever be ended.

At length, emerging from mountain declivities, the party

entered on a beaten road which Pomfret conjectured must

conduct to the national highway from Mexico to Puehla de los

Augelos. The path, however, was still narrow and seques-

tered, though signs of husbandry multiplied as they advanced.

On the route, the previous afternoon, no vegetation, save that

of nature's rank distribution, had met their observation, but

now they were greeted with all varieties of cultivated pro-

ducts flourishing in this luxuriant portion of Mexico. Pom-
fret recognized on all sides the grains of northern climes

;

tender blades of wheat just starting from the generous soil, and

blended with more rugged leaves of corn and barley ; while

here and there, as in his own New England home, were

clumps of blooming apple-trees, whose familiar perfumes were

wafted to him like memories of childhood. Teresa, as she

glanced at the Yankee, who was quite silent, fancied that she

saw a tear moistening his eyes, and a pensive shadow soften-

ing his sharp features ; but the next moment Putnam Pom-
fret uttered a loud " Ahem !" and began to whistle vigorously

the air of " Hail Columbia."

Ere long the white walls of a hacienda, embowered in woods,

that crowned an eminence on their left, attracted the gaze of

Teresa and Alonzo. It was evidently the abode of refine-

ment, perhaps luxury, for the travelers, peering toward it

through intervals of the well-trimmed trees, caught glimpses

of statues gleaming amid the green, like wood-njanphs, while

the lulling drop of fountains trickled on the aromatic air that

seemed to blow from gardens.
" A beautiful dwelling-place," cried Vallejo, in admiration,

as the house came more fully into view, with its balconies

commanding a terrace immediately over them, its jalousied

casements overrun with noneysuckles and clematis and rose,

almost mding the porch and open door.
" Lovely, indeed," responded Teresa, sighing, as sne tnought

Low she had often pictured such a home to be shared with her

brother, when fortune should have smiled upon him. And
that brother—alas !

" Well, squire," cried Putnam Pomfret, abruptly pulling
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bridle, " we might as well put np and bait. I'm uation snr»

there's somethin' to eat here ; and folks as yood as they're

handsome, now I tell ye."

Saying this, Pomfret turned from the road, through a grassy

lane, which, winding at the base of the terrace, conducted

upward to the mansion. On either side was a hedge of wood-

bine, whose delicious aroma made the air honey. Extending

beyond, were orchards thick with blossoms, and fields of new-

springing grain. Around the cottage were a piazza and bal

cony, and every casement was covered with roses and flowers.

Approaching the rosy portal, Pomfret dismounted and gave

his hand to Teresa, while at the same moment two figures

appeared, apparently the master and mistress of the hacienda.

" Don Lorenzo, I s'pose you don't fbrgit an old friend," was

the salutation of Pomfret to the young and smiling gentle-

man, who advanced first.

" Seiior Pomfret! welcome! a thousand welcomes!" was

the hearty response, with extended hand. "How happy is

this meeting! And your friends, Sefior?"

" ^Ye shall he acquainted, Don, double-quick, now I tell

you," cried Pomfret, proceeding to introduce his companions

tn the lm.-t, who, in turn, presented them to his wife, a charm

ing creature, in the Hush of mirthful beauty, who embraced

Teresa warmly, kissing her lips with true womanly frankness.

" Don Lorenzo, if you and your wife, Sefiora Inez, ain't

matched jes' like two roses on a stem, then there's no sick

tiling ;n harmony in music," cried Pomfret. " It warms up

my heart to see you smiling so, I'm e'enmost like to cry.

f iod bless both on ye !"

So saying, Putnam Pomfret took Vallejo's arm, and

followed 'his hostess into the cottage, whither Teresa bad

rlrvudy been conducted by its gentle mistress.



THE TRAGEDY.

CHAPTER XIII
THE WOUNDED PADRE.

Padre Herrata, after enjoining Hannibal to make alj

taste in overtaking his mistress, rode back, the reader knows,

m company with the Mestizoes to meet his prisoner. Arrived

within speaking distance, he drew rein at the abrupt command
of their leader, and remained motionless, with severe counte-

nance and placid demeanor. The Mestizo lackeys, checking

their mules, remained behind.

Gabriel Falcone, foaming with rage, rode up to the priest,

and leveled a pistol at his head.
" Traitorous friar ! where are the others of your party ?"

" All of my party you can see before you, Sefior."

'' 'Tis a lie ! Where is that foreign spy and his female

accomplices, fo> whose arrest I bear the order of General

Paredes? Answer without evasion, priest, or I'll blow out

four plotting brains on the spot."

" Have you warrant for that, also, my son ?" asked Padre
Herrata, preserving his equanimity.

" By the fiend ! you will learn, if you refuse to answer my
questions. Where are the Americans ?"

" They have journeyed another road than this," answered
the priest.

" Another road—beware !"

" I speak truth, my sou. Those whom you seek have
taken the upper road, leaving myself and the twain behin.l

me to be honored by your especial pursuit."

These words, uttered very quietly, inflamed Falcone's anger

to the last point. " Villainous monk !" he shouted, rising

fiercely in his saddle, and, pressing the trigger of the pistol

With which he had not ceased to threaten the priest, he dis-

charged it full at the latter's breast.

Padre Herrata raised his hand to his head, lifted his eye3

a moment toward heaven, and then fell heavily from his mr.le

upon the dust of the road.

As the pistol exploded the Mexican soutiers who formed
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Falcone's troop uttered a cry of dismay, and 'hardly had the

friar fallen before two or three of the rough fellows spiting

from their saddles and knelt beside the prostrate body. Ga-

briel Falcone glared at them savagely, and rode toward the

Mestizo servants, who shrunk in their seats under his menacin»

regards.

" "Where are your masters, dogs ? Speak, or you swing

from the boughs above you."

The Mestizoes averted their eyes only to fix them on the

jcighboring trees, which offered such convenient substitutes

for the gallows. Then, with one accord, both slid to the

ground, groveling before the wrathful Mexican.
" 0, por amor de Dios ! Sefior, we are innocent. "We are

p.'Or devils of servants not worth a rope."

" An'wer me, then—where are your master and mistress?"
'' Los Americanos?" cried the nearest.

" El Sefior Pomfret ?" gasped the other wretch.
'' Yes—what of him? And the Senora? Speak, you dogs,

or I'll hang you at once."

" Ulustrimmo ! The padre spoke truth. Los Americana

have taken the upper road. 'Tis a league back, Eccellnem,

they turned off."

'• Perdition !" roared Falcone, spurring his horse, and riding

down the miserable Mestizoes. Then, wheeling round, he

fronted the soldiers, several of whom had lifted Padre Herrata

in their arms, and were stanching the wound in his breast.

" Is the traitor dead ?" demanded the young man, with ar

oath. Rut, instead of a reply from the soldier, he heard a

general murmur, which boded insubordination among tat

rc<t.

" Do you hear me, sirrah ? Is the man dead ?"

" The holy priest still breathes," answered the soldier. "It

s not quite a murder."

Captain Falcone—for lie now held that rank by commission

from (lie new President—bit his lips, and gxve the order to

remount.
" What shall we do with the wounded padre ?" asked

another soldier.

" To the devil with—ha ! will ye mount or are ye, too

haicors and rebels?"
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•' "We are neither, Captain," responded the man. " But all

the world knows Padre Herrata is a friend to Mexico, and

lo her soldiers. He has shared bread with the soldiers, and

h curse would rest on us did we leave him to die in the

•lighway."

These words were spoken with a dogged earnestness

which convinced Falcone that it would be unsafe to irritate

nis refractory followers. Intimidation of such men, accus-

tomed to loose discipline, was out of the question ; so,

stifling his rage, he yielded to necessity, and gave permis-

sion to the soldiers, assisted by the Mestizoes, to construct a

litter, whereon to transport the wounded and insensible

priest.

And thus, instead of capturing the fair Teresa, and revenging

himself on her protectors, Captain Gabriel Falcone now
found himself constrained to retrace his steps to the capi-

tal. Cursing his evil temper, which had led him to

commit the rash act of shooting a priest, and one, moreover,

as he soon learned from the conversation of his gloomy sol-

diers, who was known and beloved among the people, the

new officer took his descending way to the gates of Mexico,

where he arrived at the edge of evening. The two Mestizoes

were speedily conveyed to the guard-house, and Padre Her-
rata, reported as a wounded prisoner, to the hospital ; after

which Falcone divested himself of his road-stained military

trappings, and set out to seek his friend Don Ricardo Ramos,
just at the hour when Putnam Pomfret and Alonzo Vallejo

were busy in the construction of that romantic bower in

which, as we have already seen, the beautiful Teresa passed

her quiet wildwood night.
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CHAPTER XIV
Falcone's fokay.

An almospheie of happiness reigned in and around the
hieieiula of Lorenzo and Inez, the gentle entertainers of Pom-
fret and his two companions. Lorenzo, possessed of ample
n. cans, and warmly seconded in his tastes by the devotion of
hi.-; lovely wife, had surrounded their beautiful home with all

that could contribute to the gratification of true artistic taste

or enhance the pure pleasures of domestic life. The mansion
it: elf, embowered in fragrant woodlands, and redolent with
the perfume and grace of the'fiowers which encompassed its

every border, was a fit dwelling-place for hearts inspired with

mutual hive, and charming as the seat of freely-dispensed

charity and enlarged hospitality. The master and mistress

of that hacienda, though mingling little in the world beyond

their threshold, were yet known and esteemed by high and

low through all the cultivated neighborhood, which stretched

from the main road nearest to their gates, downward through

the luxuriant "Valley of Murillo," named after the father of

Lorenzo's bride, a rich proprietor, and around the base of the

lofty " Outlaw's .Mount," once the retreat of a band of brigands,

lately dispersed by the death of their famous leader.

Wee,;* tied swiftly over the heads of the three guests, and

yet no tidings of the Padre llerrata, or of the missing Han-

nibal and the Mestizo could be gathered, though messengers

had been dispatched at various limes from the hacienda to the

neighboring villages, and even as far off as Puebla, somo

mile, aei'o.-s I he plain, from the other extremity of the valley

i.'f Miirillo. Poinfivt grew impatient, apprehending that dan-

ger had 1 --fallen his friend (lie padre, and well knowing tha'

the priest's enemies, as well as his own, were not few among

the supporters of the new government. Once or twice, when

no news came, lie thought of leaving the hacienda, which

would all'ord a secure retreat for his young countrywoman,

aiid retn.eing his course to the capital; but a little reflection

Batis/ied the Yankee of the futility of any aid of his, should
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the priest lie really in (lie hands of powerful foes, while li la

own discovery might involve both himself and friends in

greater peril. He resolved, therefore, to accept for a period

longer the hospitality of his Mexican friends, in order to see

what turn the political affairs of Mexico might take, before

exposing himself to all the risks which, in the present excited

state of popular feeling, an alien might encounter, even

though provided with a passport of the late President,

Ilerrera.

Meanwhile, Don Ricarclo Ramos and his friend Falcone,

in spite of the young Captain's unremitted efforts to discover

the whereabouts of his enemy, Pomfret, and the maiden in

whom he was no less interested, remained in entire ignorance

of the fate of cither. That they were concealed not many
leagues from the capital appeared strongly probable, though

the country had been scoured by spies as well as traversed by
the two conspirators in every direction.

Thus passed the months, till the return of Santa Anna, the

fall of Paredes and the capitulation of Monterey, followed

one another in agitating the public mind. But, hardly had

the latter event been chronicled by report, than intelligence

more nearly affecting his desires, was communicated to Fal-

cone. Don Ricarclo roused him one morning with the

information that he had at length obtained certain traces of

the fugitive Teresa.

" My dear Gabriel, we have the lovely American maiden
almost in our clasp."

" Explain yourself, Don Ricarclo. Tell me where she is."

" Ah, you come to your senses. "Well, our fair one is at a

romantic hacienda, some miles this side of Puebla, where,

snugly concealed, she managed to baffle all our search."

" And how did yon find this cut?"
" By the merest accident. A silver-tradei from Chihuahua,

who has dealings with Sen or Pomfret, and who is a talkative

fellow, made acquaintance with me last night at the gaming-
table. From him I learned that the Yankee had visited Puebla,

in company with the proprietor of a hacienda of the neighbor-

ing valley. This was hint enough to me, and following up
the trail, I have the satisfaction to inform you that Teresa ia

at our gijKjCx pleasure, for a sudden visit, though quite secure,

as She far""'' n= fWim nil molpstntion."
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" And this Yankee and the youth Vallejo ?"

" Are with her, it seems. But you do not fear inttb,

eurely."

"Fear!" echoed Falcone. "Not I, Don Ricardo. But

this good news is overpowering. What shall we do ?"

" A half-dozen stout fellows at our backs will remove what-

ever objections the Senora might interpose to our company—
eh, Gabriel? Here you shall wed, aud I will take care" of

her dowry. All we shall want is a priest when the Senora

arrives."

" Priests are not hard to find in Mexico."
" Can we not secure our friend, the padre, whom you so

nearly murdered with that unlucky shot ? He is in prison

still, I believe."

" He is, and recovered from his wound. These friars are

tough. But this Padre Ilerrata is an impenetrable fellow."

" Pish ! With friars one can do any thing. He has

influence with your Senora, and can smooth the matter for

you as no other priest could."

" That is true. I leave all in your hands."

Il was at the earliest dawn of day, not long after this

conversation, that the two schemers, Don Ricardo and Falcone.

in company with six other horsemen, role leisurely along the

national road to a declivity which conducted to the entrance

of Murillo's valley, near which was situated the hacienda of

Lorenzo and Inez—that happy retreat in which Teresa had

found a refuge.

The six men, who, at a word from their leader, threw

themselves from the saddle, and proceeded, without confusion,

t > tether their steeds in such manner as to permit the animals

i i crop the herbage, while at the same time they should be

Biic-jrcly confined within the thicket, were such characters as

one seldom meets in quiet times or peaceful lands, but who in

Jlexieo are too common at all seasons. Swarthy from the

uin in which they bask, and with reckless passions imprinted

on their lineaments, these fellows could be easiJy recognized

a' i members of that lepero class which curses Spanish America

it i the lazzaroni does Italy. Cunning and devoid of con-

s' ience, cringing but desperate, these miserable people present

t true type of degraded manhood, witli its loftier impulses
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forgotten, and its superior intelligence brutalized. Incapable

of genuine religion or sincere patriotism, these wretches are

superstitiously servile to priestcraft, and the ready instruments

of political demagogues. Such is the half bandit, half imbecila

lepero of Mexico.

The Scnora Teresa, in the seclusion of her new home,

soothed by the society of her kind hostess and the poetio

devotion of Alonzo Vallejo, revived in a great measure from

the depression into which her bereavement had thrown her.

The consolations of affection are mighty; and as Teresa

grew daily more sensible of Vallejo's noble qualities, she

learned to esteem him more, and to feel his presence dearer,

as the recollection of her lost brother became softened.

Naturally, then, the maiden began once more to look forward

to that radiant future which young hearts are ever disposed

to weave out of the beautiful mists of their morning, which

they can not believe will ever distill to tears.

Hopes and dreamings, blending sorrow with happiness,

occupied Teresa's mind one lovely morning, when, leaving

her friend Inez engaged in household duties, she ventured out

of the garden walls attached to the hacienda, and wandered
into the woodland beyond, a favorite resort of the dreamy
Alonzo, who, stretched beneath some branching tree, was
probably indulging at this hour in reveries connected with

her future and his own. She passed from the cultivated

grounds, after plucking a bunch of fresh blossoms, and had
sauntered for some time amid the solemn stillness of the

woody mountain-side, when her steps were suddenly arrested

by a rush in the neighboring thicket, and, ere her lips could

utter a word of alarm, she found herself enveloped in a cloak,

and borne swiftly through the forest intricacies. Vainly she

,
struggled and sought to articulate a cry. It was the arm of

Gabriel Falcone which gathered her muffled form to his breast,

wMle his ruffian hand pressed the mantle over her mouth.
Don Ricardo preceded the younger villain, parting the inter-

lacing undergrowth to afford a passage, and, at intervals,

assisting, without uttering a word, in managing Falcone's

restless burden. Thus the abductors hurried to a sheltered

thicket, where the leperos awaited them in '-eadiness to moun]
and gallop away
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as not yet secured. For as the two men
readied t-ie forest-edge, and gave a signal to their myrmitfons

to emerge from the covert, Teresa spasmodically forced the

covering from her lips, and, uttering a shriek, half smothered

but still piercing in its despair, sunk, with the exertion

insensible in her kidnapper's arms. Don Ricardo vented an

oath, as he rode toward the thicket, whither Falcone followed

with the motionless weight he sustained. But at this moinen

the latter saw his path disputed by the sudden apparition of

a man, whose hand grasped a lifted club. It was Alonzo

Yallejo, who, doubting whether he heard Teresa's voice, had

reached the spot to behold her situation. At once seizing

the only weapon in his reach, a fragment of wood lying near,

he precipitated himself upon the abductor, whom he recog-

nized as his former antagonist, Falcone.

Had the gamester been a giant, he could hardly have

withstood an onset like that of Yallejo, inspired for the

moment with Herculean vigor. But Falcone, starting back,

interposed the form of Teresa beneath the impending blow,

which became fixed at once, as if paralyzed. Don Ricardo,

;'. the same instant, discovering his comrade's danger, turned

with sword in hand, and at the same time the leperos emerged

from their concealment. But the undaunted Yallejo reckoned

i.-it odds in defense of his Teresa. Springing aside to avoid

Kicuido, he dealt the foremost lepcro so sturdy a blow with

his cluli, Unit he now fell prone to the earth. Then, relin-

qui hiug the unwieldy weapon, he rushed upon the fallen

bravo, and with a single movement possessed himself of the

Bwoid from his hand and a pistol from his belt. Thus, stand-

ing suddenly armed before his surprised assailants, the brave

youth lired at Don Kicardo, who fell back just in time to

escape the bullet, which, grazing his check, buried itself in

the head of a lepcro behind him.

huu.-h an unlooked-for reverse as the fall of two of their

comrades in as many minutes, struck the remaining leperos

with panic ; and, forgetting that only one man opposed them,

they turned to fly. But Don Ricardo's voice recalled them:

'' Cowards !" lie cried, " do you run from a stripling like

this'/" And, with a tierce malediction, lie rushed upon

Yallejo, who prepared to defend himself.

But it seemed now that the gallant young man was destined
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to end his devotion with the sacrifice of his life ; for, though

Falcone took no part in the conflict, there were yet fiva

armed men opposed to one. Nevertheless, he withstood Don
Ricardo's practiced assault without faltering, only taking tha

precaution to place his back against a tree.

" Leave the youth to me, Gabriel. Om with the horses

and mount," cried Don Ricardo, hoarsely. " [ y~V eottJ<° tuja

ittle affair."

Obediently to this command, the leperos led the liorst.

forward, while Ramos continued to press Vallejo, who,

unequal in strength, felt himself momentarily sinking. Mean-

time, two of the leperos had lifted their prostrate comrades,

one of whom was dead, while one of the remaining myrmidons

mounted with Teresa on one of the horses.

" Have none of you a pistol-shot to avenge your fellows r"

cried Falcone, as he sprung to his saddle, and grasped the

bridle of the horse on which the maiden was secured. la

answer to this appeal, a lepero leveled his pistol and fired at

Alonzo, who, at the same moment, received Don Ricardo's

blade in his sword-arm. But at this crisis, a new arrival

changed the aspect of affairs. A rush was heard suddenly in

the forest, and the tall figure of Putnam Pomfret darted into

the road, with the celerity of a panther.
" Jes' in time, yaller-skins !" shouted the North American.,

as his quick eye divined with a glance the position of al.

parties. Then dashing at Falcone, who sat on horseback

next to the steed whereon two leperos were holding Teresa,

he grasped the gamester's shoulders, and tore him with a

violent effort to the ground. " Lie thar', ye p'ison sarpint
!"

he cried, at the same time clubbing in his powerful hand a

heavy musket, with which he dealt a sweeping blow upon
the leperos.

" Help, Ricardo !" yelled Falcone, rolling in the dust ero

lie could recover himself. The elder ruffian turned from

Vallejo, who had fallen at the foot of the tree ; but ere h&
could interpose his assistance, the sound of approaching feet

was heard, and Lorenzo, followed by several servants of

the hacienda, appeared advancing. The leperos rushed to

their horses, leaving Pomfret at liberty to turn his atteution

to Teresa, while the two principal villains, discovering all \a

t>e lost, qui'-kly imitated the fiisrht of their satellites.
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CHAPTER XV
PADRE HERRATA'S FRIEND.

" Ten thousand curses on my ill luck !" cried Gabriel

Falcone, as he sat with his associate, Don Ricardo, in the

letter's house, about a week after their unsuccessful attempt

to abduct Teresa Glinton.

" Ten thousand curses will not help the matter," responded

tbe elder conspirator, in his cynical manner.
" What in the fiend's name is to be done, man?"
" Have patience, my good Gabriel. Meantime, go you to

the Padre Ilerrata, and promise him whatever you please, oa

condition that he assists you to marry the Sefiora. I doubt

not that, with a little priestly aid, you can soon lure the fair

one to trust herself in other hands than those of her Cid,

Yallejo."

" I fear this padre. He has little cause to bear good-will

to me."
" Padres and women have their prices at all times. This

friar's assistance is necessary. Let it be paid for, and we

shall secure it."

" I will make the attempt, Don Ricardo, and report to you

the result."

So saying, Falcone went home to his quarters in the castle

of Chajuiltcpec, whose strong towers defended the approaches

lo the capital. Here were the military schools and head-

quarters of the National Guards, and here resorted many of

the best ollieers of t lie army reserve. Through favor of

Pamirs, Falcone was in command of a company of veterans

worthy of a better Captain, and to his charge had been com-

mitted a bastion, wherein were; confined several State prison-

ers—among others the Padre Ilerrata.

Falcone found the priest at his devotions, kneeling upon a

Email window, through which could be seen a fine panorama

of the valley of Mexico. Down the slope of Chapultepec to

the city walls, and to the more remote lake of Tezcuco, a line

of 'Vfenses extended, interspersed with gardens and grovMi
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»flce the giory of this vale, which was also, iu aucicnt times,

the seat of those magnificent halls wherein the Montezuma?

collected their almost fabulous treasures of nature and art.

" Land of beauty and plenty," murmured the priest, as,

unconscious of being overheard, he continued LJa prayer,

•may the sins of thy unnatural children be visited not on

ihee ! May war and violence be stayed, and—

"

" A very good prayer, padre, but slightly out of season.

War is here and violence not far off, I imagine."

The priest slowly rose, turning his calm eyes upon the

intruder, whose voice he recognized. Padre Herrata's face

svas pale, and his form much thinner than before his imprison-

ment ; for, though recovered from the wound inflicted by

Falcone, he yet suffered from loss of blood and reduced

strength.

" Prayer is never out of season, young man, and violence

ever is," rejoined the priest, quietly.

" Reverend father, forget the past, and aid me Avith your

good offices in disposing that dear girl whom I so fervently

love to regard me with the affection I feel for her. Thus you
svill be the instrument of uniting two hearts, and of making
me supremely happy."

The padre did not immediately reply. He seemed to be

absorbed in thought, and his gaze wandered abstractedly

through the barred window. At length, however, he spoke

:

" I think, my son," he said, in a measured tone, " you
remarked that by assisting you, I shall benefit myself. Hov»

may that be ?"

" Aha !" said Falcone, to himself, " the pious fox must
know his reward beforehand." Then he continued, aloud:
;1

All that I can promise shall be yours. I will at once take

measures for your release from this place, and if my purse and
influence can advance you in

—

"

" Enough !" cried the priest, suddenly elevating his voice,

and fixing his glance sternly upon the young man. " Gabriel

Falcone ! desperate gamester ! unprincipled adventurer ! do I

not know that through you the unhappy brother of this

maiden was lured to his destruction ? Do I not know that

the pure child loathes you as the serpent whose trail haa

poisoned her happy youth?" Enough, Gabriel Falcone)

Get the* from me 1"
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As Padr-j Ilerrata uttered these words, he turned away
raising his left hand with a gesture of repugnance and
expressing in his features all the honor which the retrospec-

tion of Falcone's arts was calculated tr inspire. The bold
young man quailed for a moment before the significant action

but he recovered himself immediately, and with features

distorted by rage, advanced upon the priest.

" Cursed monk !" he hissed, savagely, " it is you, then, who
have influenced her. But I will have a reckoning from you.

The next time my shot will not miss !"

" Saying this, Gabriel Falcone shook his clenched hand at

the calm face of the padre, and, with a fierce oath, turned

toward the door of the cell, which he opened with a violent

wrench. But an object here met his eyes which somewhat
confounded him.

Standing majestically in the opening, apparently about

entering, was a tall figure, clad in the uniform of a field

officer. The stranger stooped his lofty head beneath the

stone arch, and passing Falcone without a word, advanced

quickly toward the priest, whose figure was distinctly visible

in the light of the window.
" Padre Ilerrata

!"

" Anselmo, my noble son ! Art thou returned indeed?"

" Truly, my father. 'Tis but a brief space since arriving

here I learned of your incarceration. But that is ended."

He embraced the priest affectionately in saying this.

" I shall be glad to know what ail this means," here inter-

rupted Captain Falcone, who, regaining his assurance, con-

fronted the stranger. " As I have the honor to command in

tills; quarter of the bill, I demand, sir, by what right—" *

'' All, sir, you shall know my right to be here," return?!

Colonel Montagnonc, with chilling politeness. " You will,

perhaps, respect the signature of your commander. Here,

then, is authority for my presence, and for the release of

my friend, Padre Ilerrata."

The speaker drew a paper from his bosom, and extended

it to Die other, who cast his eyes over it. It was an order,

signed by General Bravo, directing the instant release of the

priest, and commanding Captain Falcone to report himself

instantly at head-quarters The young officer turned pale
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and regarding Montagnone 'with a savage look, turned on Ms
heel and left the cell without a word, but not to report him-

self to his commander. Fearful of consequences he knew
not what, and feeling himself humiliated as well as thwarted

by the new adversary he had found, the gamester mounted
his horse, and galloped at once from the hill of Chapultepec.

And Gabriel Falcone, much to his chagrin, during the

game morning, found himself abruptly ordered to report him-

self for active service at ouce, with a marching division of the

army. So Gabriel Falcone was once more thwarted.

CHAPTER XVI.
DON IUCARDO'S VLOT.

But, though the younger conspirator found himself obligee!

to abandon for a space his darling object, that arch schemer.

Don Ricardo Ramos, desisted not in his plans for the ensnare-

ment of Teresa Glinton, till at length he succeeded, through

his emissaries, in discovering the whereabouts of Colonel Mon-
tagiione, and by this means, speedily regained trace of those

under the latter's protection. He ascertained, moreover, that

it was the consideration of Montagnone's influence with the

Commander-in-Chief, Santa Anna, which had occasioned Val-

lejo and Teresa, together with their friendly entertainers in

Murillo's valley, to remove from the latter's hacienda, then

imminently threatened by the American invaders. During

the rapid series of events that had marked the operations of

General Santa Anna, from the breaking up of the camp at San

Luis, all travel through Mexico had been extremely perilous,

and an attempt on the part of foreigners like Teresa Glinton

and Putnam Pomfret to pass through a country swarming

with predatory bands, could have resulted only in mischances.

Consequently, the strangers had sojourned in Murillo's valley

till the capture of Vera Cruz, by the forces of General Scoti,

threatened a speedy assault of the inland, when the timely

protection of Colonel Moutagnone secured for his friends a
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safer retreat near the strongly fortified approaches to tha

capital itself. Sefior Lorenzo and his wife availed themselvei

of the hospitality of a wealthy friend, Donna Isabella Nunez
who possessed a mansion near the lake Tezcuco, and Teresa

Glinton accompanied them, under Montagnone's protection to

this new and securer abiding-place. Meantime, Alonzo Va!w
lejo and Putnam Pomfret constituted themselves, with Lorenzo
the guardian knights of these distressed ladies.

Lucille, the Creole attendant of Teresa Glinton, was, lib

most of her volatile race and vocation, at once a warm-
hearted and attached servant, and an incorrigible coquette.

"While Hannibal was her fellow-domestic, she had well-nigh

broken that poor fellow's heart with her vagaries, though it

must be confessed her own had not been unmoved by the poor

black's unlucky disappearance; nevertheless, as the little Creole

had been in past days, so she remained, until not a few full-

blooded Mexicans, as well as many hapless Mestizoes, felt

their pulses beat faster as Lucille's white teeth glistened,

or her silvery laugh tinkled in their ears. Indeed, the hand-

maid's besetting foible was coquettish vanity, encouraged, per-

haps, by the indulgence of her gentle mistress, and the general

favor iu which she found herself among their hospitable enter-

tainers. Such was Lucille—as the artful Don Ricardo Ramos

had judged her to be—and therefore she was no proof against

his cunning when he adroitly approached her, one morning,

in the disguise of a priest, pretending to be an acquaintance

of Padre I [errata, the friend of her mistress.

Lucille was, of course, glad to speak with a friend of Padre

Herrata, who had gone with the army, so she said, and which

Don Ricardo well knew. She was also glad to tell how

beloved her mistress was, and how Senor Vallejo was a noble

fciul handsome young gentleman, and how Sefior Putnam

Pomfret, the Yankee, was a grand hero, who would protect

them all from the American army and every body else. On

his part, the shrewd Don Ricardo talked not onlyofPau/s

Henata's many virtues, but of Lucille's good looks and amiable

manners ; so that the foolish damsel was speedily carried away

by his discourse. Besides, he talked her own native French,

and listened to her glib tongue, replying to his quest icf s, with

an attention quite flattering to the silly one.
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Another interview followed the first, during which the

subtle Ramos pretended to disclose, as a great secret, that he

was tin old friend of the Seiiora Teresa's deceased mother, and

well lu'quainted with the orphan's family history ; that, more-

over, the young lady was entitled to considerable property

once owned by her mother in Mexico ; and that, finally, he

much desired to see the orphan American in possession of all

her rights. The story was so artfully woven as to deceive

the credulous mulatto completely. Deluded by the pretended

priest's fhmiliaritjr
, and carried away by her anxiety to insure

some great advantage to her mistress, she readily promised to

do what Don Ricardo desired, and procure an interview for

him with the Senora Teresa.

The looked-for opportunity occurred soon. Sefior Lorenzo,

one day, accompanied his lady and Donna Isabella, their

hostess, on a drive to the city ; Putnam Pomfret was absent,

at the same time, on matters connected with the hacienda,

and Teresa remained at home, attended by Lucille—though

the devoted Alonzo Vallejo was, as usual., in the vicinity of

the hacienda. The maiden was occupied in her chamber, and

the youth wandered near the lake borders, according to his

habit, poring over some favorite author, among the rustling

shadows of the grove. The long day was nearly over, and
the sun disappearing behind the lofty mountains, when Lucille

stole out to meet Don Ricardo, who had made himself aware,

with great satisfaction, of the unprotected situation of the

hacienda. The waiting-maid conducted her crafty deceiver

to the cool drawing-room, with its jalousied casements over-

looking the garden sweets, and half-closed with mazes of

jessamine and honeysuckle. There, leaving hior., she pro-

ceeded to her mistress, with the information, thai a strange

clergyman desired to see her.

" To see me, Lucille ?" exclaimed Teresa. " AYL'tfe is Seiior

Vallejo ?"

" He is walking, with his book, by the Jalce side," an-

Bwered the mulatto, demurely, her heart yn'jLating uneasily

with the consciousness of acting a part.

" But, I can not see a stranger, Lucille."

"Oh, mam'selle, he asks so earnestly) And, ciel! I

did not remember ! He did know mam mile's dear mother,,

long aso-" a
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As the word " motJier " fell upon the orphan's ear a dceo

flush, folicwed by suddeu paleness, attested its effect upon her
" Come, Lucille, we will go down at once. No, child

; do

you go at once and bring the Senor Vallejo. I will speak to

the holy father, presently. Say this to him, and then seek

Vallejo."

Lucille hurried to inform Don Kicardo that her mistress

would presently see him ; but she did not hasten, as Teresa

had directed, to call the Senor Vallejo. Unhappy Lucille.

She did not suspect that the wicked Don Ricardo was triumph-

ing over her simplicity
; that his satellites were already con-

cealed in the woods skirting the roadside. Had the poor

mulatto harbored a thought of danger, she would speedily havo

summoned a defender for her mistress.

But what sound was that which startled her suddenly? A
suppressed shriek and the noise of rushing feet. Lucille

stopped, listened intently, then darted toward the road which

wound near the hacienda. Alas ! the sight that met her eyes.

Don Ricardo had cast away his priestly disguise, and was

bearing Teresa in his arms, across the garden-walk, to a close

carriage which stood at the very gate, its door attended by

two swarthy scrvatns. The Sehora's head and face were

woi'.nd about with a thick shawl, and she appeared to he

quite insensible, when lifted and thrust into the vehicle.

Lucille witnessed all this, and a loud, shrill scream from her

pallid lips apprised the kidnapper that she did so.

" Curse that wench ! She will ruin us," cried Don Ricardo,

leaping into the carriage with the muffled Teresa. "Pedro,

secure the mulatto; she must go with us."

In another moment Lueille's shrieks were stifled hy a" pro

cow similar to that which had rendered her mistress helpless

One nillianly servant grasped her in his arms, while the othei

fastened a shawl around her mouth. She was then lifted into

the coach, beside the fellow called Pedro, and opposite to his

master and Teresa. The other servant sprung to the box,

and the vehicle rolled rapidly away, into the dusky woods

through which the highway conducted.

/ But, swift as the wheels whirled, and the carriage was

borne forward, there was a swifter pursuit suddenly com-

menced by a man who, from the brow of a hill at nearly 8
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quarter of a mile distance, had caught a hurried glimpae of

the confusion, and heard the shriek of Lucille, as she wa.«

sc'zed by Pedro. .Putnam Pomfret, returning from his errand

abroad, had reached a point of view commanding the cottage

door, just in time to overlook the last incident of thb ahduc

tion—that of muffling and securing the mulatto. Pomfret's

first impulse was to shout for help and plunge dowmvard
through an intervening grove, upon the sharpers; but a

moment's reflection satisfied him that he would not reach

the scene in time for service, even if there were no armed
odds against him. Changing, therefore, his resolution at once,

the brave Yankee darted from the roadside, and entering the

forest, bounded like a deer through its shadows, following the

noise of the carriage-wheels, and directing his course to a

point at which he should be able to intercept the fugitives by

pursuing a shorter line than the circuitous highway. With
panting chest, and ear strained to catch the sound of wheels,

Ponifret thus kept on, for near a mile, when he at last found

himself neck and neck with the horses which the driver was
urging to their utmost speed.

" Lay on your string, Ingen," muttered Putnam Pomfret,

sardonically, as his long legs traversed the ground with

unabated speed. " I'm on your track now, you consamed
kidnappers, and by thunder, I'm a-goin' to keep it, now I

tell ye."

With these words, the Yankee stretched his limbs for

another heat, and, probably by the increasing gloom of the

road, soon contrived, not only to reach the flying carriage,

but to ensconce himself, much at his ease, upon the heavy
foot-board behind. Thus perched, with his legs drawn up to

his chin, Putnam Pomfret felt tlve coach quiver as it was
impelled along, and laughed quietly to himself, as the dusk
grew into a dense fog, and the driver cracked his whip in the

darkness.

'Put her through, Ingen," muttered Pomfret. " Give 'em
the string. I'll bet ye a fourpence I get to tow a as aoou a*

vou do."
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CHAPTER XVII.
TERESA IN DANGER.

TVhen Teresa Glinton regained consciousness, she fouuil

hersev. lying upon a couch in a strange apartment—Lucille
kneeling beside her, was chafing ber hands and bathing her

forehead with restoratives. Teresa sat upright and looked

wildly around ber.

" Lucille ! Where are we ?"

The mulatto placed her finger on her lips and glanced at

the door.

Teresa raised her hand to her bosom.
" Where is it ?—the dagger !" she asked.

" It is here, mademoiselle," answered Lucille, pointing

significantly to the pearl-hilt of a small stiletto bidden -within

the folds of a kerchief that crossed her breast. " I will give

t to you, mademoiselle—when Ave are alone."

Hardly bad the mulatto pronounced these words, when a

knock was heard at the door, and it was slowly unclosed,

admitting the head of a man.

"May I enter?" said a softly modulated voice, and Teresa

felt ber heart suddenly stilled and her blood cease to flow;

for upon the threshold of the apartment stood—Gabriel Fal-

cone. The young man's face was pale, and his right arm

re ied in a sling. She felt herself in that man's power, with-

out a hope of escape, and read the triumphant expression of

his ghmcc as it met her own. She knew that the unprincipled

gamester remembered her scorn, and that he was likewise

determined to avenge himself. Nevertheless, as one white

hand rested on the handle of the weapon which lay hid

h<'nealh her bodice, Teresa felt that at least in one thing she

was more than a match for ber enemy—she feared not death.

" Scnora Teresa, I come to ask pardon for all my offenses,"

°aid Falcone, with an inclination of his bead. " Am I to b«

forgiven V"

" Forgiveness is for the repentant to expect," she replied.

" And I am truly repentant."
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For an instunt, as Falcone uttered these words with

depressed head, a gleam of hope visited Teresa's heart ; but

i*. faded as she caught the raised eyes of the speaker fixed

upon her once more, with an unmistakable expression of

exultant villainy. She shuddered as those bold orbs fell upon
ner, and the blood rushed tumultuously to her neck and fore-

head.
" Do you hate me ?"

" Falcone—why do you persecute me '("

" Is lovo, then, persecution ?"

" Such love as yours is worse than hatred or persecution,"

exclaimed Teresa, " for it would degrade its object forever."

" Indeed !" cried Falcone, with a short laugh. " But you
mistake me, perhaps. I would not degrade—I would marry

you !"

" And is not marriage with one whom I must despise a

degradation ?" cried the undaunted girl. " Falcone ! it ia

useless for me to attempt concealment of my feelings, for you

well know that now, more than ever, I must view yon with

contempt."
" Senora—beware 1" cried the young man, his countenance

growing dark with passion. " Pause ere you decide your

course ;
for by all the fiends, you shall be mine !"

"With this threat, spoken in a measured tone that evinced'

the resolute wickedness of his heart, Gabriel Falcone turned

away, and without another look at Teresa or Lucille, strode

from the apartment.

The poor mulatto girl, who had always felt an unaccount-

able terror of the gamester Falcone, now wrung her hands

and passionately deplored their situation, entreating again and

again pardon for the part which she had taken in the betrayal

of her mistress. But Teresa, retiring to her chamber, sunk

upon her knees and poured forth fervent prayers to Heaven
for succor in her extremit3r

.

" Oh, what is to be done ? wretch—bad creature that I am
—moi! it is I who am to blame!" moaned poor Lucille,

walking up and down the room as she gave vent to her

thoughts, the tears, meanwhile, streaming from her eyes.

The girl paused opposite the window and gazed eagerly

through the wires that barred it. Some object without appar-
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ently attracted her attention and checked the exuberance of

tier affliction. And, indeed, Lucille had cause both for wonder
ind attention ; for, as she peered between the bara of thick

wire, she beheld a sigh'; that was well fitted to astonish

her. The window overlooked a square court-yard, shut, in

Dy stone walls. The apartments in which Teresa was con

fined were situated in the third story of the building, and

high above its casements rose the dull sides of the parallelo-

gram described by the inner walls of the ancient building

A? Lucille looked upward she could just distinguish the figure

of a mir.r cautiously appearing upon the very edge of the lofty

opposite wall, and beckoning to her with his hand. Lucille

could not see the face of this man, but a sudden feeling of

joy thrilled her heart, as though he were in some manner to

be connected with the deliverance of herself and mistress.

She stopped not to reason with her hopes, but pressing for-

ward against the wires, returned the motions of the figure

above by waving her handkerchief. Immediately the man
disappeared, and Lucille, agitated more than ever, rushed to

the chamber of her mistress, and informed her of what she

had witnessed. Teresa shook her head sadly.

" I fear you have seen only some idle workman on the

neighboring walls."

'' lint, mam selle.—if he be vne ouvrier—surely he will

inform everybody

—

tmd Ic monde—and we shall be rescued—

five once more."
" Poor child

;
you forget we are in Mexico, where lawless

.icts are common. But let us trust in Heaven for all, Lucille!"

A-. Teresa said this, a noise at the window startled them,

and turning quiei.ly, they beheld the face of a man at the

bars. Lucille would have screamed aloud, but her voice fail-

ing her, she sunk trembling upon a couch. Teresa, however,

advanced at once to the easement. The man outside occupied

a strange and perilous position. Clinging with one hand to

the wires while the other grasped a rope, by the aid of which

he had just descended from the roof, the bold climber lowered

his head, and whispered :

" Keep up your courage, miss
; Putnam Pomfret's around.

Teresa's heart leaped as she recognized the well-known

accents of hor countryman, whose face covered with dust and
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perspiration, she bad not at first recognized. But, ere she-

could utter a word, Pomfret's finger was pressed to his lips,

and the next instant be released his hold of the wires and
disappeared, ascending the rope with the agility of a cat.

But, as he left the window, the maiden fancied she heard hiir

whisper

:

" To-morrow !"

CHAPTER XVIII
TERESA A CAPTIVE.

Aloxzo Vallejo, wandering with his book by the mar-
gin of the placid lake, mused tenderly upon her whom he
loved so well, and little dreamed of the strange drama that

was involving Teresa Glinton. Too soon, however, for his

peace, did the youth, grown weary of solitude, turn his steps

toward the hacienda. Bending his steps to the jalousied

entrance, and crossing the great threshold, he called on
" Teresa !" but no voice called out " Alonzo !"—no light foot-

step answered his call. Teresa Glinton was no longer there.

She had gone—vanished. No trace remained of her flight.

The few domestics of the cottage were summoned, but could

give no intelligence of Teresa. No one had heard the

shriek, or the voice of Lucille. And Lucille, too, was gone I

"What terrible mystery was here

!

All night, with frenzied eagerness, Vallejo pursued the

•search. He explored the woods for miles around. He peered

shudderingly, by torchlight, into the waters of the lake. He
mounted his horse, and galloped wildly over the neighboring

roads. But no vestige, either of Teresa or her attendant,

could be discovered.

At noon next day, after Lorenzo and the ladies had
returned, Putnam Pomfret also presented himself, dusty and
tiv.vel-wf rn. Alonzo flew to meet him, and pour out his sad

i eeital ; to which the Yankee listened quietly. Then, taking

Vallejo's hands within his own, and gazing kindly into his

fee,':, he said

:

'* Young feller ! what 'ud ye give to know whar Miss
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Teresy L, ? Keep a stiff upper lip, and all '11 come right •

01

my name ain't Putnam Pornfret."

Meantime, Teresa Glinton, in the silent apartments of Don
Ricardo's mansion, trembled through the anxious hours at

every noise that reached her cars. Enjoining upon Lucille

to remain beside her and witness her death should she be able

by no other means to avert the violence which she felt

threatened her the maiden still clung with hope to the recol-

lection of that one word which she had heard uttered by liet

countryman at the window

:

" To-morrow !"

To-morrow had come, its weary minutes had been counted,

its last sunbeams were now trembling on the wires that barred

the casements. Still no shadow of a human form appeared

upon the dull surface of the dead wall opposite, upon which

her gaze, like that of Lucille, was ever steadfastly directed.

Suddenly a noise was heard at the door, and a low knock.

" It is not Senor Falcone now ; it is
—

"

" Let them enter—I am prepared !" said Teresa, calmly,

but with a tremor agitating her lovely frame; and Lucille,

unlocking the door, admitted Don Ricardo Ramos, who bowed

low and remained upon the threshold.

"If Scilora Glinton is not disinclined for a few words of

conversation," began the man, with his furtive smile twitching

the corners of his dark mouth.
" Speak, sir—what power have I to prevent?"

"All tilings in courtesy," replied Ramos, in a meaning

(one of voice, as lie remembered the contemptuous glance of

his captive. " My friend, Gabriel Falcone, who loves you so

intensely that I really fear for the poor youth's health, desires to

know if, on the morrow, you will be pleased to meet a little

party of friends V"

"I understand you not, sir 1"

'•
I will endeavor to be intelligible. In a word, I have

summoned a priest, who will to-morrow unite in the sweet

bonds of matrimony, my friend Gabriel with my lovely guest,

Seiiora Glinton."

-Sooner will I die!" exclaimed Teresa, passionately, ns

the retreated a step from Don Ricardo, her calmness tor u

moment forsaking her.
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"Death is not so pleasant as marriage," laughed Ramos.
" You have my answer, sir !"

" Indeed !" cried Ramos. " What then will my friend

Gabriel do ?"

His eyes dwelt, as he spoke, upon Teresa's lace with an

expression at once so threatening and sinister, that the pcoi

.girl felt her heart sink within her bosom.
" Yon abandon mo to this wicked man ! 'Tis well—I shah

defend myself!" cried Teresa, calmly returning the trium-

phant gaze of Ramos.

But at this moment Lucille's ej^es sought those of her mis-

tress with a meaning look. The mulatto, seated near the

window, had caught a sudden glimpse of a shadow appearing

upon the top of the opposite wall, and her quick glance con-

veyed the intelligence to her mistress. At the same time,,

ehe rushed forward, and sinking on the floor beside Teresa,

cried impulsively :

" Oh, rnain'selle ! do not die ! Promise the Senor

—

quelle

Iwrreur ! to be sacrifice

—

immult-e ! Ob, mon dieu ! it is not

Ires difficile to lie married—

"

" Rise, Lucille—and be silent !" cried Teresa, angrily, as

Don Ricardo paused and surveyed them.

''Promise, ma chore maitrcsse!" persisted the mulatto.

" They will kill—they will destroy us all." Then, in a low

whisper, scarce!)' reaching the maiden's ear, she said hurriedly :

" To-morrow we shall be saved—the brave Sefior is here !"

" Lucille ! be silent
!"

Bat, as Teresa spoke, she sunk upon a chair beside hei,

her delicate frame overpowered by the variety of her emo-

tions. Don Ricardo saw, as he conjectured, the yielding of

the timid woman, irresolute of her purpose.
" The good girl is right," said he, softly; " marriage is not

so difficult. And—Falcone is a reckless fellow if he is

thwarted, you know."

Teresa raised her eyes to the speaker. Lucille, crouching as

the feet of her mistress, pressed her hand closely.

"Let — Gabriel Falcone come hither— to-morrow!" tlie

maiden said, slowly.
" I doubt if his ardent love will not make him more impa

tient," responded Ramos, with his furtive smile. " Neverthe-

less, if you nromise that, he shall then be made happy—"
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" I promise nothing, but that to-morrow I will recoivt hh
visit."

" But I may say a word to give the youth some hope?"
said Don Ricardo, with a low laugh.

" You may say what you please," said Teresa, coldly, as she

rose, and turned with Lucille toward the inner chamber.
Ramos left th'e apartment, and Lucille hastened to refastcn

the door. At the instant, a folded slip of paper glided be-

tween the window-wires, and fell upon the floor. Teresa

Beized it and read it aloud with a beating heart

:

" Be of good courage, Teresa. We will come for you to-

morrow. Alohzo."
" Oh, Father in heaven, I thank thee !" cried the orphan,

sinking on her knees, and devoutly clasping her hands, while

Lucille ran to the casement wild with joy.

But Pomfret was not to be seen. Evidently aware of the

presence of Don Ricardo in the cbamber, he bad watched the

latter's departure for an opportunity to introduce the slip of

paper. This accomplished, he had retraced at once his peril-

ous way over the walls of the adjoining house. In the mean

time, Don Ricardo Ramos, after leaving the presence of his

anticipated victim, proceeded to another room, where Gabriel

Falcone, extended upon a coucb, lay awaiting his coming,

The triumphant expression of the elder villain's face was

noticed immediately by the gamester.
' She consents V" be cried.

" To see you to-morrow. Doubtless to reveal her long-

concealed love—

"

" Pish ! but the marriage—

"

" I am about to notify a priest of my acquaintance that he

be on band to-morrow," returned Don Ricardo. " So, my

dear Gabriel, I desire ^ :u to keep quiet, and not irritate that

wound c-f yours, which must be a painful one, though the

bullet is not there."

" No, the bullet is not left, thank fortune !" said Falcone-

" I can assure that it is not so pleasant to carry such a

companion about with you," added Don Ricardo, with his

sardonic smile, as at that moment he experienced a twinge of

pain occasioned by the ball which lay imbedded in his groin,

apd had always defied extraction, save at the risk of life
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Gabriel Falcone knew that his father's skill had left a lasting

inemeuto with Don Ricardo Ramos.

"With slow and dignified steps, Don Ricardo took his way
to a religious house belonging to one of the various orders of

friars established in the city, and, inquiring for a member o\

the fraternity, was ushered into the refectory, where ho en-

countered Fray Pedro, the priest who had officiated at the

burial of Don Tadeo, the uncle of Vallejo. The worthy
friar was engaged in writing at a small deal table, for he
exercised the duties of a clerk in the monastery to which he
was attached. At his feet crouched a large dog, which
growled suddenry as Don Ricardo entered the room.

" Dowxn, Beppo ! you are unmannerly !" giving the animal

a light touch with his foot. " God be with you, Don Ricardo

—approach ; the dog is harmless."

" His looks belie him most confoundedly, then, worthy
Fray Pedro," answered Ramos, pausing irresolutely as the

dog rose, and, displaying a row of formidable teeth, seemed

prepared to dispute the visitor's advance.
" Out, Beppo, out ! Indeed, he is quite unused to behave

thus to visitors," apologized the friar, driving the dog beneath

the table, where he crouched, sullenly regarding Don Ricardo

with glittering eyes, and emitting now and then a low

growl, not at all calculated to allay the new-corner's appre-

tiensions.

" You should shoot such a vicious beast—hang, or at least

drown him, Fray Pedro," cried Don Ricardo, taking a chair

near the priest, so as to interpose the latter's person between

himself and the animal.

" The dog has many good qualities, and is attached to me,"

answered the priest. " Poor fellow ! I found him half-starved,

watching by a grave, where, doubtless, his former master waa
•raried. He is a great protection to me, I assure you, as I

;valk the streets during these troubled times."

Don Ricardo feared to encourage the garrulousness of the

good priest concerning the merits of an animal that found

very little favor with himself; so, hastily changing the

conversation, he said :

" I spoke to you some time since concerning a ceremony

—

A marriage—that I desired performed at my house. Youi
services will b^ required to-morrow"
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" At your Louse, my son r"

"At my house the parties are now residing; and, as in

these unnatural times there is nothing certain but danger and
death, I wish my young friends to be wedded and away from
Mexico as speedily as possible. To-morrow at noonday, Fray
Pedro, is the hour appointed."

" I will come, Don Kicardo," was the priest's answer,

followed by a short snarl from his dog.
" Your canine friend seems no friend of mine," remarked

Ramos, with his bitter laugh, as he walked to the door.

"But, remember, worthy father, at noonday, to-morrow.

CHAPTER XIX.
THE PLOT DEFEATED.

Punctually a* the bell announced the hour of noon upon

the following day, Fray Pedro presented himself at the great

door of Don Bicanlo's mansion. Behind him followed the

burly dog Beppo, and scarcely had the dark-featured porter

opened a passage, when the animal, with a loud bark, rushed

into the hull and bounded up the wide staircase. His pious

master was shocked with the unwonted behavior of his favor-

ite, and the servant of that noiseless mansion grew absolutely

horrified as the bay of Beppo rung through the passnges.

At this moment Don Ricardo Ramos emerged from a door

which lie opened at the head of the stairs, and immediately

found himself thrown to the floor by an instant rush of the

dog, as the latter, dashing between his legs, darted to the

interior of the house.

"That, infernal brute here !'' cried the enraged Ramos, as

the servant ran to his assistance, and the alarmed priest as-

cended the staircase, breathing heavily in his efforts to make

haste. " What in the devil's name, Fray Pedro, do you meaa

by bri aging such a ferocious monster to my house?"

But the poor priest was too much spent with fatigue and

anxiety to answer at once, and meantime the bark of Btppty
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from the Inner precincts of the mansion, sounded loud and

joyfully. Don Ricardo hurried through the passages, and

Fray Pedro followed him as fast as he best might.

Those dark passages seemed interminable to the weary
friar, but at length his conductor reached the door of an apart-

ment within which the dog's bark was heard, no longer vio-

lent, but apparently full of joy. A moment after, the owner
of the house had led the way into a large chamber, where a

singular spectacle met his follower's eyes.

The apartment was hung with tapestry and lit by waxen
candles, burning in heavy silver candlesticks at different cor-

ners of the room. No light entered from without, for thick

curtains effectually concealed the windows.

The dog Beppo lay at the feet of a beautiful girl who ca-

ressed the animal, while he in turn licked her white hand and

;aid his huge head in her lap. Behind this maiden stood a

aiulatto girl, half-stooping, to add her caresses to Hie noble

dog. A few paces from both stood a young man, whose right

arm was confined to his breast by a silken scarf, while his left

hand rested upon a table covered with materials for writing.

" Your dog has made friends at last, good friar," said Don
Ricardo, with a harsh laugh. " How read you this ?"

" The animal may remember old friends," replied the priest,

suggestively, looking toward Teresa, who said, quietly

:

" The dog was my poor brother's—alas !"

At once, as the maiden uttered these words, Fray Pedro

recollected her features and recalled the occa-sion when he had
last beheld them. An expression of wonder was visible in his

countenance, and he was about to draw near to Teresa, when
the voice of Don Ricardo abruptly pronounced his name.

" Fray Pedro, you are to unite these young people in matri-

mony," said the latter, motioning to Falcone, who approached

the arm-chair. Teresa half rose and placed her hand to her

bosom. There was still concealed the poniard which she re-

garded as her resort in the extremity of danger. Lucille

glided round and stood beside her mistress, and the dog, as if

conscious that danger threatened the sister of his lost master

crouched low before them with an ominous growl.

Teresa Glinton saw that the crisis of her fate was approach-

ing. She gave up all hopes of rescue by her friends, avi
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hesitated only as to -whether she should make one last appoaL

invoking the priest to aid her, ere she should defy her perse-

cutors, and, like her lost brother, rush uncalled to the presence

of God. It was a teirible alternative
; for the maiden be-

lic-\ ed that Fray Pedro was a ready instrument of her cruel

captors, and feared that to implore his assistance would be but

tn accelerate her doom. Already the priest had taken her

hand in one of his own, extending the other to Falcone.
" The names 'r" sail Fray Pedro, looking to Don Eicardo.
'• Gabriel Falcone and Teresa Glinton."

The priest stood a moment as if paralyzed with astonish-

ment—then dropped his hands beside him—then clasped them

violently together, while his eyes wandered from one to the

other of those he had been about to unite. A sudden recol-

lection was flashing through his brain—he fell suddenly back,

tin expression of horror agitating his features.

" I can not perform the ceremony," he gasped. " I can not

commit a mortal sin
—

"

" Priest, have a care," cried Ramos, in a threatening voice.

The friar shrunk away, trembling before the aspect of the

Fpeaker, and, half-mechaiiically, murmured:
" I can not marry them—they are the the children of—"
'•

(>j <m<: m::!her !" lie was about to conclude, but ere the

words were spoken, his throat was violently grasped by Ka-

»:ios. and he staggered back against the wall of the apartment.

Gabriel Falcone, unaware that a strange disclosure was thus

suddenly checked, stood in blank surprise, while Teresa's

heart sunk at this new scene of violence. But another actor

promptly interposed. The huge dog sprung from the floor, and

at one bound reached the bosom of Fray Pedro's assailant.

" Help ! Falcone 1 help !" cried Don Ricardo, as he felt the

dog's teeih meet in his llesh, while the double weight bore

him againsl the friar, who, struggling for life, had wound his

fingers in his assailant's long hair.

The young man drew a dagger with his left hand, and,

rushing forward, plunged the weapon into Beppo's breast.

But he had as well vmnded a lion. The pain of the st-ab

only increased the animal's rage, and in an instant more he

Lad turned upon Falcone, while Don Roardo, released from his

leril, lifted hi* own dagger against the now exhausted priest
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At this crisis a sudden crash was heard, and a burst of sun-

Ight streamed into the apartment from a wide rent in one of

the velvet curtains which had hidden the casements. Teresa

and Lucille looked up and beheld the stalwart form of Put-

nam Pomfret. He stood with one foot extended within the

draper}-, while his right hand clung to the casement-frame

which he had just wrenched asunder. But he was not alone;

oeside him, upon the stone parapet, stood Colonel Montagnone,

Vallejo, and Lorenzo.

The burst of joy with which Teresa Glinton recognized

her lover was mingled with the report of a pistol discharged

by that lover's hand. Alonzo, with the same glance that en-

countered his mistress, beheld likewise the imminent peril of

his uncle's friend, Fray Pedro. Quick as thought lie fired at

Don Ricardo, whose dark features he had instantly recalled,

and ere the smoke had cleared away, the villain had released

his grasp of the priest and fallen heavily to the floor. All

transpired in the space of a moment ; nevertheless, this brief

space had sufficed for the fierce dog to drive Falcone to .->

corner of the apartment, where, sheltering himself behind U

piece of massy furniture, he defended himself with his dagger

which was his only weapon.

Yallejo, meanwhile, assisted Fray Pedro to a chair, for the

poor priest was nearly exhausted with his struggle, and then

turning to Teresa, clasped her in his arms, while Montagnone

interposed to rescue Gabriel Falcone from his canine assail-

ant. The sagacious dog, hov\rever, seemed at once to recog-

nize the defeat of his enemies, for with a low growl, in token

of triumph, he walked to the chair in which Fray Pedro re-

clined, and crouched at his feet, quietly licking the wound

which Falcone had inflicted, while his large eyes watched tho

writhing form of Don Ricardo, who was vainly striving to rise.

" Curses !" muttered the wretched Ramos. " Maledictions

upon all priests
!"

" Unhappy man ! you will yourself soon need a priest," said

Montagnone, approaching and stooping beside Don Ricardo.

" This hurt is mortal."
" I care not. Where's Falcone—dog ! has he fled ? Ha I

ha ! Where is his bride ? his sister ? Oh, curse that priest

FU strangle him

!
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The tortured villain essayed to uplift his hand which stll]

clutched the dagger -with which he would have slain Frav

Pedro ; but the effort only forced the blood from his mouth."
" Maledictions on all of ye ! Why did I meddle with the

sacrament, and thus lose all ? Falcone !—ha !—you should

have had your will—brother and sister ! ha ! ha ! ha !"

And with the chuckling laugh which was natural to him,

Don Rieardo fell back to the floor, his eyes closing suddenly.

" He is dead !" gasped Fray Pedro, with pallid lips, as

N'allejo and Teresa drew near. " And without confession."

" Confession—bah !" cried the sneering voice of Ramos, his

eyes unclosing with a sinister glance on all around him; "yes,

priest, let me confess. I would have married them—dost hear

me, Fray Pedro ? Their mother scorned and slighted me—
hi* father branded and dishonored me. It was my revenge-

hark ye, pries-1—to give the sacrament to both—brother and

sister—ha ! what think you ? Have I not confessed?"

Again that strange laugh rung through the apartment--

i'.g.du the eyes elo.-ed, and this time forever. Don Rieardo

Ramos had gone to his account.

Gabriel Falcone—his bold eyes sunk, his cheeks pallid as

those of a corpse—had listened to the incoherent words of him

who had lured him step by step to ruin. The wretched

young man's glance now caught the half-averted gaze of Te-

resa Glinton—the child of his mother. And Charles Giinton,

loo, was the child of Maria Minas. Gabriel Falcone I a

brother's blood is on thy head, for, but for thee, Glinton were

now alive and happy !

This horrible thought burned like aflame in the heart of the

gamcslcr. He cast one despairing look around him, and then,

spurning the dead form of Ramos with his foot, fled precipi-

t;ii .ly from the apartment. No one followed him !

"
"l.i'l the critter go !" cried Putnam Pomfret. " He's got a

coal o' lire burnin' in his heart that's a nation sight wuss than

hangin' or shootiii', now I tell ye."

And Alonzo Vallejo, clasping Teresa to his bosom, mur-

mured, as if in prayer :
" Oh my uncle ! my childhood's friend I

Look down and smile upon the daughter of your beloved—

Ibe child of Maria Minas 1"
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Ernie Elton, at Home and
at School.

Lost Among the Wild Men.
Percy's Tales of the Kings

of England.

Boys of Beechwood. By
Mrs. Edoart.

Papa's Wise Dogs.

Disjby Heathcote. By
Kingston.

Hawthorne's Wonder
Book.

Will Adams. By Dalian.

Little Ladders to Learning.
1st series.

Ditto. 2nd series.

s. d.

200 3 6White's Selborne
Cuts.

Boyhood of Great Men.
Footprints of Famous
Men. By J. G. Edgar.

Rev. J. G. Wood's^oy's,
Own Natural History Book.

Tales of Charlton School.
By the Rev. H. C. Adams.

Our Domestic Pets. By
Rev. J. G. Wood.

History for Boys. By
J. G. Edgar.

Saxelford. ByE.J. May.
Old Tales for the Young.
Harry Hope's Holiday.

Boy Life Among the
Indians.

Old Saws new Set. By
the Author of "A Trap to

Catch a Sunbeam."
Hollowdell Grange.

Mayhew's Wonders of
Science.

Peasant - Boy
Philosopher.

Barford Bridge. By the
Rev. H. C. Adams.

The White Brunswickers.
By Rev. H. C. Adams.

A Boy's Adventures in the
Wilds of Australia. By W.
Howitt.

Tales of Walter's School
Days. By Rev. H. C.

Ada7iis.

The Path She Chose. By
> F. M. S.

The Gates Ajar.

A Country Life. By W.
Howitt.

Stories for Sundays. By
Rev. H. C. Adams.
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5. d.

3 6

Three-and-Sixpenny Juvenile Books, continued.

The Child's Country Book.
By T. Miller. Coloured
Plates.

The Child's Story Book.
Bv T. Miller. Coloured
Plates.

Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Tom Dunstone's Troubles.
By Mrs. Eiloart.

The Young Marooners.
Influence. By the Author
pf " A Trap to Catch a Smi-
leam."

Jack of the Mill. By IV.
Ho-.uiit.

Dick Rodney. By James
Gran?,

Jack Manly. By James
Grant.

Sybil's Friend. By
Florence Marryat.

Life in the Red Brigade.
By R. M. Ballantyne.

Edgar Clifton.

Stepping Heavenward,
and Aunt Jane's Hero.

Valentin. By Henry
Kingsley.

With a Stout Heart. By
Mrs. Sale Barker.

Opening a Chestnut Burr.
By the Rev. C. P. Roe.

What Might Have been
Expected.

Tales of Nethercourt. By
Rev. H. C. Adams.

THE GOLDEN RULE LIBRARY FOR YOUNG LAOIES.

In cloth gilt, post Svo, with full-page Illustrations,

price 3s. 6d. each.

3 6 The Four Sisters.

The Golden Rule.
Lillieslea.

The Village Idol.

The Doctor's Ward.
Through Life and for Life.

Tell Mamma.
Little Women.

Heroines of History.

Heroines of Domestic
Life.

What Can She Do?
Barriers Burned Away.
The Girls' Birthday Book.

Blanche and Beryl.

Miss Roberts' Fortune.

In post Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

THE FGUQUE FAIRY LIBRARY
A Collection of De la Motte Fouque's most Popular Fairy Tales

Illustrated by Tenniel, Selous, and others.

3 6 The Four Seasons. I The Magic Ring.
Romantic Fiction. Other Vols, tofollow.
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BOllTLEDCE'S ALBUM SERIES.

In cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d., beautifully printed on toned paper. 5-. d.

Otto Speckter's Fables. With ioo Coloured Plates. 3 6
A Xew Edition. 4to, cloth, gilt edges.

Routled^a's Sunday Album for Children. With
So Plate; by J. D. Watson, Sir John Gilbert, and others.

The Boys' and Girls' Illustrated Gift-Book. With
many Illustrations by McConnell, Weir, and others.

The Child's Picture Fable Book. With 60 Plates
by II \"!;ison Weir.

The Coloured Album for Children. With 72 Pages
of Coloured Plates.

The Picture Book of the Sagacity of Animals.
With Go Plates by Harrison Weir.

For a Good Child. Containing " The Alphabet of
Trades," " The Cats' Tea-Party," and '* Cinderella." With 18

Pages of Coloured Plates.

Routledge's Picture Book. Containing " The Farm
Yard Alphabet," " The Alphabet of Flowers," and " The Pretty
Name Alphabet." With iS Pages of Coloured Plates.

A Present for My Darling. Containing "This
Little Pig went to Market," "Nursery Tales," and "Tom
Thumb's -Alphabet." With 18 Pages of Coloured Plates.

The Good Child's Album. Containing "Red
Riding Hood," "Mother Hubbard and Cock Robin," and "The
Three Kittens." With 18 Pages of Coloured Plates.

Nursery Rhymes. With Plates by H. S. Marks.

Nursery Songs. With Plates by H. S. Marks.

The Child's Coloured Gift-Book. With 72
Coloured Plates.

The Child's Coloured Scripture Book. With 72
Coloured Plates.

The Nursery Album. 72 Pages of Coloured Plates.

The Golden Harp Album. With 400 Illustrations.

Happy Child Life. With 24 Pages of Coloured Plates.

Album for Children. With 180 page Plates by
Millais, Sir John Gilbert, and others. Imp. i6mo, cloth.

Popular Nursery Tales. With 180 Illustrations by
J. D. Watson and others. Imp. i6mo, cloth.

Child's Picture Story Book. With 1S0 Plates,

Imp. i6mo, cloth.

A Picture Story Book. Containing "King Nut-
cracker," and other Tales. 300 Illustrations. Imp. i6mo, cloth.

The Book of Trades. By Thomas Archer.
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j. d.

36 Mixing in Society. A Complete Manual of Manners.

The Children's Bible Book. With 100 Illustrations,

engraved by Dalziel.

A Handy History of England for the Young.
With 120 Illustrations, engraved by Dalziel.

Griset's Grotesques. With Rhymes by Tom Hood.
Fancy boards.

The Children's Poetry Book. With 16 Coloured
Plates. Square, cloth.

Out of the Heart : Spoken to the Little Ones. By
H.\:;i Andersen. With 16 Coloured Plates. Cloth.

The Nursery Picture Book. With 630 Illustrations.

Folio, boards.

ROUTLEDGE'S COLOURED PICTURE BOOKS.

In super-royal 8vo, cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d. each, or mounted
on linen, 5s. each.

Third Series, containing

Happy Days of Childhood

Sing a Song of Sixpence.

This is not kept on Linen.

Animals and Birds, containing

Wild Animals. I
British Animals.

Parrots.
I

Singing Birds.

Book of Alphabets, containing

Hop o' My Thumb.
Gaping, Wide-Mouthed,
Waddling Frog.

The Railroad Alphabet.

Th: (
'.i>< >d Boys' and Girls'

Alphabet.

King Luckieboy's Picture Book, containing

The 'lea-Side Alphabet.

The Farm-Yard Alphabet.

The Old Courtier.

Picture Book of Horses.
King Luckieboy's Party.

This Little Pig went to

Market.

Our Pets' Picture Book, containing

The History of Our Pets. I
Aladdin.

Nursery Rhymes. |
Noah's Ark ABC.

The Marquis of Caracas' Picture Book, with Designs

by Walter Crane, containing

Puss in Boots. I

Old Mother Hubbard.

The Absurd ABC. !
Valentine and Orson.
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ROUTLEDCE'S BRITISH POETS.

(3s. 6d. Editions.)

Elegantly printed on tinted paper, crown 8vo, gilt edges,

with Illustrations.

Those marked * can be had elegantly bound in Ivorine, price 7s. 6d.

Longfellow. (Complete.

)

Cowper.
Milton.

Wordsworth.
Southey.

Goldsmith.
* Kirke White.
Burns.

Moore.
Byron.
* Pope.
* James Montgomery.
Scott.

Herbert.

Campbell.
Bloomfield.

Shakspere.
* Chaucer.

Sacred Poems.
Choice Poems.
Shakspeare Gems.
Wit and Humour.
Wise Sayings.

Longfellow's Dante

—

Paradiso.

Purgatorio.

Inferno.

s.d.

* Lover's Poems. 3 6
Book of Familiar Quota-

tions.

Bret Harte.
* Leigh Hunt.
* Dryden.
Ainsworth.
* Spenser.
* Rogers.

Mrs. Hemans.
Shelley.

Keats.

Coleridge.

L. E. L.
* Percy's Reliques.

* Dodd's Beauties of Shake-
speare.

The Christian Year.

Keble.

E. Allan Poe.

Longfellow's Tales of a
Wayside Inn. (Complete
edition.)

Prose Works.
The Mind of Shakespeare,

as Exhibited in his Works.

The Comic Poets of the

Nineteenth Century.

ROUTLEDCE'S STANDARD LIBRARY.

In post 8vo, toned paper, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

The Arabian Nights.

Don Quixote

Gil Bias.

Curiosities of Literature.

Ey Isaac D'Israeli.

1,001 Gems of British 3 6
Poetry.

The Blackfriars Shak-
spere. Charles Knight.

Cruden's Concordance.
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Standard Library, continued.

i. d.

36 Boswell's Life of Johnson.

The Works of Oliver Gold-
smith.

Routledge's Pronouncing
Dictionary.

The Family Doctor.

Ten Thousand Wonderful
Things.

Sterne's Works.
Extraordinary Popular De-

lusions.

Bartlett's Familiar Quota-
tions.

The Spectator.

Routledge's Modem
Speaker.

I,ooi Gems of Prose.

Pope's Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey.

Book of Modern Anec-
dotes. English, Irish. Scotch.

Josephus.
Book of Proverbs, Phrases,

Quotations, and Mottoes.

The Book of Modern
Anecdotes— Theatrical Le-

gal, and American.

The Book of Table Talk.

By W C. Russell.

Junius. (Woodfall's edi-

tion.)

Froissart's Chronicles.

Charles Lamb's Works.
(Centenary edition.)

ROUTLEDGE'S THREE-SHILLIHC JUVENILES.

Urd r ,;,., ,
,.c.„. ,;//, Messrs. G. Routledge & Sons offer a New

Series of
' ezemic Hooks, all well Illustrated, andwell bound ma

AV:u and Elegant Binding.

List of the Series.

3 o Do;? and their Ways. By

ByThe Holiday Camp.
St. John Corbet.

Helen M'.M.innt. By the

Author of " Xaoiui."

Ruman.'c of Adventure.

Pl.iv Hours and Half
II l,

1

iv„ By Kcv. J. C.

. 1 : \-i,:s or.

W.il!.-. and Talks of Two
SchooIbnV..

The Maud Home.
Ilildred the Daughter.

Hardy and Hunter.

Fred and the Gorillas. By
T. .Miller.

Frank Wildman's Adven-
tures.

Wild Sports in the Far

West.

Guizot's Moral Tales.

Voyage and Venture.

The Young Whaler. By

Gerstaecker.

Great Cities of the Middle

Ages.

Dawnings of Genius.

Celebrated Children.

Seven Wonders of the

World.

Faery Gold. By Hairy

Chorley.

The Travels of Rolando.

Great Cities of the Ancient

World.
.

Uncle Tom's Cabin for

Children.

The Little Wide-Awake for 1876. By Mrs. Sale

Barker, with 400 Illustrations, fancy boards, 3s.
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ROUTLEOQE'S ONE-SYLLABLE SERIES.

By Mary Godolphin.

In i6mo, cloth gilt, with Coloured Plates, price 2S. 6d. each.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Pro-
gress.

Evenings at Home.

4. d.

Swiss Family Robinson. 2 6
Child's First Lesson Book.

ROUTLEOQE'S HALF-CROWN JUVENILES.

Fcap. 8vo, Illustrated by the Best Artists, gilt, 2s. 6d. each.

Eda Morton and her
Cousins. By M. M. Bell.

Gilbert the Adventurer.

The Lucky Penny, and
other Tales. By Mrs. S. C.

Hall.

Minna Raymond. Illus-

trated by B. Foster.

Helena Bertram. By the
Author of " The Four
Sisters."

Heroes of the Workshop,
&c. By E. L. Brightwell.

Sunshine and Cloud. By
Miss Bowman.

The Maze of Life. By
the Author of " The Four
Sisters"

The Wide, Wide World.
The Lamplighter. By

Cummins.
The Rector's Daughter.

By Miss Bozvman.

The Old Helmet. By
Miss Wetherell.

The Secret of a Life.

Queechy. By Miss Wethe-
rell.

Sir Roland Ashton. By
Lady C. Long.

Sir Wilfred's Seven
Flights. By Madame de
Chatelain.

Pilgrim's Progress. By 2 6
Offor.

Friend or Foe : A Tale of
Sedgmoor. By the Rev. H.
C. Adams.

Tales of Naval Adventure.
Matilda Lonsdale.

The Life of Wellington.

The Glen Luna Family.

Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Mabel Vaughan.
The Boy's Book about

Indians.

Christian Melville.

The Letter of Marque.
The Swiss Family Robin-

son.

Evenings at Home.
Sandford and Merton.
Stepping Heavenward.
Kaloolah. ByfT. S. Mayo.
Patience Strong. By the
A uthor of The Gay-
worthys."

Gulliver's Travels. With
Coloured Plates.

The Life of Nelson. By
Allen.

The Young Gold Digger.
By Gerstaecker.

Robinson Crusoe,
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Half-crown Juveniles, continued.
s.d.

2 6 EllenMontgomery's Book-
shelf. With Coloured Illus-

trations.

The Two School Girls.
With Coloured Illustrations.

Melbourne House. By
Miss Wetlierell.

The Medwins of Wyke-
ham. By the Author of
" Marian."

The Young Artists.

The Boy Cavalier. By
the Rev. H. C. Adams.

Lamb's Tales.

Stories of Old DanieL
Extraordinary Men.
Life of Napoleon
Popular Astronomy.
The Orbs of Heaven.

The Gayworthys. By the
A uthor of " Faitk Gariney."

Andersen's Fairy Tales.

The Arabian Nights.

Grimm's Home Stories.

The Arctic Regions. By
P. L. Sivnnonds.

Stepping Heavenward, and
Aunt Jane's Hero.

Footprints on Life's Path-

way.

Sceptres and Crowns, and
the Flag of Truce.

Captain Cook's Voyages.

Coloured Plates.

Don Quixote for Boys.

Coloured Plates.

Adventures of Robin Hood.
Coloured Plates.

ROUTLEDCE'S HALF-CROWN WIDE-WORLD SERIES.

In small post, 8vo, cloth gilt, well Illustrated.

2 6 The Wide, Wide World.
The Lamplighter.

The Old Helmet.
Queechy.
EllenMontgomery's Book-

shelf.

The Two School Girls.

Melbourne House.

Glen Luna; or, Speculation.

Mabel Vaughan.
Patience Strong.

Most of the above are hy Miss Wetherell.
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By Captain Marryat.

Peter Simple

The King's Own
Mr. Midshipman Easy
Eattlin the Reefer

The Pacha of Many
Tales

Newton Forster

Jacob Faithful

The Dog Fiend

Japhet in Search of a

Father

The Poacher

The Phantom S!i

Percival Keeae

Valerie

Frank Mildmay

011a Podrida-

Monsieur Violet

By W H. Ainsworth.
Windsor Oastle

The Tower of London
The M ser's Daughter

Kookwood
Old St. Paul's

Orichton

Guy Fawkes
The Spendthrift

James the Second

The Star-Chamber

The Fiitch of Bacon

Jack Sheppard

Mervyn Olitheroe

Ovingdean Grange

St. James's

Auriol

The Lancashire Wit

By Alexandre Du
The Three Musketeers

Twenty Years After

Dr. Basilius

The Twin Captains

Captain Paul

Memoirs of a Physician

2 vols. (ij-. each.

)

The Chevalier de Maison

Rouge

The Queen's Necklace

The Countess de Charny

Monte Cristo, 2 vols.

(is. each.)

Nanon
The Two Dianas

The Black Tulip

The Forty-five Guards-

men
Taking the Bastile

2 vols. (is. each.)

Chicot the Jester

The Conspirator

MAS.
Ascanio

The Page of the D

of Savoy

Isabel of Bavaria

Beau Tancrede

The Regent's Daughl

Paulina

Catherine Blum

Ingenue

The Russian

The Watchm

By Various Writers.
Juli" de Bourg

Lilias Davenant

The Soldier of Fortune

The Compulsory Mar-

riage

The Young PrimaDonna

The Divoroed

Violet the Danseuse

The Albatross

Uinque Mars

The Little Wife

Adelaide Lindsay

Reminiscences of a Phy-

sician

Stories of Waterloo

Fardarougha

The Emigrants

Munster festivals

The Colleen Bawn
Kindness in Women

Zingra the Gij

The Family P
Nothing but _.,-

The Letter-Bag i

Great Westeri

Tom Jones

Sterne's Works

The Mountaineer of B

Atlas

i'wo Years Before th

Mast




